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INTR<DUC'l'ION 
One of the great social dramas of the twentieth century has been 
unfolding principally since the Second World War in Asian and African 
areas under European colonial control. In each instance when a 
constituent of the world family of national groups has asserted its 
right to self-determination, its dynamic struggle to wrest itself 
from Belgian, British, Dutch, French, or Italian domination has been 
suffused with the apprehensions of internal subdivisions concerning 
their destiny under a new regime. Fiery indigenous nationals, 
colonial elements loyal to the European motherland, European 
separationists, and even native groups which, generally for economic 
reasons, have resisted the bid for independent status have often 
vied with one another for control of considerable global areas. The 
enfranchisement of India and Pakistan, of Egypt and the Sudan, of 
Ghana, to note but a few instances, from partial or complete colonial 
authority was brought about in the midst of such tensions. 
Undoubtedly an irreversible trend has been set in 1110tion. 
Nowhere more than in Algeria has the internal struggle under 
such conditions raged with greater frJrT• From the ma.IlY" dissenting 
political subdivisions in that member of the French Union, two have 
emerged as most significant: the largely M::>slem revolutionary 
associations in opposition to each other (!! MOuvement National 
Alg&rien (MNA) and!! Front de Liberation National (FLN)) and the 
combined strength of the colons, settlers and descendants of settlers 
of European origin, favoring, in general, integration with France. 
i 
The r8le that literary men writing in the French language have 
played and continue to play in the interpretation of the Algerian 
colonial drama has been an important one; for from the time of the 
French conquest of that territor,r until the present, writers from 
the metropolis and from Algeria itself have depicted the inter-
relationships of the motley peoples of that region, have sought to 
analyse the history of and to predict the destinies of their 
homeland, and, in fiction and in non-fiction, have propagandized 
their own visions of an ideal Algeria. The Algerian upheaval of 
these times invites, therefore, a reappraisal of an Algeria seen in 
the aesthetic exoticism of Fromentin and the social exoticism of the 
Tharaud brothers, in the hallucinating theatre of Lenormand, the 
moral vacillations of Gide, or the quest for a new ethics of Camus. 
It directs attention to a host of North African writers whose names 
are only now gaining recognition: Claude de Fremnville, Jacques 
1 Robichon, and Ren6-Jean Clot among many others. In the course of 
such a reexamination, attention must certainly be focused on that 
writer who first introduced and interpreted the world of the 
Algerian colon in French literature, Louis Bertrand • 
ii 
.!!:!! ].!.£! ~ personal quail ties of Louis Bertrand. -- Louis Marie 
Emile Bertrand was born in the small Lorraine community of Spincourt 
(Meuse) 2 on March 20, 1866. His father, after a military career as a 
cuirassier in the Garde Imperiale of Napoleon III, had fulfilled modest 
duties as a clerk of court (greffier) in that village, afterwards (c. 1875) 
taking charge of an old brasserie at Briey. 3 The Bertrand family was 
~· ;.i 
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traditionalist, conservatiTe, and Roman Catholic. Young Louis received 
his elementary education from the abbes at Briey and at twelve was 
enrolled at the lycee of Bar-le-Duc in what he frequently lamented 
afterwards as a coarse and banal atmosphere. In October 1883, he 
matriculated at the lycee Henri IV in Paris and wo years later at 
the Ecole Normale Superieure. At the latter institution, he numbered 
among his professors two sch.olars who were to play a significant role 
in his writing career later. Those men were Ferdinand Brunetiare, who 
was to arrange for Bertrand to publish his first works in the Revue 
.!!!!, ~ Mondes, and Gaston Boissier, "qui avait du soleil dans la 
Toix et dans l'aecent" and who was Bertrand's first direct contact 
with the Midi which he was soon thereafter to know and love. 4 While 
Bertrand left the Ecole Normale in 1888 following an initial failure 
at examinations for the agregation, his universit,y training was not 
completed until 1897 when his dissertation for the doctorat as lettres 
was accepted. He made his teaching debut as professor of humanities 
at the lycee Mi.gnet at Aix-en-Provence in 1888. While at this post, 
Bertrand developed a lasting friendship with one of his students, Joachim 
Gasquet, soon to become rather well known as one of the poets of the 
younger generation. 
In 1889, after having been awarded the agregation following his 
Aix experience, Bertrand was transferred to Bourg-en-Bresse and 
thereafter, in September 1891, to Algiers where he assumed duties as 
professor of rhetoric. In that North African setting, Bertrand was 
inspired b7 the color and the vigor of colonial life and by the contrast 
it provided with what he considered the artificiality- of then prevalent 
trends in the normalien approach to the teaming arts. When he had 
concluded the doctoral work alreaqy alluded to, he interpreted that 
inspiration in a first novel, 1! ~ 2!! races. The success of that 
work upon its publication in 1899 convinced Bertrand that his real 
calling lay in literature rather than in pedagogy. He resigned from 
his teaching position that same year. 
Following a rather confused period during which he was courting 
stability- in his chosen profession, now in Algeria, now in Paris, now 
in the Midi, Louis Bertrand took a small house, les Collinettes, at 
Nice in 1901. The French Riviera was to be his literary headquarters 
thereafter, first at Nice, then, in 1926, yielding to the sollicitations 
of an old friend, Mme Franklin Grout, the niece of Gustave Flaubert, 
at Antibes. It should not be assumed that Louis Bertrand was 
immobilized on the Cote d'Azur during forty y-ears; rather, that region 
became a dispatching point from which he undertook many trips, including 
several of nearly a y-ear's length, principally to lands of the 
Mediterranean littoral. 
Louis Bertrand was a Chevalier of the L'gion d 1Honneur. He was 
elected a member of the Acad,mie Fran~aise in 1925 by twenty-two votes 
and installed in 1926 in the fauteuil left vacant by another writer of 
Lorraine origin, Maurice Barres. Bertrand had previously- lost two bids 
for membership in that august assemblage, first to ReM Boy-lesve in 1918 
and then to Georges de Porto-Riche in 1923. He was also a member of the 
Acad,mie M4diterran4enne, which he helped found in 1926. 
iv 
Louis Bertrand was unquestionabl7 a man of unprepossessing 
personality. Contemporaries rarely qualified his temperament as other 
than negative. Conceming his Academie Franc;aise candidacy, Paul 
Bourget remarked that "a chaque nouvelle visi te, U perd une voix". 5 
His ostensible "eloge" of Maurice Bar~s, of whose popularity Bertrand 
was extremely jealous, created a scandal. AndrE§ Billy has described 
that discourse as "sans aucun doute la plus discourtoise et disgracieuse 
harangue dont jamais nouvel elu eut fait retentir les murs de 1' antique 
maison". 6 It was only in 1947, when Jean Tharaud, who had been at one 
time Barris' secretar,r, was elected to the fauteuil left vacant by 
Louis Bertrand and gave in his turn a discours de NCeption that the 
author of~ Colline inspiree was avenged. At that time, Tbaraud 
expressed his gratitude at having been received to Barr~s 1 fauteuil 
"par dell Louis Bertrand". 7 ·He spoke of a Bertrand who "cul ti vai t 
8 
volontiers ••• le plaisir de deplaire", of Bertrand's "caractere 
ombrageux", 9 and of his "humeur atrabiliaire, qui 1' en trainai t 
10 quelquefois l des mots ficheux•. The R6ponse of Louis Madelin provided 
further substance !or a most unengaging portrait: 
Il n' en est pas mains vrai que, de ces visions d'Islam 
s6duisant, chez vous [i.e. Jean Tharaud J, le poete et le 
peintre, vous gardiez encore, il n' y a pas long temps, plus 
que de la sympathie, une cordiale ami tie pour ceux qui vous 
ont valu de si fortes et si exquises impressions. C1est par 
la que vous vous s6pariez totalement, Monsieur, de celui 
(i.e. Bertrand] dont le hasard des elections acadE§miques et la 
malice du sort vous ont appele a faire aujourd'hui 1 1eloge. Vous 
aves, en termes excellents et nuances, loue Louis Bertrand et son 
oeuvre, et vous avez m8:me voulu, si j' ose dire, jeter un pont 
entre vos conclusions et les siennes. Mais il n'etait pas facile 
de le rejoindre, tant il apportait a ses antipathies comme a ses 
sympathies, A ses d'nigrements comme a ses apologies, de veh&mente 
outrance, d' ailleurs inspine par sa conviction. Et c' est bien, 
'Y 
d1ailleurs, ce qui seduisait en lui, et, son temperament etant, 
par exemple, tout a fait a 1 1 oppose du mien, mon ami tie pour 
lui se doublait d1une constante admiration pour un talent que 
servait et surexcitait la violence marne de sea sentiments. 
Nous etions compatriotes, tous deux Lorrains, et il me 
paraissait plaisant qu'il possedlt lea qualites et les defauts 
les plus etrangers l notre province. Fougueux jusqu1a 
1' intemperance, absolu dans la pensee et peremptoire dans 
1 1expression, il bousculait avec joie tout ce qui etait, a 
ses yeux, convention, illusion et mensonge. Les idees reQues 
et les faits etablis 1 1irritaient, et il eprouvait une sorte 
de bruyante allegresse a s'inscrire en faux contre idees et 
faits. ll 
Other critics made similar observations. Rene Brecy, in an otherwise 
laudatory article of homage after Bertrand's death, refers to his 
' 12 13 
"mauvais caractere". John Charpentier cites his "humeur misanthropique11 
and, as did Jean Tharaud, his "carac~re ombrageu:x:n.14 Andre Cb.aumeix 
refers to his "esprit sarcastique•, lS while for Marcel Raymond, Bertrand 
was an "ecrivain d 1humeur"J16 both journalists were composing post mortem 
eulogies. 
Isolated from any considerable social life by the accident of his 
temperament as well as by his contempt for the society of other 
litterateurs, for whose salon life he frequently expressed disdain, 
Louis Bertrand devoted his life to writi~. He published profusely in 
the novel, in history, biography and travel literature during forty-four 
years. In addition to his major publications, he contributed a 
substantial number of articles to French periodicals. Bertrand's final 
works reached his public only after his death at Antibes on December 
6, 1941. 
~ ~ ~ Louis Bertrand. -- A list of Louis Bertrand 1 s major 
works, arranged by genre and by subject matter, may be of value to the 
reader in considering this study. No attempt will be made to cite his 
large contribution to such periodicals as 1!! Revue des Deux Mondes, La 
Revue Bleue, or 1! Revue Universelle. The quantity of such articles, 
along wi·th those appearing in French newspapers, and the fact that many 
made their way into his major work, have rendered such an attempt 
inadvisable.17 Some fifteen apposite contributions to journals are, 
however, cited in the bibliography of this study. It has appeared 
similarly unnecessary to enumerate here the several prefaces written 
by Louis Bertrand for the works of other writers or selections by 
Bertrand intercalated in collections. 
I Novels by Louis Bertrand 
About North Africa: 1899: 
.!!!, ~ .2!! Races 
1901: La ina 
1904: 1 ifp!te, le Bien-Aim4 (1920 as 
-PIP!te et Balthasar) 
1912: La Concession de ~ Petitgand 
1918: S'!!f;;uis Martyr\!i -
1930: f! man ,S!! .!! Conquete 
About Spain: 1903: Le Rival de Don Juan 
1922: Card6nio - - -
About Marseilles: 1907: L'Invasion 
About the Roussillon: 1920: .·L' Infante 
About Lorraine: 1911: Mademoiselle de Jessincourt 
About Greece: 1910: ~ Bains ~ Phal~re 
vii 
viii 
II Non-Fiction works by Louis Bertrand: autobiography (a), memoirs (m), 







































Le Jardin de la MOrt (t) (1933 as Africa) 
La GrAce du-sorerr-et des paysages (t) 
te Mirage Oriental TS"p-t) 
Le Livre de la Midi terran~e ( sp-t) 
1e Sens del TEniiUii { sp) 
Ies -,&Ys -.dlterraneens et la guerre ( sp) 
sur te"Nil (t) - -
Les Vilm d'Dr, Alg,rie,!:!: Tunisie roma.ines (t) 
Jean Perbal. w (Volume I: Une DestiDAe) 
te""L'EOur d'~te ( t) -
nivant fiisl~sp-t) 
L LOrraine (m) 
tis Grands a;aects du pays~e franf):ais (t) 
t&Nouvelle ~ucation sent~entale (a) (Volume II: 
- Une Destinle) 
La *dl'ierranle ( t) 
IU Bruit des foBtaines d 1Aix-en-Provence (t) 
lliits d*Affjr (m-t) 
Carthage 
bfllger!! romantique ! !!.!_!! ysterieuse (m-t) 
Font-Romeu (t) 
~lyte, Porte-Couronnes (a) (Volume III: Une Destinee) 
r.:&viera rue J'ii connue (m) -
Promenades travere la France ( t) 
ESpa~ne (t)- -
Meslbuts dans 1 1 uni versi te: choses vues (m) 
fus Cyrl;;-Terre diAj)Ofion (m-t) -
m:tier sp 
L'Internationale - Ennemie des Nations (sp) 
Sur les ROutes du Sud (a) (Volume tf: Une Destinee) 
La Lorraine (m-tr- ··-·-··~. ···- -ipaftl' (111-t-Bp) 
Ann& s d1 A~rentissf!e (a) (Volume V: ~ DestiMe) 
'Jrrus&iem (a) Volume I: Uae Destide) 
Jal"d!ns d 1Espyne (t-m) -
CripuscUle (posthumous) (a-sp) 
Terre de Msurrection (posthumous) (m) 
1f!! Ambaasadu (posthumous)(a) 
III Biography, hagiography and history by Louis Bertrand 
1912: Gustave Flaubert 
1913: S&iit lugus tin 













La Femme qr 6tai t retournee en Afrique 
l'Utourcie aint Augustin (included is l920 entry) 
LOuis m 
La Vie amoureuse de Louis XIV 
Sainte Th&rlse - - -
Philipp! II I 1•Escorial 
Phili~ ~ -TJile TWbreuse Affaire 
Les ~ alrtc&J..ns 
H!StoireEspagne 
Ees Journ6es du Graad Hoi 
Ceil.e r: rut-r• 8il1ile dl'Iugus tin 
tamart 











La Fin du classicisme et le retour A 1' antique dans la 
- seconde moi til du mill' silcle et les preiii:IJ'rei -
ann&es du Ifie,-en France (doctoral dissertation, 
criticis~ -aeithetics) 
Raphaelis Mengsii !!! antiquorum arte doctrina cujus 
m.omenti E gallicos pictores fuerit. (In Latin: a 
complementary dissertation) 
Flaubert: Madame Bovary (literary criticism) 
FlaUbert A Paris ou le mort vivant (conjectural 
remarkS on WhatF'Iiubert1 s opinion of modern 
France might be) 
Flaubert (a lecture) 
Disc ours de reception ! 1 1 Academie Fran<;aise ~ 
R6ponse de JUles Cambon 
~ cho!Sies (excerpts from Bertrand's works) 
Iil8eS et Portraits (literary c ri ticism) 
~te~Li~vre de la Consolation (English Version: The Art 
-or sUffering) (Religion) --
Sainte Th~se d'Avila racont&e par elle-m8me 
· (Saint Theresa edited by Bertrand) 
Louis Bertrand~ the critics: Period !; 1897-1926 circa. Louis 
Bertrand's unsociable personality notwithstanding, the coterie-of c~tics 
treated hilll very well, particular~ at the outset of his writi~ career. 
Such lllli'Jinaries of the critical field as Rachilde in the Mercure de France, 
Andre Chaumeix in the Journal des D.Sbats and the Revue Hebdoma.daire, as well 
as stars of lesser magnitude such as J. Ernest-Charles and Andre Beaunier 
in the Revue Bleue and Alfred Mortier in the Grande Revue, saw the birth of 
a new talent and reported enthusiastically, in the main, on each new 
novel of Louis Bertrand that appeared durj_ng the first years of this 
centur,y. As well as being charmed by the novelty of Bertrand's subject 
matter, they made the inevitable attempts to align his style with that 
of Flaubert18 or with that of the naturalist writers. More important, 
the Rachildes, the Chaumeix and their satellites helped establish 
Louis Bertrand's li~rar,y reputation, hailing him almost from the 
outset as the creator of the colon novel. In subsequent years, when 
he had all but abandoned direct consideration of the Algerian scene in 
favor of controversial analyses of Mediterranean issues and when, in 
fact, he had replaced the lush and colorful (though somewhat outmoded) 
style that distinguishes the African novels with the dr,y, neo-classical 
treatment he accorded such works as Mademoiselle ~ Jessincourt, 
~ Concession de Madame Peti tgand, and Sanguis Ma.rtyrum, the aura of an 
initial reputation, developed considerably by those critics as the 
highly romantic novelist of Latin Algeria, remained with him. In 
Februar,y of 1927, Felix Guirand, in a monograph celebrating Bertrand's 
becoming a member of the Academe, was, therefore, not alone in his 
X 
surprise that Louis Bertrand, "L'Africain11, should have declared, in that 
scandalous 'lose of Barres to which we have alluded, that both he himself 
and his predecessor were essentially provincial writers, talents of the 
Lorraine.19 Guirand and other critics had apparently neglected 
Mademoiselle _5!! Jessincourt, ~ Sens E!! 1 1 Ennemi, ~ Perbal, and 
particularly an article entitled "La Lorraine dans 1' oeuvre de FranQois 
de Curel11 , in which Bertrand confessed that his native Lorraine had 
20 
strongly colored his previous work. The fact was that Louis Bertrand 
xi 
was no longer the novelist of North Africa exclusively; his work had, 
for some time, been developing a more complex pattern. 
Bertrand had won a certain reading public among the peuple through 
P&pete and other early novels. He had wooed the staunch Roman Catholic 
with his successful Saint Augustin. He had sought stature as an historian 
with Louis !!! and as a political observer and sociologist with such works 
as J!!. ~ .£! 1 I Ennemi, ~ f!l! ~di terramSens et la Guerra, and 
Devant 1' Islam. In ~ Grece ~ soleil et ~ pays ages and !!! Mirage 
oriental he had presented himself as a kind of disabuser of romantically 
inclined travelers. Confronted with a complex Bertrand, critics were 
hard pressed to find a clear, unifying ·image of his total contribution. 
The brief depiction of .Bertrand in histories and manuals of French 
literature from 1910 until the mid-twenties presents a highly varied 
concept of that writer. Besides the inevitable references to his 
African novels, critics made, for example, certain observations. Jules 
Bertaut, in 1912, saw in Louis Bertrand the modern epic poet of the 
Mediterranean sc~e. 21 Bacourt and Cunif.fe, in 1923, declared that 
Bertrand "never loses sight of what he considers the intellectual duty 
22 
of the present hour"• The popular Abcy, Audic, and Crouzet manual, in 
1926, gave him a niche with the exotic writers and historians. 23 Still, 
in 1922, there had been one literary historian, Eugene Montfort, for 
whom the uni tyPof,.JBertrand 1 s works had begun to emerge: 
L1id4e de la conquete de monde par l'id&al IJII§diterran&en, l'id4e 
de Latinit&, c 1 4tait la grande id&e de Paul Adam. Cette id&e-11, 
nous la retrouvons chez un romancier qui, dans la meme g&ruSration, 
nous semble tenir une place non moins i:mportante, nous la retrouvons 
developp4e, id4e centrale, id4e-Mre, chez Louis Bertrand. 24 
Louis Bertrand and the cri ties: Period II; circa 1926 ~~present~--
In the declining years of Louis Bertrand's literary career, although still 
somewhat protected by the cloak of his early successes, his Academie rank, 
and his prestige with Roman Catholics as the hagiographer of Saint 
Augustine (and, in 1927, of Saint Theresa), Bertrand was increasingly the 
target of unfavorable critical opinion. Critics began to wonder what 
had happened to the vigorous novelist of those early years. .Already ia 
1924, Andre Billy had raised the question and had suggested a most 
unsavory answer: 
En ce temps-1!, nous nous elisions que Louis Bertrand serait 
notre Flaubert. Homme de lettres, rien qu1homme de lettres, 
salon la TAgle de Croisset. Mais notre epoque est decidement 25 disgraciee. Louis Bertrand brigue un fauteuil A 1 1Academie •••• 
During the depression years of the 1930's when increasingly 
socialistic measures were required to mitigate the economic crisis, 
Louis Bertrand's intransigeant royalist ideology continued to permeate 
a literature that found fewer sympathetic readers. MOving still 
further right, Bertrand turned a friendly eye toward Nazi Germany and 
alienated another segment of critics and readers. 
Criticism of Louis Bertrand in the French press following his 
death in 1941 was severely restricted by the censorship controls in 
force both in occupied and Vichy France. In significant works of 
literary criticism after 1946, however, it is only too clear that 
Bertrand 1 s star is in eclipse: 
1949 (Marcel Girard, in a sub~section entitled •Romanciers d&mod&s•) 
Parmi les auteurs qui sont n&s autour de 1870, il en est qui 
regardent derri!re eux. Ils apparaissent comme la queue sans &clat 
du XIX• si~cle. Ce sont Henry Bordeaux (n4 en 1870), Emile 
Baumann (n4 en 1868), Marcel Prevost (1862-1941), Edouard Estauni& 
(1862-1942), Louis Bertrand (1866-1942) (sic), Abel Herma.nt (11£ en 
1862), etc. Meme quand ils se sont prolong6s au dell de la seconde 
guerre mondiale, ces auteurs n' int&ressent plus la p&riode que 
xiii 
nous traitons. Vers 1900, ils ont fait &poque, quand ils se sont 
lanc&s A 11attaque du na.t-gra.lisme, . contre Zola. Id4ologiquement, 
c•&tait un retour en arri!re vers les tendances conservatrices du 
roman fran~ais, psycholog1que, i~aliste et moralisateur. Socialement, 
c 14tait une revanche de la bourgeoisie contre le socialisme 
huma.nitaire, qui s 16tait spontan&ment d4gag4 de l'esth6tique 
naturaliste. Aujourd1hui tous ces auteurs peuplent encore lea 
biblioth&ques priv&es des nobles et des grands bourgeois de 
province. A 1 16tranger, ils continuent a repandre l'image d'une 
certaine France. Mais les hommes de moins de cinquante ans les 
renient. Quand ils appartiennent Ala mime famille d 1esprits, 
ils se sont choisis [ sicJ d'autres ma!tres. 26 
19.56 (Andri Billy) 
Apr~s avoir &t6 distanc6 d1un nomhre appreciable de voix par 
Boylesve, Louis Bertrand obtint de s 1asseoir dans le fauteuil de 
Maurice Barres sur le patriotisme lorrain duquel il avait rev6 de 
faire pr&valoir un imp&rialisme mediterran&en de sa facton, mais, 
si son nom demeure attache A l'Afrique du Nord, A Saint Augustin, 
a l 1Espagne, l la G~ce, il est 6galement ins4parable de Flaubert 
dont il se proclamait un peu abusivement le disciple et dont sa 
ni!ce lui 14gua des reliques. On doute que Flaubert se rat reconnu 
en cet ancien universitaire devenu acad&micien, et cependant, avant 
d1etre admis sous la Coupole, Bertrand s•&tait, dans Flaubert a 
Paris ou le mort vivant, montn s&v!re pour 11illustre compagnie: 
riAujourd1huielle tend d~ plus en plus a devenir une pt$taudiire 
radicale-socialiste, un club de politiquards. De plus en plus 
elle se met a gauche, ne !Ut-ce que pour sauver ses rentes, car 
elle est riche, elle a des 6cus, des maisons, des chtteaux.• 
Plus loin, contre Flaubert qu'il montrait s'en indignant, 11 
excusait son ma!tre Zola d' avoir convoit& un fauteuil. Ainsi 
Louis Bertrand consid&rait 11Acad4mie comme une p&taudiere de 
folitiquards, ma.is i1 y fut candidat plusieurs fois avant d'y 
etre 4lu grice a 11incompr6hensible abstention d1Abel Hermant. 
Ainsi Louis Bertrand se flattait d'etre un fieff4 r4actionnaire, 
mais il admirait &perdument Zola dont toutefois il •vomissait• 
l'id4ologie •. C14tait au moins beaucoup de d6sinvolture. Voici 
mieu:x. Au su de tout le monde et en particulier de tous qui 
avaient entendu ses confiances, Louis Bertrand d&testait Barres. 
Elu a son fauteuil, il se jura bien de faire un discours d1 ob serait 
exclue toute louange. Il tint parole •••• En 1903, dans la Renaissance 
latine, Louis Bertrand avait trait4 les romantiques de charlatans. 
En 1926, l'auteur de Louis XIV fit amende honorable. Il renia les id&es 
de son ~tre Brunetiere. 27 
1959 (Pierre de Boisdeffre) 
lappelons les grands noms de la g~~ration qui eut vingt ans 
autour de 1890. Elle comprend le dernier des romantiques 
(Edmond Rostand, 1868-1918), des romanciers aussi c'l~bres bier 
qu1oubli6s aujourd1hui (Marcel Pnvost et Abel Hermant, n6s en 
1862, morts l'un en 1941, l'autre en 1950; Louis Bertrand, 
1866-1941), etc. 28 
In the 795 pages of Emile Henriot•s 1958 publication, ~ Si~cles de 
Lit~rature!ran~aise, moreover, there is no mention of Louis Bertrand 
whatever. 
Critical studies devoted to Louis Bertrand and his works. -- Five 
studies have been developed dealing entirely or in their greater part 
with Louis Bertrand and his works: 
(1) A doctoral thesis submitted to the University of Pennsylvania 
and published by Westbrook at Philadelphia in 1922, David Clark Cabeen1s 
The African Novels of Louis Bertrand: A Phase of the Renascence of 
-- -
National Energy ~ France, is a carefully written, perceptive account 
of the relationship of Bertrand's early novels of the Cycle Africain 
to the re-energizing of France after her dilemma of the late 18001s. 
Dr. Cabeen draws considerably from Bertrand's other work to strengthen 
his thesis. The work would appear, however, especially in the light of 
the nearly twenty years of contribution to letters that Bertrand made 
following Dr. Cabeen1s dissertation, to be incomplete and inconclusive. 
In view of his premature choice of subject, Dr. Cabeen was unable to 
make use of considerable material, including Bertrand 1 s invaluable 
autobiographical commentar,y in the ]!! Destin'e series, concerning the 
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composition of those African novels, another of which, moreover, !! Roman 
de 1! Conquete, published in 1930, would have provided him with Louis 
Bertrand's impressions of the historical background of F ranee 1 s Algerian 
empire. 
(2) Soeur Joseph-Marie Cousins' Le Sentiment Chr£tien ~ 1 1 oeuvre 
de Louis Bertrand (Montreal: Fides, 1947) was originally a dissertation 
submitted to Laval Universit7 in 1946 for the Doctorat d'Universit£. The 
work represents an interesting contribution to Roman Catholic interpretation 
of Christian feeling "1 travers l'oeuvre romanesque si complexe de Louis 
Bertrand". The dissertation does not venture to analyze or judge 
Bertrand's total ethics as a writer and a thinker but confines itself to 
the Christian atmosphere or qualit7 as Bertrand revealed it in those of 
his works having a strong religious motivation, Sanguis Martyrum., 
Saint Augustin, and the Livre de !!; Consolation, for example. 
(3) Jean Tharaud1s 'loge of Louis Bertrand and Louis Ma.delin's 
reponse upon the former's elevation to the ranks of the Acadwe F ranQaise 
on December 12, 1946 were published b7 Librairie Plon at Paris in 1947• 
Devoted largely to an analysis of the man and writer Bertrand and to his 
wmrks, the bio speeches are marred b7 the determination of both Tharaud 
and Madelin to repair the violence done Barr~s' memory b7 Bertrand at 
that institution some twent7 7ears before. No small amount of rancor 
against Bertrand's personalit7 is evident with both the new Acad£micien 
and the Directeur of the Acad£mie. In analyzing Louis Bertrand's literary 
contribution, both men are quite evidently hard pressed to restrain 
further animosities. Tharaud's £loge, moreover, despite the reputation of 
the Academie Franctaise for erudition, contains at least three errors of 
scholarship.29 
(4) and (5) The doctoral thesis sustained by Maurice Ricord at 
Aix-en-Provence on December 14, 1940 was entitled De Salammbo a Saint 
- --
Augustin, .!.!: Provence et 1 1 Afrique ~ 1' oeuvre de Louis Bertrand. 30 
Ricord profited handsomely from the advantage of personal contact with 
Louis Bertrand, then living at Antibes, during the preparation of his 
study. He became in subsequent years the apologist for Bertrand and 
his work. After the dark years of the Second World War, it was Ricord 
who was permitted access to the writer's work and who arranged, with the 
cooperation of Jane Bertrand, Louis Bertrand's sister, for the posthumous 
publication of the memirs t Crepuscule, Terre de Resurrection, and Mes 
Ambassades. 
Ricord's dissertation formed the basis for his later work, Louis 
Bertrand, L1Africain, the most complete compendium of material concerning 
Bertrand and his work available at this writing. Published in 1947, 
Ricord• s study is aimed at the complete vindication of Louis Bertrand 
and contains as an appendix, a statement disclaiming any connection between 
Bertrand and Nazism. In the midst of invaluable data on his life and 
career, it seeks to revive that heroic picture of Louis Bertrand current 
in the early 1900's. The effectiveness of the new information it reveals 
on Bertrand is immeasurably diminished by a chaotic and completely 
unscholarly arrangement of material, perhaps in an ill-conceived attempt 
at informality, by haphasard indication of sources, and by a bibliography 
that Ricord avows to be incomplete. More seriously still, Ricord skirts 
studiously any reference however slight that might conceivably be damaging 
to Bertrand's memor.y. He succeeds in creating a completely one-sided 
portrait of the writer that is by no means borne out either by other 
critics or by Bertrand himself in his works, a portrait that was 
doubtless as pleasing to Jane Bertrand as it is foreign to the nature 
of true scholarship. 31 There emerges from Louis Bertrand, L' Africain 
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no clear concept of a unity in Louis Bertrand's work or of a preponderant 
disposition in his philosophy. 
The purpose ~method E.f this study'. -- Critics in general have 
failed to uncover and interpret the unifying element in Louis Bertrand 1 s 
work. Even while admitting the new significance of Bertrand as the 
creator of the colon novel, French critics in particular have been wary 
of the possible negative implications concerning attitudes shared by 
Frenchmen of certain ideological tendencies reflected therein. Yet 
Louis Bertrand's career did not evolve, nor did it spawn increasingly 
disparate factors that render difficult an understanding of the total 
literary entity. Rather, Louis Bertrand's forty-five years of writing 
were devoted to the analysis and dissemination of an initial concept 
concerning the desti~ of the Latin peoples. 
In ~ ~ m6di terran&ens ~ !!, guerre, Louis Bertrand declared: 
Du Sang des races 1 Saint Augustin, je n1ai guere fait qu1illustrer, 
d&velopper, pr6senter sous iOutes sea faces 1 1 id6e de 1 1union des 
peuples latins, comme unique moyen de lea revivi.tler et de leur 
rendre la place pr6pond,rante qu 1 ils ont tenue dans le monde. 32 
It should be added that from Saint Augustin to the posthumously published 
!!! Ambassades of 1954, the various aspects of that "id&e de l 1union des 
peuples latins" continue to be a preponderant motif. A single word, 
moreover, came to identify Louis Bertrand's avowed literary crusade in 
behalf of the Latin world. That word was latinit&. 
xrlii 
What specifically did Louis Bertrand mean by latini~ and by a 
"union of the Latin peoples"? In what way did he use his pen to convey 
his theories of Latin superiority? How did the African novels, the 
Saint ~ugustin, the Louis !,!! or the Histoire d 1 Espagne, for example, 
become vehicles for his latinit' propaganda? Was latini~, in fact, the 
real common denominator in a life of writing? 
To evaluate the concept of latinit' in the works of Louis Marie 
Emile Bertrand on a basis of rigorous scholarship, fifty-seven primary 
works have been selected and examined exhaustively. Less than a third 
as many primary works were rejected principally because of their 
containing material available in those already chosen. Leading French 
literary journals, the Revue 2.!! ~ Mondes, the Revue Bleue, and the 
Mercure 2!, France, among others, yielded useful material by and about 
Bertrand. Valuable data was unearthed in publications not alluded to 
in research works and bibliographies concerning Louis Bertrand: in the 
Belgian journal Terres latines and in the Nazi review published in 
occupied Paris, Notre Combat. A considerable number of histories of 
French literature and manuals of French literature were utilized to 
analyze prevailing views on Bertrand's work at various stages of his 
career. It is\1hoped that the present study will help clarify the literary 
position of a writer whose name has assumed a new significance in the 
changing social picture of Africa in our time. 
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CHAPTER I 
THE COMPONENTS OF THE DOCTRINE OF LATINITf 
The term latinit,, in its essence, is defined by Louis Bertrand as 
•ltensemble des peuples dits latins: Franvais, Italians, Espagnols et 
leurs cong'n~res•.1 It has already been indicated that Bertrand 
dedicated nearly all of his thought and works to those peoples. The 
significance of that dedication can be understood only through an 
analysis of the personal evaluation he made of the many facets of Latin 
civilization. It must be determined, fuen, what he understood by latinit4 
in a qualitative sense: its cultural values and political aspirations, 
its greatness as a force civilisatrice. 
In subsequent chapters of this study, Louis Bertrand t s depiction 
of latini~ will be evaluated on the basis of an extensive examination 
of the concrete picture of Latin peoples he projected in his works. 
Before initiating such an examination, however, it will be suitable to 
explore several general facets of latini~ as he conceived it to be, 
including its social and aesthetic ideals and its geographical, historical, 
and political orientation. A final sub-section of this chapter will 
outline the means by which Bertrand sought to convince his compatriots of 
latini~ of the factual basis for his concept of Latin solidarity. 
A Core of Ideals 
Social and aesthetic ideals. -- In the totality of his work, it 
is axiomatic for Louis Bertrand that several nationalities within latinit' 
1 
share a set of basic social virtues derived from those of the 
Mediterranean peoples of a distant time: 
Mime gout pour l'aventure, pour les odyssfes de la mer ou 
de la Route, pour la vie en parade et en beaut'; meme conception 
du labeur humain, labeur modfri qui ne brise pas le corps et qui 
n'avilit pas les ames, mime respect de la famille, du p~re, de 
l'enfant, de 11&pouse f'conde, des rites ~moriaux de la 
naissance, du mariage, de la mort et de la s'pul. ture, --m3me 
conscience de la valeur personnelle.2 
A more youthful and less verbose Bertrand had given evidence in 
his earliest works of his ostensible preoccupation with latinitf's 
concept of the rights of the individual, proclaiming succinctly that 
•ce que, nous autres Latins, nous avons au plus profond de nos moelles, 
c•·est le triomphe de l'individu ••• a3 
To the core of social ideals that he recognized as the heritage 
of the Latin peoples, Bertrand added the leavening of certain aesthetic 
principles, of a subtle union of simplicity with grandeur, the sense of 
voluptuousness and form, of mesure, which Paul Bourget, in the latter 
instance, found admirably exemplified in the biography of Louis XIV and 
which he defined as "cette vertu qui reste la carac~ristique propre du 
G'nie Latin•.4 It must not be concluded, however, that Louis Bertrand 
shared Bourget's concept of moderation as the paramount aesthetic virtue 
of the Latin peoples. Bertrand determined that the tendency to idealize 
should also be identified with latini~: 11Ce besoin d'id,aliser, qui, 
s 1il conduit 1 la beau~, peut aboutir aussi 1 l'artificiel et au convenu, 
2 
il est instinctif et irr&sistible chez tous les peuples de la ~diterran&e•.S 
Bertrand's attitudes concerning mesure as a property of latinit' in general 
will be explored subsequent17.6 
Bertrand had specifically outlined the aesthetic doctrine which he 
felt most suitable to latinite in La Renaissance latine of April 1$, 1903. 
A virtual manifesto, these pages on his neo-classical convictions were 
eventuall7 to serve as preface to the Chants s4culaires of his former 
pupil at Aix-en-Provence, the poet Joachim Gasquet. Bertrand's inclusion 
of essentially the same pages, twent7-four 7ears later, in the preface 
to his collection of monographs entitled Id4es et portraits constituted 
a reaffirmation of his faith in them. 
Voili, fix4 dans ses grandes lignes, 1 1 id4al classique que nous 
ont transmis nos peres. Effort vers l'har.monie et la composition, 
souci de l'ordre, du choix, de la beaute, culte de la tradition, 
culte de la v'rit' humaine, pref,rence pour lea lieux communs, 
conception po4tique des choses et, pour tout dire, solidit' du 
fond et perfection de la forme, -- tels sont bien les pr,ceptes 
fondamentaux de leur esth,tique.7 
Louis Bertrand abhorred what he considered to be the crass 
utilitarian nature of non-Latin art forms. In his earliest treatment 
of aesthetics, he had alrea~ proclaimed the perfect union of thought and 
art, as contrasted with an excessive concern for utilit7, from which 
union he saw the aristocracy of the Latin races emerging.8 Little more 
than a decade afterward, his thoughts on that score were considerabl7 
more conciliatory. It is not the utilitarian bent of non-Latins that 
he now finds unacceptable, but rather some frigid germanic idealism, 
which imagines that it can love beaut7 abstractly, because it is Beaut7; 
whereas, 
3 
Au contraire, pour les races IMridionales, la beautAS se confond 
perp,tuellement avec l'utilit,. Le mot kalos qui veut dire beau 
est, la plupart du temps, s:,ynonyme de bon. Conune pour un Italien 
d1 aujourd1hui, sans nul doute pour un irei:l.~ne des temps classiques, 
une belle femme c''tait tout d'abord un objet de consommation, l 
l''gal d'un fruit ou d1un sorbet.9 
(J:)viously convinced of latinit,1s superior virtues in both social 
and aesthetic matters, Louis Bertrand was drawn to the logical conclusion 
that latinitAS represents • ••• la civilisation occidentale dans ce qu1 elle 
a de plus 'lev,•.10 An even more telling synthesis of his persuasion is 
manifest in such a eulogistic proclamation as: •Nous so:mmes les Latinsl 
Nous sommes la Beaut,, la Liberte, la Justice, la Civilisationl•ll Due, 
no doubt, to their acceptance of the Latin tendency to idealize, as 
previously alluded to, critics contemporary with Bertrand rarely 
dissented from his exclusivist attitude represented in such immoderate 
terms. The irony with which one such observation is suffused is, however, 
inescapable. Portraying Louis Bertrand and his doctrinaire position, 
Pierre MOreau disagrees that such a cult of latinit4, without 
reservations, is completely valid: 
Ass~ment, il y a une juste fier~ dans le geste dont il 
'lc\ve, sur le monde, l'aigle latine. Mais ce geste est peut-3tre 
trop belliqueux. en dit panslarlsme, panislamisme, ~germanisme. 
Je ne crois pas que 1' on dise jamais panla tinisme:: c est que le 
propre de cette race est de s'ouvrir largement I toute l'humanit&, 
de se confondre avec 11humanit4 en ce qu'elle a de plus haut: elle 
n 1 a pas 1' orgueil 'troi t et exclusif de 1' Islam ou de la Germanie, 
et le pan1atinisme, s'il existait, ce serait l'humanisme meme.l2 
The social and aesthetic virtues of Louis Bertrand's concept of 
latinit' cannot be further clarified through any direct assertions 
concerning them in his works. Rarely expatiating on such abstractions, 
Bertrand takes pride in the concrete quality of his observations, likening 
his talent to that of Theophila Gautier, for whose •Je suis un homme pour 
qui le monde visible existe• he has expressed affinity. 
D'instinct, j'ai toujours repugne a !'abstraction comme a une 
sorte de mort de l'esprit •••• Il me faut le concret, la realite 
vivante, agissante et tangible. Ou. bien, si j'accepte 11abstrait 
et si j 1y recours moi-meme, c1est A condition d1y sentir ou d'y 
loger une ~alit4 toujours controlable.l3 
Other Ideals of Latini te 
The geographical limits of latinite.-- Louis Bertrand's depiction 
of a latinite that embraces an ensemble of the Latin peoples: French, 
Spanish, Italian and their congenerslhcannot be applied with validity 
to the Latin world of his literar,y creations. Portuguese, Central and 
Northam Spaniards, Northern French, Italians of the Adriatic provinces, 
and Rumanians are among the national groups of Latin background that 
play little or no rOle in his circUII8cribed realm, which comprises, 
rather, the lands of the westem Mediterranean basin: "M. Louis Bertrand 
se cantonne dans le bassin :Mditerran4en; son domaine est limit& par 
Marseille, les parties aridionales de l'Espagne, le nord de 1 t Afrique, 
la Grice et la cote ligure.•JS And Bertrand himself confessed, midwa;y 
in his most prolific years, that this region is, in fact, his terre de 
preference: •Je ntai guere fait que precher 1a Mediterranee.•l6 His 
curiosity as a writer is quickened b;y contact with those shores, the 
charm of which is manifestly demonstrated from his first published works, 
whether the doctoral thesis or the early novels, to those posthumously 
published volumes of his memoirs. The attraction, at once sensual and 
intellectual, began earl;y in Bertrand's life. 
5 
Bertrand • s childhood memories are not lBrm and nostalgic. He laments 
an 11enfance maussade• spent dreaming of the sun from behind a porcelain 
stove; while at eight his fantaB,y already escaped by dint of illustrations 
in the Tour du Monde, where the sights of Spain and Africa hypnotized 
him by their promise of warmth and light in the "Eternelle Magie de la 
M&di terranee• •17 In Les Bains de Pha.l~re, those sentiments are 
paraphrased by the hero Herouville: 
Et il lui depeignait son enfance morose, dans un village de 
Lorraine, o~ les siens avaient une proprieU avec ce qu'on 
appelle, ll-bas, un chateau. Il y avait eu froid, si froid qu1il 
ne s'en souvenait jamais sans eprouver au bout de ses doigts 
comme un picotement d1 onglee. La platitude de ces mornes pays 
lui avait inspire, dc\s ses premic\res lectures, un desir fou de 
voir l'Orient et d'y vivre. c•est ce qui avait determine sa 
carric\re, et ctest pourquoi il se plaisait tant en Gr~cel ••• l8 
His first year at the Collage Libre de Briey was remembered by 
hill afterward with special affection for the initial contact he made then 
with Latin: the very declension, he reveals, struck on his ears like a 
"marche entra!nante, qui emportait mon imagination vers des pays 
nouveaux •••• J•avais le pressentiment d1un monde plus chaud, plus colore, 
plus noble, plus har.monieux.•19 
The ingenuous student found no charm in the ma.tic\re de passion of 
Lamartine's Raph&e1L and Graziella; his lasting devotion to the poet of 
Mlcon, exemplified in the biography composed in his latter days, was due 
to the Mediterranean paradise he found in them. "lls etaient,. he 
declares, "la revelation du Midi. Ils m'ont apporte la joie, la lumi~re, 
la volupt4 m&di terra.Menne, tout ce que je devais tant aimer et celebrer 
plus tard.•2Q 
6 
In Paris, at the L:rc'• Henri IV, the Lorrain discovered in himself, 
at last, a "mridional en exil•. 21 '!'hat exile was to last until his 
graduation from the Ecole Normale in 1888, at which time he sought and 
obtained a post as Professor of Humanities at the Lyc4e Mignet in 
Aix-en-Provence. After a brief, enforced second exile to the fog and 
mist of Bourg-en-Bresse, his destiny was again allied to the Mediterranean:: 
his next post was at Algiers. 
Ce Midi, c'4tait pour moi le paradis perdul Je le redemandais 
avec une nostalgie inconcevable et, comme me le disait spirituellement 
mon proviseur, voici qu'on m'envoyait dans le Midi et demil Ne 
devais-je pas en ttre 'perdu de bonheurl ••• 22 
Thereafter, until his death at Antibes in 1941, Louis Bertrand was to 
consecrate life and writing in the quest for status as homo mediterranews. 
His concept of latinit' sprang from the attraction he found in the 
Mediterranean region; the attraction was twofold: on the one hand there 
was the physical appeal of clillate, color, and especially, lumi~reJ on 
the other, the historical, social, and hUJIIBJlistic appeal of lands the 
traditions of which he could trace to the Roman Empire and to his 
'poque de p~dilection, the first centuries of the Christian era. 
As early as 1901, Bertrand recognized, in his writings, the all 
powerful effect of the Mediterranean climate. In La Cina, the second 
novel of what he referred to as his •cycle Africain", the ba.lm;y Algerian 
air is described as sufficiently bewitching to turn an Alsatian protestant 
into a clerical antisemite. 23 It is not principally the warmth of the 
regions of latinit,, however, that he finds seductive; for he vigorously 
disclaims being, during his difficult childhood, a 11plante £rileuse du 
T 
Midi transplant4e dans les glaces du Septentrion•.24 It is in the almost 
symbolic value he gives to the Mediterranean lumiere that we see his 
strongest physical reaction. 
The lumi~re septentrionale, it is made clear, represents an 
accidental and rare phenomenon as witnessed in the aurora borealis or 
that blackish purple of certain Parisian nights: the lumi~re of 
latinit& is the marvel of every day, every hour, every instant.25 
Sometimes Louis Bertrand sees curative properties in lumiere; 
it thaws out the bones, comforts the flesh, quickens the eye to color 
and form, and supplies the body with a new health and virile energy.26 
Sometimes the eulogy is invested with a social significance; for the 
Italian children of l'Invasion who swarm about a dark Marseille tenement 
seem to symbolize "la pens&e antique et voluptueuse de la race: qu'il 
est doux de voir la lumi~rel ••• • 27 In the same work, Emmanuel, who 
labors in the noxious atmosphere of a chemical plant, is discovered 
"s 1emplissant les yeux de lumiare et d1 espace, avant de s'enfermer dans 
les ten~bres f&tides de 1 1usine.•28 Always, lumiere is depicted as a 
property common to meridional beauty: "Le trait d1union, c'est toujours 
la lumi~re m4ridionale, qui baigne les surfaces et les ar3tes vives et 
qui les rev3t d'une m3me couleur d'or.•29 
It is a curious turn of the tide indeed that leaves behind a single 
recollection of a lumiere more extraordinary than even that of the Midi. 
Reminiscing in Mes Ambassades, memoirs not published until thirteen years 
after his death, a septuagenarian Bertrand recalled, in a paradox rendered 
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the more striking by his previous uninhibited regrets and eulogies, that 
in September of 1907, after having refreshed at Metz his childhood 
that 
impressions and :memories, he retumed from/city by Briey and by Spincourt, 
his birthplace: 
Je fus frapp~ de stupeur devant l'immensit~ de ces 4tendues 
frigides, qui n1 ~taient pas rest~es si vastes dans rna m~moire 
d'enfant. Je m'arretai, songeur, davant la tristesse des 
cr~puscules sur ces mornes espaces, les reflets plomb~s des 
mares A la lisi~re des villages, les roses pales qui s'~teignent 
sur les pr~s semes de colchiques. Mais ces plaines de notre 
Haut-Pays ont aussi leur heure triomphale. Il faut les voir au 
mois de juillet ou au mois d'aoftt apr~s la moisson, par un beau 
soir caniculaire. Lea d&serts diAfrique ou d' Orient peuvent bien 
l'emporter par les f4eries de leur lumi~re et de leurs nuances. 
Ils n'ont pas 1 1opulence de nos gl~bes lorraines: ce d'ferlement 
d1or, A perte de vue, dans le soleil couchant ••• 30 
In the cult of the Mediterranean, it is lumi~re that beckons the 
northern man. It explains the "perp&tuel exode des hommes d1 0ccident 
vera la grande joie du Sud et du soleil m&diterran&enn.3l Once that 
pilgrimage has been undertaken, one can no longer live without lumi~re.32 
It was, in fact, lumi~re for which the young Bertrand was athirst during 
his dreary student days in Lorraine and Paris; in Paris he had not 
found what he was seeking, for he was ttamoureux d'une beaut& tout autre, 
p lus chaude, plus col one, plus lumineuse surtout ••• •33 
For Louis Bertrand, lumiere served as a criterion even in the 
critical appraisal of literary works. With Lamartine, it was not merely 
a matter of the Mediterranean:- ttLa.martine, A mes yeux, c'est le ciel 
~ridional, c'est 11 infini et la puret4 de la lumi~re.•34 The biographer 
of Saint Augustine reminds his reader that "nul 'crivain n1 a plus c&l,bn 
la lumiere,--non pas seulement la lumiare immortelle de la b'atitude•.3J 
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As for Victor Hugo, at whose massive funeral ceremonies the normalien 
Bertrand carried a gigantic wreath for his institution, let the world 
admire his work - •pour noll5 autres, M&diterran,ens, elle manque de 
. .36 
lumiere, elle manque de joie ••• • 
Some aspects of the historical !!'!S poll tical facets of latini t' 
Lumi~re was, then, the primacy attraction which drew Louis Bertrand's 
attention from his native North to the Mediterranean shores of latinit£. 
Once acclimatized in that region, he did not follow in the footsteps of 
the Romantic school' a purveyors of exoticism. He began, instead, the 
quest of a perfect social and political climate to match what he 
considered the perfect physical climate of his chosen habitat. In 
that respect, he had already been somewhat conditioned by his education 
in the humanities, especially in his study of the classical writers of 
antiquity. ~is interest became centered in the civilization that the 
power of Rome and the forces of nascent Christianity had founded on the 
shores of the western ~ 1nternum, and focll5ed, in particular, on the 
civilization of the fourth centur.r A.D., which he considered the moment 
of apogee of the pax romana. 
For Louis Bertrand, the hegemoDY' of Rome during the ~. romana 
signified that "bienfaisance de l'ordre•31 and "id'al de force et de 
magnificence•38 which had been by-products of the duel of Carthage and 
Rome. And, since that pa:x .!Oman& represented a show of strength in the 
perpetual struggle against the Barbarian, would not a similar pax 
romana help uphold that core of ideals of latinit,, still threatened by 
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the barbarism or non-Latins? The dream of a new Latin unity developed 
naturally in a writer whose roots were deep in a Lorraine torn by the 
Franco-Prussian War. He conceived of a disciplined France, of a stronger 
motherland, modeled on Rome. He formulated a new national conscience 
in which the patria would be revered with great vigor; and he vituperated, 
therefore, against the regionalist writers, whom he envisaged as 
contributors to the disunity of the Latin peoples. Did they not recall 
that in their own native cities at the time of the pax romana there had 
been in the public places a temple consecrated to the Divinity of Rome 
39 
and that that divinity took precedence over all others? He does not 
suggest, as yet, to what new Rome latinit~ should do ob&issance. 
An authoritarian regime that would be worshipped with filial homage 
was required, then, to restore the peace and unity of la tini U. In the 
development of a political and social authoritarianism, it was imperative 
to find suitable champions to lead latinite out of the wilderness of its 
fallen prestige.40 It is one of the major paradoxes of Bertrand's system 
that he extolled latinite's devotion to the individual on the one hand, 
while he, at the same time, knelt at the altar of absolutism, choosf:ng 
for his heroes no mere royalists, but kings who were the ver,y personifi-
cation of tyranny: Louis XIV and Philip II. For the former, he cannot 
contain his admiration, for he sees in the France of Louis-le-Grand the 
reflected glory of Rome: "Car ctest une analogie qui me frappa tout de 
suite: de m8me que la Rome antique, la France de Louis XIV a su parler 
un langage intelligible pour le monde entier.•41 
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There is no mincing of worda in Bertrand 1 s praise of the Roi-
Soleil. He is described in one instance as •1e type le plus parfait 
du Latin qu'on ait jamais vu•, 42 in another as •le grand Fran~ais 
devant l'histoire ••• le type le plus complet qu'on connaisse du Latin 
moderne•,43 and elsewhere as "notre plus haute gloire nationale•. 44 
MOreover, Bertrand confessed that he found no more seductive way of 
viewing that august personage than to forget his wars since what really 
mattered was that Louis effected the diffusion and rule of the French 
spirit in Europe and the world for over half a century. 45 
Politically speaking, Louis Bertrand found no fault with the 
ancien r4gime: "Par rapport aux r4gimes dlbiles, aux anarchies et aux 
barbari.es qui l'ont prec4d4, qui 1 1ont suivi, ou le suivront, un r4gime 
politique comma celui de Louis XIV est un ma.gnifique progras.•46 And 
if latinite were fortunate enough to produce a leader of Louis XIV'• 
ma.gni tude, what might be the social consequences for the individual in 
this new absolutist order? The answer Bertrand provided is utterly 
disarming; the reference is again to Louis XIV: 
n n'avait aucun prejuge de caste. Lui mis A part, c'etait, 
au fond, le plus egalitaire des hommes, parce que le reste de 
l'huma.ni~ se confondaijl?,_ A ses yeux, dans une ~gale et 
indistincte mldiocrit,.~f 
In choosing a second champion, Bertrand showed himself to be 
scarcely less taken with the even more controversial figure of Spain1s 
Philip II. He saw in that monarch a great benefactor, mis'Wlderstood by 
mankind and, in reality, a saviour of the intellectual, aesthetic, and 
religious traditions of latinit4.48 Borrowing from a contemporary Spaniah 
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historian, unnamed by him, he echoed a statement attributed to Pope Clement 
VIII that no one save the canonized saints could compare to Philip in 
heroic virtues.49 In the excess ofwhat appears to be religious fervor, 
Bertrand crowned his praise with comments unflattering to Louis XIV 
himself: 
Philippe II fut certainement un des hommes les plus intelligents 
et les plus cultiv's de son si.c1e. A cet 'gard, il 11emporte m8me 
sur un Louis XIV. Son intelligence 'tai t moins superficielle et 
peut-3tre plus embrassan~, et il pardt avoir eu un sens plus 
exquis des choses d'art.50 
It is pertinent to ask where that "conscience de la valeur personnelle" 
or that "triomphe de l'individu" lie in the midst of Bertrand's unstinting 
adulation of a ruler in whom he~cognized the man of the Inquisition, 
the "allUDleur des buchera"51 and, somehow, qualified, in the same work, 
as a king who imposes respect, adding that "l'on peut, en toute 
tranquilli'W, admirer le souverain, comme le grand ch:r4tien, qu'il a 
ete.n52 The rationalization in the writer's reason is not so difficult 
to uncover as the reason in his rationalization. The many previous and 
subsequent references to royalty betray a similar willingness to excessive 
devotion and, not infrequently, as in the d ascriptions of his personal 
visits with the then heir to the French throne, the Due d1 0rleans, on 
the latter's yacht, to a somewhat naive subservience.53 In the course of 
relating a visit with the ill-fated Alfonso XIII of Spain, in 1915, 
Bertrand clarified his sentiments concerning the unhappy lot of royalty: 
Comment y a-t-il encore des rois par les temps o~ nous vivons? 
Quel courage ne faut-il pas, quel sentiment imperieux du devoir 
dynastique, pour accepter la tache effrayante et 1"4pugnante de · 
gouverner les sales b3tes que sont les humainsl L'Europe 
d1aujourd'hui n1est plus digne de la monarchie.54 
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It would seem, at first, that Bertrand's penchant for men tyrannical 
stemmed from his firm belief in the divine right of kings, in whom he 
chose to see "l'incarnation vivante d1une puissance emanee de Dieu, 
l'aboutissement d1une oeuvre seculaire et gigantesquen.55 The vision of 
Philip II had been similarly colored: 
Par cette cellule monastique blot tie A 1' ombre du sanctuaire, 
il signifiait que le Roi n1est que le mandataire de Dieu sur la 
terre, son Vicaire charg' du temporel. Le Pape espagnol doublait 
le Pape de Rome.56 
As will be seen later, when his sympathetic considerations 
concerning divine right are brought to bear on Adolf Hitler, they become 
questionable. 57 
Louis Bertrand chose, then, as the ideal form of government for 
latinite some form of absolutism, inherited from the Caesars and akin to 
that of Louis XIV and Philip II. The choice was made on more than merely 
emotional grounds. He reasoned that the Latin peoples' peculiar 
political nature made it imperative: 
Le latinisme ••• me para!t toujours le plus haut ideal de 
culture et la Ngle de vie la plus commode et la plus aimable. 
Mais, comme discipline politique, il est A craindre qu 1il ne 
vaille pas grand-chose.58 
Social implications of the above political doctrine -- Louis 
Bertrand's class consciousness pervades his work; it is a natural 
progeny of his political brain-child, absolutism. His first two novels, 
Le ~~Races, 1899, and La Cina, 1901, were conceived in the single 
short period of his life during which he embraced some form of political 
liberalis~ That brief time, during which his pen occasionally spelled 
out a boundless admiration for the gent menue, was marked by his alliance 
with the dreyfusards, by his interest in the labor movement, and by his 
deep concern for the mores of the working classes. It is ver,y clear from 
his writing that he soon abjured those attitudes.59 An attempt has been 
made to mitigate opinion concerning Bertrand's overall class philosophy 
by citing his correspondence with the poet Joachim Gasquet. A single 
letter, constituting flimsy testimony indeed, was submitted in evidence 
in three different published works by Bertrand's latter day apologist. 
The letter not only dates from the author's extremely short period of 
liberal thinking, but betrays, in reality, an inescapable attitude of 
condescension and egotism on its writer's part. 6o 
Four major aspects of Louis Bertrand's actual conviction concerning 
social classes are worthy of note: 
(1) The equalitarian concept of societ,y is a base one. This 
doctrine is already revealed in a 1903 novel, where his admiration for 
the protocol which regulated Spanish class behavior is based on the 
following observation: •Toutes les classes se coudoyaient lA, sans 
nulle basse envie lgalitaire et sans que les rangs se confondissent. 
Un sens tres fin des valeurs sociales r&glait les rapports de ces 
61 hommes entre eux.n 
(2) To a divinely constituted ruling class is due admiration and 
respect bordering on worship by its subjects, who, in turn, remain ever 
aware of their inferiority. In this respect, what clearer evidence of 
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Bertrand's attitude than the single line of commentary he appends to the 
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following anecdote concerning Septimus Severus: 
Devenu legat d'Algerie, comme il s'avanQait dans une rue de 
Leptis, p~cede des faisceaux, - de vrais faisceaux maintenant, -
il fut reconnu par un de ses anciens camarades de jeu, un homme 
du peuple, qui se precipita au devant de lui pour l'embrasser, A 
la mode africaine sans doute, qui est aujourd'hui celle des 
indig~nes: c•est-!-dire, en prenant son ami a deux bras et en le 
baisant ! l'epaule. Severe le condamna A etre fouette sur le 
forum, tandis qu1 il faisait publier par le crieur: "qu1il etait 
interdit aux gens du commun d'embrasser ainsi sans ceremonie un 
legat du Peuple romainl" 6voill un fonctionnaire qui avait le sentiment de sa digni~e. 2 
{3) To soften the envy of the "have-nots" toward the "haves", a 
kind of empathy might be developed, whereby the former could derive a 
vicarious satisfaction from the latter's triumphs and pleasures. When 
Bertrand shares dinner with an Algerian tribal chieftain, a Ca!d, the 
writer finds other Arabs of the camp behaving admirably: 
Les autres, accroupis sur les nattes, nous regardent sans mot 
dire, comme ravia en admiration par la splendeur du festin. Et je 
devine chez ces hommes primitifs quelque chose qui ressemble 
beaucoup A de la veneration religieuse, -- un sentiment qui a 
compl~tement disparu chez nous: l'humble bonheur de s'associer l 
la joie des puissants ••• 63 
In a similar vein, he associates this concept with the reign of Philip 
II, indicating that "en ces temps monarchiques, le prestige du mattre 
rejaillissait un peu sur les serviteurs•.64 And he finds a like sentiment 
amongst the rugged Algerian routiers: 
u.n pauvre diable besogneux comme ils 11 etaient eux-memes ne leur 
inspirait que du mepris. Il fallait entendre de quel ton ils disaient 
d'un camarade ou d'un petit patron desargente: "C'est un pouilleuxl• 
ns s•execraient cordialement entre eux. Mais, pour un gros 
proprietaire ou un camarade qui avait fait fortune - sauf quand ils 
avaient a se plaindre personnellement de lui, - ils n'avaient que de 
la deference et de la consideration.65 
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(4) Finally, lest the lot of common man seem too painful or the 
role of the leader too partial, the palliative of an absolutist r6gime 
with altruistic tendencies is suggested in as cynical a manner as 
imaginable, as in reference to the eighteenth century Spain of the 
Bourbons, where there supposedly reigned 11une sorte de despotisme 
intellectuel et lettr,. Sa devise aurait pu 3tre: 1Tout pour le 
peuple, mais sans le peuple'; ce qui n•est pas une si mauvaise formule". 66 
The tenor of four ethical pronouncements such as these makes it clear 
that Bertrand considered a hierarchy, both political and social, merely 
as the most expedient agency for the perpetuation of the individual 
rights of those whose political or social rank qualified them for such 
a luxury. With the rights of the beau monde guaranteed, the common man 
could be tolerated so long as he knew and kept his place: 11Au fond, 
comme tous les vrais artistes, il aime le peuple, quand il reste peuple, 
quand il ntest pas git' par une fausse et pretentieuse 6ducation, quand 
il se borne l faire son travail, 1 accomplir parfaitement sa fonction.n67 
Latent Unanimity Within Latinit' 
Within latinite, Louis Bertrand recognized certain latent loyalties 
that might be activated to implement his concept of a new and stronger 
political and social order. Lest the lower reaches of society balk, for 
instance, at the reactionary turn to their destiny, certain tendencies 
and beliefs might be so manipulated as to achieve a more effective 
regimentation:: 
lT 
(1) A direct line of succession from the Roman Empire to today's 
latini t~ might be established. The pageantry, grandeur, and unity of 
Empire would be certain to stir the emotions of peoples for whom 
government had come to mean the chaotic, amorphous, and drab social 
bureaucracy of republicanism. 
(2) An institution might be glorified that, closely allied to 
latinit' and reflecting through sumptuous centuries the authoritarian 
doctrines of romanit,, would act as an agency for the propagation of 
the idea of oneness. Such an institution was extant: the Roman 
Catholic Church. 
(3) The sentiment of unanimity might be further reenforced 
through an appeal to the racial ego. History had demonstrated the 
use that might be made of this doctrine in the unification of public 
opinion. 
The significance of •continuit& latine" -- Louis Bertrand found 
that a number of legacies from the Roman Empire underscored the direct 
relationship of present day latinit' to the romanit' of the pax romana 
epoch. He gave a name to that certainly very obvious lineage, referring 
to it repeatedly as "la continuiU latine": •M. Bertrand a surtout 
cherch' dans les siecles anciens ou dans ceux des commencements des tempe 
modernes A noter la continuite des gestes essentials de 1a nature humaine 
sur les terres mares de la latinit,.•68 The concept was already 
presented, in full bloom, in his doctoral thesis, published in 1897: 
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Ainsi s'expliquerait l'eternelle s'duction de ltart antique et 
des rivages m&diterraneens. Quand un Goethe, un Shelley, un 
Lamartine se font italiens par le coeur, sans doutent [sic) ils 
ob,issent encore 1 l'ir~sistible instinct des migrations qui 
poussait leurs anc3tres barbares vera le soleil et la joie; et 
quand ils reprennent les vieux mythes des Hellenes, c 1est aussi 
qu'ils y reconnaissent les plus beaux vases de po,sie o~ se soit 
d&pos&e la pure substance du monde. D'ailleurs la tradition n1a 
jamais et& brisee. D1un bout ! l'autre de l'histoire eclate la 
continuit& romaine:: la Basilique se retrouve dans la Cath,drale. 
Virgile a conduit Dante. L'ame paienne a visi~ Shakespeare. 
L1Idee platonicienne illumine parfois la lourde dialectique de 
Schelling. Ce sont lea rlgles de l'antique sagesse qui gouvernent 
nos civilisations.69 
Two years later, in 18991 a young hero of Le Sang des Races returns 
to the home of his fathers in Valencia and feels as though "en touchant 
cette terre, sa vie allait s 1 accro~tre de toutes celles des anc3tres 
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morts 11 • The young champions of La Cina, in 1901, have only to look 
upon Roman ruins in North Africa and a vision of history surges forth: 
Ils n1&coutaient plus lea dissertations de l'abb& Saint-Laurent. 
ns se taisaient, envahi• l'un et 1 1autre par l'influence de tout 
ce passe qui peu ! peu les penetrait, songeant 1 ces morts, dont 
ils venaient de lire les noms obscurs, --indigenes, remains venus 
d1Italie, colons nes sur le sol; --et leur pens'e se reportait A 
tout ce qu1ils avaient vu, &prouve, medite depuis la veille:· le 
charme des rivages ~diterr~ens, la villa paternelle, pleine de 
souvenirs antiques, bitie sur la Colline des Temples avec les 
pierres des ruines, les trophees de la conquete franQaise, la vie 
laborieuse du municipe incarnant les lois justes et la raison des 
sages; -- et voici que, dans leur esprit, surgissait, eclatante 
d1evidence, l'idee de la continuite latine.71 
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In one work Bertrand refers to "l'image oubli&e de la grande Patrie Latine"; 72 
in another, he describes himself as a crusader who has sought to reveal 
Africa in its native crudeness and so in some way to restore to it "ses 
titres de noblesse, en renouant, l travers lea si~cles, sa descendance et 
ses traditions latines•. 73 In the same work he further crystallized his 
concept, declaring in somewhat military tones: "Nonl il n'y a pas eu 
d''clipse, pas d1interruption dans 11histoire. Les temps antiques 
continuant leur cour. L1aigle latine plane encore sur tous les pays 
de l'Empire.n74 
The Roman Catholic Church as the embodiment of continuit&. -- The 
common religious persuasion of practically all latinit£, the Church, was 
seen by Louis Bertrand as his most obvious proof of continuit£, a concrete 
image of latin unanimity. He found, moreover, in the Catholic clergy, 
a body of already willing exponents of his doctrines. That thought is 
reflected in his fiction: "--Vous l'avez dit, monsieurl--reprit l'abb& 
Saint-Laurent--••• Nous autres catholiques, nous avons en ce pays de 
glorieuses traditions 1 continuer. Nos titres de noblesse remontent 1 
15 prt\s de dix-huit cents ansl" Subsequently, in the words of Monseigneur 
Puig, a personage in whom Bertrand recreates the historic figure of 
Cardinal Lavigerie, first primate of North Africa after Saint Augustine, 
a true communion of latinit£ and catholici~ is achieved: "Je r3ve 
l'union catholique des races latines non seulement dans ce pays, mais 
76 dans tout ce continent, dans les deux h'mispheres, dans le monde entier.• 
Finally, while sustaining an analogy between Saint Augustine and the 
Belgian Cardinal Mercier in 1915, he clarifies in unmistakable terms the 
Church-latinit£ relationship: 
Des deux cSt4s, un &veque enfant du pays,--mais d1un paya 
extremement divis& de races, de langues, de moeurs et d'id&es, 
-un 'v3que, qui, dans c ette division, repr4sente l'unit' 
romaine, celle de la civilisation latine et de la foi catholique.77 
A brief consideration of Louis Bertrand's personal religious life is 
germane to the subject at hand. As a child, he viewed the church spire at 
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Spincourt as a symbol of beauty, a refuge of souls rising above the 
shabby dwellings and the dunghills of the town. He has described with 
feeling how he and his companion, Louis Genin, played priest in the 
churchyard, intoning a make-believe liturgy in a Latin of their own 
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creation. He has related how at eleven, still imbued with a deep 
devotion toward the Church, he first conceived of writing something 
creative: "Et ce premier geste de l''crivain qui dormait en moi, ce 
fut pour d'fendre la beaut,, la bont' de l'Eglise.•79 
Such a sentimental religiosity as that of the young Bertrand was, 
however, not to remain unscathed in the lyc'e and coll~ge of late 
nineteenth century France, where the determinism of Taine and the 
rationalism of Rena.n were increasingly in vogue. Later the writer waa 
to complain bitterly that his faith was allowed to die and that the 
teaching he and his classmates received served to predispose them to 
welcome joyously all base attacks against the priests and even against 
the traditional religion. 80 It must be noted, however, that Bertrand 
derived certain anticlerical sentiments from sources other than that of 
his schooling. Admitting that attitude to be traditional and, indeed, 
jw.tifiable in his family, the people of his town, la Vieille France, 
he painted a frankly black picture of the lack of tact and discretion, 
of the militant missions, of the excessively showy manifestations of the 
years preceding the lois scolaires and the expulsion of the Jesuits: 
•Je m'en souviens t~s bien: il y avait, du eSt' catholique, une tentative 
'vidente d1enr,gimentement en masse: 'Tous au confessionnall' Cela ne 
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sonne pas mieux A mes oreilles que: 1Tous 1 la casernel 1 " 
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He has recalled the period between his graduation from the Ecole 
Normale and his return to the fold as one of hesitation and waiting 
during which his preoccupation with the national scene relegated tne 
religious question to a secondar,y position. 
~s lors je ne demandais aux catholiques que de ne point 
contrarier l'action nationale, et, d1autre part, je ne demendais 
l l'Etat que de ne point contrarier le catholicisme •••• N&anmoins, 
j''tais bien fore' de reconnattre la place prepond,rante du 
catholicisme dans 1a vie fran~aise. Je sentais profond~ment aussi 
tout ce qu'il contient de noblesse et de beau~s morales. ~~ 
puis, l dlautres momenta un mauvais vent soufflait sur moi. 
The details of his return to the Church--of his taking communion 
on Christmas Eve 1906 at Bethlehem near the Holy Crypt--are obviously 
calculated for their romantic attraction in the telling. It is 
difficult to dissociate the secrecy with which he conceals the deciding 
conversations he had with one Father Ray of the Compagnie de Jesus in a 
nearby monaster,y from certain melodramatic effects so~ht after by writers 
of the Romantic school. 
Je pr~f~re pourtant ne rien dire ici de ce qui passa entre le 
P. Ray et moi, autant par pudeur et d'fiance de moi que par 
tradition de race et de famille. Nous autres Lorraine, nous 
n'aimons point divulguer les choses de notre vie intime, surtout 
celles qui regardent exclusivernent notre conscience. Vieille 
habitude de repliement int,rieur, qui nous fut imposee par des 
si~cles de guerres et de tribulations.83 
Whatever deliberate obfuscation and literar.y legerdemain may be suggested 
by such remarks, Bertrand's association of latinit~ and Roman Catholicism 
was from that moment incontrovertible. 
When Louis Bertrand's philosoph7 concerning the religious aspects 
. 
of latinit4 is examined with chronological reference to his works, no 
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consistent or logical evolution in his thinking thereupon is evident. 
His effusive praise of the clergy -- and, in fact, certain militar,y 
aspects of the clergy -- in a number of works published before and 
after the anticlerical diatribe already alluded to, 84makes ver,y clear 
that, within the proposed realm of latinit&, men of the cloth will 
represent an absolutism not unlike that of the political ruling classes. 
There are the Dominican brothers of a Biblical school in Jerusalem, whom 
he pictures in 1909 as the savant unifiers of a motley civilization: 
"Les conditions, les religions et les races les plus diverses se ren-
contraient ainsi, momentaniment reconcili,es, au pied de cette chaire, 
o~ un pr3tre catholique leur exposait les derni~res decouvertes de la 
science moderne.•85 There is, in 1913, a Saint Augustine depicted as 
an admirable servant of Rome, one who continued his cult of the Empire 
because "c1etait l'ordre, la paix, la civilisation, 1 1unit& de la foi 
dans l'unit& de la domination•. 86 More directly still, in 1921, there 
are Bertrand's encomiums of Monseigneur Bouissiere, whom he describes as 
the then successor to Saint Augustine on the episcopal seat of Hippone: 
Il est vraiment admirable, ce prelat algerienl Je retrouve en 
lui la figure, le caractere entreprenant, 1' allure un peu rude at 
bata.illeuse des 'veques africains du IV• et du ve siecle. Ahl le 
beau type d' eve que conquerant. Il faut le voir, mitre en t3te, 
crosse en main, lthermine aux epaules, dans les plis somptueux de 
son grand manteau violet. Il a la fiere et martiale tournure d 1 un 
Lavigerie, d'un 'veque de ce pays-ci, qui doit etre d'abord un 
conducteur de peuples.B7 
Again referring to the efficacious liaison of government and Church in 
the Histoire d'Espagne, written in 1932, Bertrand asserted, concerning 
the Reconquista, that: "Au fond, il n1y avait que le clerg,, --et encore 
le clerge ~gulier discipline de ClUQY, Soumis a Rome,--et, avec les 
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moines, quelques princes ambitieux et intelligents, pour souhaiter le 
retour A l'unite du Royaume.n88 There is, too, cause for wonderment in 
the same work, as he defines the true papal powers, somehow forgetful of 
his earlier sympathy for the anti-ultramontanism of Old France: 11Comme 
vicaire de J'sus-Christ, il est, par delegation divine, le ma!tre de la 
terre et il ale droit d1 en partager et d 1en distribuer les royaumes pour 
la plus grande gloire de Dieu et le plus grand bien de la religion.n89 
The preceding remarks do, it is true, refer to the wording of the Line of 
Demarcation pronouncement of Pope Nicholas V with respect to Spanish and 
Portuguese territorial claims in the new world; but the choice of tenses, 
as well as the tenor of preceding and subsequent rna terial in this 
reference, make Louis Bertrand's attitude eminently clear as not 
unfavorable to such a Church-state relationship. In 1937, that 
relationship was seen by him to extend into the domain of aesthetics: 
n ••• les quelques vestiges d1art que puisse montrer ce pauvre pays ne 
sont dus, en86neral, comme dans le reste de la France, qu1a l'Eglise et 
aux moines. Seules les aristoc..ties ont su batir.n90 
At the same time, the veritable panegyric Bertrand composes to 
Cardinal Lavigerie is nothing short of an extraordinary revelation of 
his indiscretion, through either wilfullness or ingenuousness, in 
relating what might be termed machiavellian expediency, absolutis~ 
theatrical trumpery, slavery, and racism to the Roman Catholic Church: 
MOntesquieu a dit quelque part, que, plus que tout autre, "le 
peuple roma.in s 1emouvait par les spectacles•. Lavigerie connaissait 
A merveille cette sensibilit' speciale des foules latines. Il 
excellait a les 'mouvoir par des figurations et des decors, que 
11Afrique eclatante et lumineUIIe, 11Afrique drapee de blanc, comme 
aux temps antiques, lui offrait avec prodigali ~' et il savai t 
aussi entra!ner les multitudes par la fougue et la beaute de son 
geste. Cet homme, si simple dans son costume comme dans toutes 
les habitudes de sa vie priv,e, devenait fastueux, quand il le 
croyait n6cessaire pour son oeuvre. Il y avait, en lui, l la 
fois du pontife romain et du cheik musulman. Pour les Arabes, 
il ~tait le "grand marabout chretien". Il apparaissait comme 
un chef religieux et cornme un souverain. Ses b6n6dictions 
solennelles, du haut des degr6s de sac athedrale, ont laisse un 
&blouissement dans les memoires algeriennes. Des temoins me 
racontent que nui ne savait comma lui, profiter de 1 16clairage 
propice, saisir le rayon de soleil qui frappai t sa mitre ou sa 
crosse, pour se montrer, cornme dans une gloire, A ce peuple avide 
de tout ce qui brille. Ses entrees a Rome, dans la cour du 
Vatican, sont rest6es fameuses. Escort6 de ses esclaves noirs 
et de ses pretres guerriers, c''tait un Roi mage venant deposer 
aut pieds du vicaire du Christ les premices de ses conqu~tes, 
tenant d 1 une main 11 encen• et la Ill,1rrhe de la louange et, de 
l'autre, les pr&sents qui dissipent les desseins contraires et 
qui rejouissent les coeurs.9l 
Just as Louis Bertrand's biographies of political figures, that 
of Louis XIV in 1923 and those of Philippe II in 1929, are naturally 
revelatory of the writer's general political philosophy, so his 
biographical works on religious figures, Saint Augustine in 1913 and 
1921 and Saint Theresa in 1927, give clarifying information on his 
religious philosophy. It has been suggested, too, that at least with 
respect to the former, it is not impossible that the choice of subject 
was made as much to exemplify the continuite as through the veneration 
of the saint. 92 There is, in that work, a vision of the Roman Empire as 
the image of Catholic unity, 93 and again a concept of the Church as 
"la d'positaire de la derniere beautel A mesure que le monde s 1 6loigne 
d1 elle, il s'enlaidit.•94 Similarly, Catholicism of Saint Theresa's day, 
animated by the same spirit that burned in her, is seen as the redeemer 
of the principles of the old Latin civilization, while Catholic nations 
have, thereby, remained the only true purveyors of such diverse arts and 
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skills as painting, sculpture, arc~tecture, psychology, and the drama. 95 
He sees them, too, as the only countries which contin~e to elevate the 
occidental world above the platitude and baseness of mere practicality.96 
Behind the complete devotion to his faith and behind the zeal with 
which he welds catholicit~ and latinit~ in an unbreakable union, there 
lies, therefore, Louis Bertrand's unbreakable conviction that the non-
Catholic world is sold unto barbarism if not unto the Dark Angel himself. 
His opinions on "rotestantis:m, Judaism, Mohammedanism and other 
persuasions will be touched upon in succeeding chapters. The fu.:ry and 
conviction, however, with which he propounds his prejudice, may be 
glimpsed in the following declaration: 
Au fond, la guerre est ~ternelle entre les terrestres et les 
c~lestes, entre ceu:x qui veulent le Paradis sur terre et ceux 
qui croient avec le Christ, que son royaume n' est pas de ce monde, 
entre la Babel juive et la J~rusalem chNtienne. De U, la haine 
de la C~oix, qui symbolise le renoncement au monde, la lutte eontre 
ses ignobles et f&roces instincts. Et c'est pourquoi elle excite 
les fureurs de llhomme d&grad&.97 
The racial doctrine of Louis Bertrand -- It will become obvious that 
a declared or undeclared crusade against all non-Latin peoples would be 
considered by Louis Bertrand as a highly desirable policy of Latini~. 
His theories as a racist are, in effect, very direct, positive, and 
unmistakable in their intent. From the earliest novels to the final 
memoirs, such words as ~, racisme, and rae& are used with great 
frequency in all his works, sometimes with their more usual ethnic 
implications, occasionally in their more limited personal and sociological 
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sense of "breeding", most frequently combining both semantic interpretations. 
His racism, like his worship of the Mediterranean lumiere, doubtless 
springs from his childhood in a Lorraine shrouded by the dark 
consequences of the Franco-Prussian War. References to the strong 
consciousness of his French nationality instilled in the child Louis 
when France was bolstering her morale after the defeat of 1871 and to 
trips made by him during that period into German occupied territor,y 
reflect these growing considerations. A preponderant number of these 
allusiona are found in the autobiographical series, ~Eestin4e, 
sections of which were composed as much as fifty years after the time 
of the experiences described in them; so that it becomes quite impossible 
to ascertain whether the opinions expressed reflect a propaganda of 
choice being sustained by an older Bertrand or the real set of attitudes 
as they were nourished in his child's mind by the experiences of what 
might be called his buffer state childh.ood. 
His Algerian sojourn during the 18901s, as well as the many trips 
he made in the Mediterranean region thereafter, sharpened Bertrand's 
sensitivity to the differences of skin color, national traditions, 
customs, and patterns of thought amongst non-Latins and, in fact, amongst 
Latins themselves. The title of his first novel, Le Sang des Races of 
1899, reveals at an early date the direction of his thinking although 
there was already mention of race in the doctoral thesis two years before. 
The brawling mass of Latin characters who people the Algiers of that first 
novel are consistently identified by their national origins: i. e., 
1 1Espagnol de Carthag~ne, Cecco le Pi'montais, l'Espagnol de Murcia, etc. 
They boast of their "pays" • they call one another "une race d 1 Espagnol" or 
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"pataouetes d'Espagne". And theY, have only one world: latinit~. 
The preponderantly Moslem population of Algiers is non-existent for 
them: • ••• tout le monde l'aime, Cecco,--Italiens, Espagnols, FranQais, 
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--toutle mondeJ ••• n For them "race" means "sang", the blood of 
ancestors and a kind of atavistic shackle that cannot be shedl 11Et le 
sang ne se renie pas, vois-tu, c'est plus fort que toutJnlOO The theme 
becomes a favorite one with Bertrand.101 In~ Cina, Bertrand's second 
novel, the characters are not fishermen and rouliers of the bas quartiers 
of Algiers, but writers, archeologists, politicians; la Cina herself is 
an actress. The racial references are no less abundant. In his Preface, 
Bertrand indicates that, along with the spectacle of the ruins of Tipasa, 
it was the "souvenir des luttes religieuses qui ne furent probablement 
que des luttes de racesn10~hich prompted him to~te the novel. Similar 
manifestations of Bertrand's concern with race may be found in his later 
work. 
What he understood by "race" in its specific implications Bertrand 
was apparently at a loss to explain, even ,in his final writings: "Il est 
trop 6vident que la race est une ~ali~, peut-8tre difficile A d'finir, 
mais dont llexistence est incontestable.n103 His earliest references to 
race were generally at the basic level of which examples have alreaqy 
been cited. Subsequently, the personages of his fiction began to 
philosophize about, rather than merely allude to, race. In Le Rival de 
~ J1~n, Mautoucher, a soul-searching, somewhat baroque hero, watches 
some peasants of the Valencian huerta,and Bertrand observesf 
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.... . 104 Et devant ces etres d1une autre race que la s1enne, devant 
ces types parfaits et cependant si voisins de 1 1 animalit~, il se 
rememora les theorlmes spinosistes sur 1 1 identit~ de l'ime et du 
corps: 'La vigueur physique d1une race n1est-elle pas le signe 
visible de sa vigueur intellectuelle? Et celle-ci, n'est-il pas 
inutile qu1elle se traduise par des concepts abstraits, si elle 
suffit A ordonner une vie avec sagesse et beaut~? •• ~l05 
Later in the same work, Bertrand again uses Mautoucher as his porte-parole: 
Il venai t de revi vre une des minutes d 1 effroi d 1 une humani t4 
tres lointaine et que cependant il portait encore dans sa chair: 
"L 1 a tavisme nous p~netre 1--songeai t-il, --c I est peut-etre meme 
toute notre substance! La conscience de notre •moi 1 actuel n1est 
qu1 une lueur fugitive qui s•abtme bien vite dans l'inconscience 
illimit~e de la racel ••• • 106 
The novel as a genre did not permit Louis Bertrand to expand to 
any significant extent on his racial theories. In the same year that 
he set Mautoucher to musing, Bertrand undertook to write a preface for 
a collection of poems by Joachim Gasquet, Les _9hants seculaires. As 
previously indicated, that preface he saw fit to have reprinted, twenty-
four years later, as an introduction to his own collection of monqgraphs 
of Bourget, Curel, Adam and others enti tJ.ed Idees !! portraits. Here 
the writer dealt with race more directly. He stated that Taine had 
been the .first writer to diafine clearly the importance of the racial 
element not only in literature, but in socielogy and history; but that 
Taine 1 s doctrine had been misunderstood in France due to the mental 
weakness of the contemporary generation.107 He observed that without 
race literature degenerates into pure dilettantism, producing hybrid 
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and isolated works, which never penetrate the profound life of a people. 
He explored the relationship of race to nation: 
La forme plus apparente de la race, c'est la nation. Dans ce 
cadre, en grande partie artificial, se groupent et se coordonnent 
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"ces dispositioll8 inn,es et h'rlditaires que l'homme apporte avec 
lui l la lumiere, et qui, ordinairement, sont jointes a des 
diff,rences marqu,es dans le temp&rament et la structure du corps." 
Mais ces dispositions ne sont pas seulement physiques, elles sont 
encore morales. Elles comprennent des aptitudes acquises et 
CommuneS a tout UD groupe d I indi vidUS: une m'thode particuliere 
de penser, une fa~on sp,ciale de sentir et de s 1exalter, de jouir, 
d1aimer, de gouter la vie; et ce qui domine toutes ces ressemblances, 
c'est le souvenir 6mouvant des memes ~rils et des memes triomphes, 
des memes grandes chases accomplies ensemble. 109 
In that same preface, he observed that the Nation has wrought the 
race and is the exterior and palpable form thereof, that race is the 
very substance of the individual and the fertile source whereby his 
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blood and mind are nourished. He cautioned against associating race 
merely with heredity or physiology. 111 He objected to any scientific 
analysis of the racial theory, stating: 
Pour nous, nous ne nous piquerons point de tant d1exactitude 
scientifique. Nous en croirons le t£moignage de nos yeux et nous 
jugerons a la fa~on du peuple, dont 1 1instinct reconnait sans 
h'siter "les 3tres de race",--exemplaires uniques d1 une perfection 
relative, devant lesquels tous les autres tombent au niveau 
d1 £bauches grossieres ou manq~es. L'erreur est de croire qu1 une 
nation tout entiere peut composer une race. Les races les plus 
pures, co:mrne 1 1a fortement montre Gobineau, n1 ont jamais '~ que 
des aristocraties qui se sont pr,serv,es soigneusement de tout 
contact avec 1a classe servile et avec les £trangers. La France 
fut jadis une nation, grlce 1 quarante mille aristocrates, qui 
ont d£fini en eux le type de notre race et 11 ont offert 1 
l'imitation de toute l'Europe. Selon l'expression de Voltaire,--
le plus aristocrate des hommes,--ce sont eux qui des Welches ont 
tire des Fran~ais. Mais ce type, c 1est le resultat s6culaire d'une 
s£lection lente, continue, consciente d1 elle-m3me. Il represente 
une s £rie de victoires sur les instincts anarchiques qui travaillent 
a la dissolution de la personne ·humaine, en un mot sur toutes les 
tares de l'ht§rt§dit£. C'·est 1a somme de toutes les vertus n'cessaires 
pour creer et entretenir un corps robuste et sain, une intelligence 
lucide et une volontA sana d£faillance. En ce sens, la race est, 
autant qu1 une- oeuvre de nature, une oeuvre d'art et une oeuvre de 
moralit£. 112 
Thirty-three years after these concepts were first advanced by Louis 
Bertrand, he restated them, unevolved, in a synthesis that made clear 
their relationship to latinite: 
La race, qui est un produit du sol, du climat et de 1' education, 
est aussi un produit du sang: de sorte que les races sont 
difficilement assimilables. Je ne suis meme pas loin de croire 
avec Gobineau que la race est une entite spirituelle et merna 
m£taphysique, et que ce caractere original et irreductible la rend 
refractaire l tout melange. Quand elle s'abatardit, l'autorite 
avec la puissance, passent en d'autres mains. Restons des Latins 
pour garder 1 1Empire. 113 
Between Louis Bertrand's first significant ethnological pronouncements 
in 1903 and his restatement of faith in them in 1927, other meaningful 
embellishments were appended to the theory. Race became for him the 
determining factor in man1s struggles and successes, the raison d1etre 
of his talents or his lack thereof, the common denominator by which all 
aspects of the human experience might be explained--or explained away. 
He found that, in essence, religious antagonisms could be traced to racial 
antagonisms.114 He ascertained that race, or, more properly the question 
of skin color, could dominate ~1 other considerations: moral, or physical 
differences engender a veritable malaise, which may develop into disgust 
with or aversion to one another amongst heterogeneous peoples, including 
their intellectuals.115 In more concrete terms, he perceived that the 
virtues of "sol" and "race" alone had accomplished what the inefficient 
machine of government could not: the prosperity of Algeria.116 
Increasingly certain of the self-evident truth of such beliefs and 
without concerning himself with the pursuit of a scientific basis for 
them, Bertrand proceeded to the inevitable conclusion: racial inequality. 
He saw that inequality as having its roots in the irremediable backwardness 
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of certain ethnic groups due to a "tare cong~nitale" and unrelated to 
opportunity.117 He became an exponent of the dogma of Joseph-Arthur de 
Gobineau: 
In~galit~ fonciere, essentielle et irr~m~diable des races humaines: 
c'est toujours A cette id~e qu'il en faut revenir, apres une 
observation s~rieuse de 1 1homme. Le chef-d'oeuvre de Gobineau, cet 
admirable Essai ~ l1 iD4galit~ des races humaines ••• est d'une 
lecture plus actuelle que jamais. Et !: ce propos, qu 1on me permette 
une remarque: comment se fait-il que cette oeuvre capitale du plus 
grand penseur fran~ais du dix-neuvieme siecle soit A ce point 
igno~e chez nous? 118 
Subsequently he further defined and extolled inequality as a virtue, as 
a prime mover of mankind, and as the keystone of progress: 
Il y a des peuples ou des races, qui n1 4volueront jamais (dans 
le sens d'un progras moral ou intellectual), qui n1 en ont, d1 ailleurs, 
aucune envie, ou qui, sous les apparences d1une civilisation toute 
materlelle et toute extArleure, resteront A jamais des barbares. 
L'in4galit' fonciare et irr6ductible des races humaines me paratt, 
co:mm.e cl. Gobineau, un fait incontestable, je dirai ~me: un fait 
primordial et sacre. L'egalitA, A supposer qulelle soit possible, 
serait la stagnation, l'immobilit&, la mort de tout, a commencer 
par la mort de l'esprit. L'in'galite est sacr&e: elle est la 
cause du mouvement, du progr's v'rl table, dti. peu de bien qui se 
fait dans le monde. Je hais les 6galitaires e"j:. les niveleurs 
comme les pires ennemis de 1 1humanit&. 119 
In the posthumously published volume of memoirs, Crepuscule, are to be 
found four pages entitled 11Racisme", written less than two years before 
Bertrand's death, wherein he reaffirms his faith in the &obineau racial 
inequality, lashing out at members of the clergy for attempting to 
disparage the latter by associating his theor,r with the genocidal doctrines 
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of the Nazi party in Germany. 
In order to characterize more clearly the racism of Louis Bertrand, 
it is by no means unfair to draw certain parallels with that of the German 
National Socialist Workers Party. It is worthy of note that as early as 
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March 1933, short:cy- after the January 30 elevation of Adolf Hitler to the 
chancellorship by President Paul von Hindenburg, Louis Bertrand, in a 
new Belgian literary publication significantly called Terres Latines, had 
alreaQy expressed pro-German opinions that aroused considerable opposition 
in Belgian political and intellectual circles. Among several scathing 
replies, the following remarks of Lucien-Paul Thomas, Professor at the 
University of Brussels, clearly underscore the rapport of the 
ethnological concepts of the French writer and of the German dictator: 
La question avait et' clairement pos~e cependant par Terres 
Latines qui ne parlait que d 1une union intellectuelle. Le m8me 
genre de p~occupations apparaissait avec le meme caractere 
singulierement plus unilateral dans 1 1article de Louis Bertrand 
(no 3 de la m~me revue), 0~ l'eminent ecrivain reactionnaire 
declare se sentir plus pres de Hitler que d1un conununiste franc;ais. 
Je ne s ais si les derniers exploits du gouvernement naziste lZl 
ont confirm& dans son point de vue le seraphique auteur de Saint-
Augustin, dont la sympathie pour les chemises brunes a fait 
sursauter plus d'un lecteur de cette impartiale enquete. Louis 
Pierard lui a repondu (Ho 4) de la fa~on la plus pertinente en 
montrant l'etroitesse et les dangers de cette tendresse fanatique 
et peu eclairee vis-l-via du racisme menac;ant. 122 
At least four areas may be cited wherein the racial attitudes of 
Adolf Hitler and Louis Bertrand are contiguous: 
(1) With regard to the manipulation of racial consciousness in 
order to promote national unity, the French writer, in Hitler, cited 
the following attitudes of the Fuehrer, paralleling his own: 
La chose principale, c 1 est d'~mouvoir. Et on ne peut emouvoir 
les foules que par des mirages de vengeance, de mieux ~tre, de 
felicit~s mat~rielles, ou en surexcitant !'instinct de race au 
l'orgueil national. 123 
(2) Concerning his conception of German attitudes toward skin 
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color, he generalized in the following manner, revealing, at the same time, 
his own susceptibilities: 
Mais il est trop certain aussi,--disons-le en passant,-- que ce 
fut une faute de notre part que de faire garder le vaincu par des 
noirs et des jaunes. Etions-nous done a ce point epuises qu1il 
nous fallai t recourir A des honunes de couleur pour remplacer nos 
soldats? Ou bien voulions-nous infliger cette supreme humiliation 
A un peuple si furieusement raciste de le faire surveiller et tenir 
en respect par des races qu'il consid~re comme inferieures? ••• 124 
(3) He eChoed the defense of their racism that Germans made to ~ 
and, in so doing, he directly echoed the sentiments he had so often 
expressed in his own works: 
On jette, disent-ils, feu et flamme contre le racisme germanique. 
Toutefois, personne ne songe l denoncer le racisme americain, ou 
hindou, ou chinois, ou japonais, ce qu'on appelle le prejuge pour 
ou contre les races de couleur. Mais les races ont le droit de se 
defendre, surtout les races superieures et il en est, c 1est meme le 
plus grand nombre, qui paraissent vouees a une perpetuelle 
inferiorite, comme capacite de civilisation. Ajoutons que la race 
n1est point,--comme 11a admis trop facilement Gobineau,--une chose 
avant tout physiologique, mais un complexe d'attitudes ou de 
tendances morales ou intellectuelles plus ou moins influencees par 
le milieu ou 11heredite. En fin de compte, Gobineau n'etait pas 
loin de voir dans la race le ph,no~ne ou la manifestation d'une 
entite m'taphysique, laquelle peut se realiser independamment des 
conditions d'her,dite ou de milieu. 125 
(4) He apologized for German antisemitism by attempting to justify 
it: WVu du dehors, l'antisemitisme germanique apparait comme une grande 
iniqui te" (he notes ]• But Jews and Germans are both intransigeant 
racists, and it is only natural that one should seek to destroy the other. 
It is, however, merely bolshevism masquerading under the name of Jewry 
that the Partei is combatting.126 
Conclusion and prospectus. -- It has been the intent of this chapter 
to present the fundamental theories and beliefs which comprise Louis 
Bertrand's concept of latinit&. Latinit~ has been defined in its narrowest 
sense and redefined in terms of its broadest ethical patterns and precepts 
as he envisioned them. It has been confined within its geographical 
boundaries, and the pn,sical attraction of those regions has been related 
to the author's preoccupation with them. In the history of latinit&, 
Bertrand's affinity for the E!! romana epoch has been demonstrated, and 
aspects of it considered significant by Bertrand have been treated: a 
disciplined society, a unity of aim through a discipline like that of the 
Caesars or of Louis XIV or Philip II. Within the latter doctrine, certain 
general aspects of the interrelationship of governors and governed have 
been established; and there has been exploration of the more specific 
ramifications of this politic in Bertrand's class consciousness. We have 
revealed political and social attitudes that favored the submission of 
the peoples of· latinit& to an elite. We have finally considered his 
three-fold method for achieving unanimity amongst those peoples by the 
emotional appeal of continuit&, religion, and race. The application of 
those theories, in Bertrand's works, to the characters and institutions 
within and without latinit& involved attitudes as paradoxical as those 
of his social, political, and racial exclusivism when considered alongside 
his idealistic aims of latinite. 
It is now already evident, and it will become increasingly so, that 
latinit~ is a much more ambiguous quantity than its definition in terms of 
the Mediterranean peoples or of the virtues of those peoples has previously 
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indicated. Latinit' is, essentially, an utopia carved out of the 
preferences and the prejudices of its creator toward histor.y and 
toward his own experiences. To bring to that latini~ the full 
realization of its utopian potentialities would require not only a 
renewed sense of racial unanimity amongst Latins, but a heightened 
awareness of those maleficent forces that were considered by Bertrand 
as constantly seeking to infiltrate and endanger his ideal. An 
analysis of those purported enemies will serve to bring into further 
relief the concept of latinit,. 
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THE ENEMIES OF LATINITE 
Louis Bertrand's literar,r crusade for the re-establishment of a union 
of the Latin peoples was launched by him because he considered that the 
ideals and the values of their civilization were increasingly threatened 
with extermination by certain non-Latin forces. Those ene~ forces were,:he 
further postulated, ideological, ethnological, and national in nature. 
It will be seen that their ranks included any and all peoples who did 
not meet the triple requirement of Latin race, Roman Catholic religion 
and Royalist political persuasion, in short, the entire world outside 
the frontiers of latinit~ as well as a not inconsiderable delegation 
from within those frontiers.1 
Bertrand's doctrine concerning the menace posed to latinit~ by 
other cultures was almost exclusively empirical in its derivation. Among 
other groups, it was concentrated, for example, on Moslems and Jews 
encountered during his North African sojourn 2 and his Mediterranean 
travels, a Levant contacted during that same odyssey, a Germany ever-
threatening his native Lorraine, a Russianobserved through her 
Riviera pilgrims and through the ideological ministr,r practiced by 
her students in F~ance. It follows, therefore, that references to Far 
Eastern peoples, to China, Japan, or India, are rare and inconsequential 
in his work. By revealing those values that Louis Bertrand held alien to 
Latin culture, by treating his concept of each of the principal enemies of 
latinit~, this study seeks to bring to his doctrine of latinit~ itself a 
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meaning at once sharper and more nuance. It is sui table to consider first 
his determination of the ene:m;.v as a total force. 
The ·~ de l'ennemi•. - Louis Bertrand believed that his origins 
in a frontier province had bestowed on him and on his coprovincials 
certain intuitive privileges, particularly that of a heightened "sens 
3 de ce qui n'est pas eux". That sensitivity constituted for him the 
essence of the Lorrain1s special identity, which, in turn, had its roots 
in the fluctuating political destinies of the province. Loyal to France 
and constantly the pawn in her wars, Lorraine had developed with respect 
to Germany "le sens de l'ennemi", a certainly uncomplicated conceit 
which Bertrand was wont to labor unduly.4 The Rhine provinces were not, 
then, blinded to the vulnerability of the presently constituted latinit£. 
La presence ou le voisinage de la race ennemie nous oblige 1 
nous confronter continuellement avec elle, A prendre une conscience 
plus pr&cise des qualit's et des defauts par o~ nous nous opposons 
a elle, et aussi et surtout a comparer les idees qui nous m~nent de 
part et d'autre. Rien de plu. precieux que ce sens ethnique, mais 
en revanche rien de plus rare. Quoi qu1ils pr,tendent, les 'trangers 
en sont, aussi completement denue•· que nous. Or, il ne faut pas se 
lasser de le rep,ter parce que nul defaut n'est plus difficile a 
corriger: la plupart des erreurs politiques ne sont que des erreurs 
de psychologie. En 1913, au lendemain des fetes de Leipzig pour un 
Lorrain, qui a le sens inne de l'ennemi h'reditaire, 1 1intuition 
instinctive de 1 1Allemand, il etait evident que nous aurions la 
guerre a br~ve 'cheance. L''venement se produirait plus tOt ou plus 
tard, mais nous etions tous sin qu1il etait in4vitable. A Paris et 
dans le reste de la France, on pouvait se leurrer de chimares.5 
As Bertrand stated and restated his theory, its relation to a latinit' at 
variance with other cultures became evident: 
Et cette expression qu'il a appliquee, pour les besoins de 
11actualite, l la guerre de 1914, n1est pas seulement applicable a 
la rivalite franco-germanique, mais en general aux relations de toutes 
les races entre elles, de taus les peuples et en partic~ier a celles 
des peuples mediterraneens avec la civilisation moderne. 
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The "Barbares". ~ The advocates of that non-Latin civilization were 
grouped together by Louis Bertrand in a common category; he designated 
them as Barbares. The term was provided with various senses "depuis celui 
de l'~tranger jusqutl celui de sauvage et d1 ennemi de toute civilisation•.7 
8 He then distributed that barbarie over nine tenths of the globe. Barbare 
depicted particularly the negative ideological facet of all that which was 
at the same time ennemi: "Le barbare, c' est l'Anglo-Saxon avec son 
intemp~rance factice, ctest le Nordique avec son ideologie dissolvante, 
c'est le fils de bourgeois, 11intellectuel avec 1 1 indiscr~tion qu1il 
9 
apporte l precher ses doctrines de comit~ au peuple." There was, moreover, 
the danger of the religious barbarian. 
The barbarian religions. - Louis Bertrand treated Islam and Jewry 
as ethnological rather than religious entities; each will subsequently 
receive separate treatment in this chapter. It was, in fact, Protestantism 
(by which he understood all Christian departures from the Roman Catholic 
dogma) that quite naturally constituted for Bertrand the most menacing 
of the barbarian religions. In it he saw a rationalism which sought to 
dry up the springs of "haute spiritualite11, bringing about the pedantic 
and unintelligent mutilation of dogma, the "embourgeoisement et la 
platitude de la vie", and "toutes ces influences d~primantes s 1 associant 
a cette soif de 11or, l ce besoin de s 1enrichir et de jouir, -- de tout 
ramener l la mesure de l'humain, -- qui sera le signe caract~ristique de 
1 1ere moderne11 • 10 A religion without monasteries was, for Bertrand, the 
ruination of the complete ideal of Christian perfection in chastity, 
poverty, and obedience; it was the desecration of eminent dignity in the 
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discarding of virginity as a primary virtue, the disregard of what Saint 
Theresa had called "l'ineffable tresor cache sous la souffrance" in the 
suppression of macerations and disciplines; it was the goal of Protestantism 
11 
to render impossible "un type superieur d1hurn.anite". 
Bertrand's anti-Protestant zeal led him into the most improbable, not 
to say absurd, generalizations: "Les peuples protestants sont, en general, 
de mauvais psychologues et de ~diocres dramaturges.n12 He further 
qualified the predominantly Protestant countries as "pays de discipline, 
d1 association, d'organisation materielle, pays ennemis de l'individu, de 
l'art, du loisir, de la vie en beaute ••• nl3 As for Protestant theology, 
he compared it to that of an Arian heresy in Saint Augustine's times: 
On peut se plaire A voir dans cette heresie, qui niait la 
divinite du Christ, qui ramenait sa doctrine a un monotheisme 
confus, qui substi tuai t enfin la langue gothique a la langue 
latine dans la liturgie et la predication, on peut y voir, sans 
trop·d•exageration, une sorte de protestantisme avant la lettre.14 
The barbarian political ideologies.-- In his quality as a confirmed 
royalist, Louis Bertrand made little if any distinction amongst the 
political groups anywhere to the left of his position. So entrenched was 
he in the latter that it became painful for him to recall that brief 
liberal interlude in his own thinking: "J' aborde ce moment de rna vie avec 
un grand degout.n15 With that same distaste, the terms Democracy, 
Socialism, Marxism, Comrnuirl.sm, and Bolshevism (coupled with the mysterious 
legions of International Freemasonry long lamented in Roman Catholic 
writings16) are employed by him singly or as an agglutinate in the most 
unrestrained of his criticisms. Beneath that veritable phobia lay his 
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fear that those political movements challenged alarmingly the racial and 
class hierarchy he had formulated as his own personal version of Truth, 
a hierarchy in which he had elected himself as one of the privileged 
superiors: 
crest ici qu1il faut venir pour qualifier comme elle le merite 
la sottise du credo democratico-ma~onnique touchant le progres 
indefini de 1 1humanite •••• Dans les cervelles fa~onnees par la 
pedagogie democratique, c'est une idee enfoncee et inextirpable 
que tout groupe humain, si abruti qu1il soit, doit, tot ou tard, 
entrer dans la danse du Progres, 3tre saisi par 1 1inevitable 
tvolution, qui ne peut etre que synonyms de perfectionnement moral 
et intellectuel. Qu1 on se donne la peine de regarder d1un peu 
pres les humanites d1Afrique et d1Asie, de descendre dans ces 
ergastules et dans ces enfers de l'espece~ et 1 1on verra ce que 
vaut cette niaise utopie de l'evolution.lf 
He analyzed the challenge of the Left in unequivocal terms: 
Pareillement, le mot de "gauche" m'a toujours inspire une 
veri table repulsion. La gauche, sinistra: ma.l.adresse, mauvais 
augure, tout cela etait synonyme pour moi. Aller A gauche, 
c1etait aller vers la catastrophe, vers les terres maudites, les 
terres de tenebrea et de mort. Barbarie, abrutissement, ferocite 
sanguinaire, degradation humaine, voila ce que je pressentais au 
bout du chemin. Et c1 est pourquoi j 1avais non mains horreur du 
' Progres, par une majuscule, selon la formula ma9onnique, ce 
Progres qui servait d'enseigne a taus les asso~~oirs et A taus 
les Cafes du Commerce. Pour moi c 1etait la regression veritable 
vers les stades les plus bas de la civilisation: comme le cheval 
que le roulier attache au cul de sa charrette pour descendre les 
cotes, suivre la voiture de demenagement, s 1enfoncer dans la chute, 
avec 1 1 illusion d1aller de 11 avant et de tout conduire.l8 
No less stringent was his criticism of the individual ideologies 
that comprised that Left: 
(1) Democracy: "L'anarchie democratique conduit fatalement A la 
tyrannie. Les gouvernements democratiques, eminemment 
instables, sont sans cease suspendus au bard de la dictature 







Socialism and Communism: "Aujourd1hui, l'avenement du socialisme 
et du communisme est la r~alisation de tout ce que j 1 apprenen-
dais deja du temps de Gr~vy-le-Jurassique, Nivellement, haine 
des valeurs, haine de l'individu, destruction des forces vives 
d1un pays, apoth~ose menteuse de la 1 classe ouvriere•. ctest, 
en r~alite, la classe faineante, embrigad~e par des fous, ou 
par des hommes de proie. Le v~ritable travailleur est un 
aristocrate qui sent la necessit~ et la bienfaisance de la 
hierarchie.n20 
Marxism: "Sous couleur de travailler a la lib~ration du 
prol,tariat universel, le marxisme ne travaille en r~alit~ 
que pour une seule nation ou une seule race hegemonique. 
Et sous couleur de defendre le proletariat universel, il ne 
d~fend en realit~ que le travailleur manuel: il laisse en 
dehors de la Cite, ou il ~erase sauvagement les valeurs 
intellectuelles et morales.n2l 
Communism: 11Excellent preparation pour les futurs oppresseurs 
de 11ame, les demagogues de tout poil, les hideux bourreaux 
du communisme et de la sociale, tous ceux qui assassinent 
la libert~ et la dignite humaine sur les autels de l'etatisme 
et de la revolution. Pour asseoir leur regne, il leur faut 
d'abord tuer les ames. Pour mieux asservir la b3te sociale, 
bete de s omme et de labeur, pour la mieux courber sur la 
tache abrutissante, on lui ferme toutes les issues libera-
trices sur une realite moins ignoble que celle de la chiourme 
revolutionnaire. Les lettres, la poesie, 11art, la religion 
etant synonymes de liberte, on les lui interdit. Guerre a 
tout ce qui peut affranchir l'individu!n22 
BolsheVism: "Actuellement la civilisation latine, comme la 
civilisation occidentale qui en est une issue, a deux grands 
ennemis: le capitalisme international et le bolchevisme 
surtout, qui est souvent le masque du premier.n23 
Along with barbarian religions and political ideologies, Bertrand 
singled out entire national and cultural entities as the object of his 
wrath. 
Barbaric Anglo-Saxon countries. -- Louis Bertrand1 s phobia concerning 
the nations of Anglo-Saxon tradition had a tenuous foundation. There are 
no trips to England, and only one to America, recorded in his writing. 
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No antipathy prepared by youthful experience may be cited; the French-
English rivalries were not, during his lifetime, fed by any such fuel 
as the Franco-Prussian War. If England was, none the less, the butt of 
his invective, the sins of her imperialism, her Protestantism, and her 
materialism would seem to have been considerably less mortal than was 
that of her inacceptability, on grounds of some vague national etiquette 
or comportment, in certain French social circles of the extreme right. 
Bertrand wrote of Juliette Adam, who, admittedly, shared more the 
chauvinism than the political convictions of that group: 
En outre, elle cherissait, en ce jeune egyptien, l'ennemi de 
la perfide Albion. On etait au lendemain de Fachoda. Et Mme 
Adam, en bonne patriote, se declarait anti-anglaise, comme elle 
etait anti-allemande. Cette haine d1Albion, c'est d1ailleurs, la 
vieille tradition franqaise. Temoin ces vers de Casimir 
Delavigne, poete national, dans son ode pour le "Retour des Cendres": 
Aimer la F ranee alors, 24 
c•&tai~d&tester 1 1Angleterre ••• 
Bertrand's antipathies hinged more on the "tradition" than on the logic 
of militar.y rivalr,y (certainly not on a sentimental bonapartisme) as 
will be evident subsequently. 
The world success of the English in the field of letters, a totally 
unworthy adversary of France in Bertrand's opinion, was certainly a strong 
source of his rancor. In addition to his assertion concerning the dearth 
25 
of talent among dramatic writers in the Protestant countries, he 
declared overtly that "les litteratures du Nord me sont totalement 
indifferentes et meme completement fermees. Je n1ai jamais pu lire 
Shakespeare •••• n26 It may not be assumed, therefore, that the concept 
Bertrand had of Englishmen was derived from English literature in the 
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manner that his Russians, as will be pointed out, were counterparts of 
Tolstoy's characters. 
A considerable number of references to Englishmen and their mores are 
tinged with that weightless form of caricature or stereotype prevalent 
in the French press and become inoffensive there through its frequency and 
its obviously non-political intent. There is the gauche English la~ 
botching up her Spanish with "un horrible accent britannique", 27 the 
super-correct Anglican bishop with his "remedes strictement anglais 
contre toutes les fi~vres et tousles microbes possiblesn, 28 and the 
usual references to British 11snobisme"1 
29 
"practicalityn,30 and "raideurn.31 
Present, too, are, of course, the typically 11congel's et stupides" 
Englishmen32 and the 11bon type d1AnglaiS - original et ridicule a Souhaitn33 
of French lighter letters. If, to be sure, that English nature were 
sufficiently tempered with the French esprit or if some Roman Catholic 
orientation might be surmised in that son or daughter of Albion, the 
stigma could be forgotten: "Elle 'tait gaie, expansive, facilement 
bavarde, sans rien de la morgue insupportable de certains de ses compatriotes.n 
Bertrand added that she was an extremely charitable protestante and that 
"selon les Franciscains: elle fait du bien". 34 In a somewhat more 
serious vein, too, he abhorred the drinking habits of English resident 
personnel in Egypt. 35 
There is, however, a completely sinister aspect to Bertrand's concept 
of the English-speaking countries. As early as 1901, Bertrand wrote, 
delineating the future role of latini~ through the words of his porte-parole, 
Monseigneur Puig o:f La Cina: 11Apres le musulman, nous avons tous un 
autre ennemi non mains implacable, --1 1Anglo-8axon,--qui nous refoule de 
partout, qui escompte des maintenant notre defaite. C1 est peut-etre un 
36 peril pire que le premier!" Two years later, he clarified that 
apprehension: 11Que ce soit le cesarisme judaique des Anglo-Saxons ou 
le despotisme slave, taus tendent au meme but que le socialisme: le 
nivellement, la mort de 1 1individuJn37 It was doubtless the growing 
menace of Slavic despotism that relieved Britain of the onus of Bertrand's 
concentrated attack in the decades following. That his wrath merely lay 
latent is evidenced by his silence concerning the role of the English 
speaking nations in World War I;;: An interlude may be cited in the 
opportunistically inspired honeymoon he proposed in 1926, a preview of 
the mental gymnastics which were to bring about his proposed German 
rapprochement of the mid-thirties: 
Il faut que l'Angleterre se considere comme solidaire de la 
France, non seulement en Syrie (ou nous nous battons pour elle), 
mais partout ou nous sommes aux prises avec le monde musulrnan. 
En c e moment, une nouvelle guerre europeenne serai t une folie 
sans nom: ci§j! la derniere. nous a mis plus bas que terre. Le 
moment est venu de refaire une Europe digne de ce nom, et, --
je le dis pour ceux qui n 1ont pas peur des mots,--de refaire une 
chretiente. 38 
Shortly afterwards, the wheels of malice began to turn again .. as 
Louis Bertrand recalled the events of the French conquest of Algeria a 
century before. 39 Then, wbile eyeing Hitler's Reich as the salvation 
of weakened France, he pictured his country as the unwitting pawn of 
British politics, as a buffer contrived by England to insure her 
protection from Germany and to reduce France in her status as an economic 
rival: 
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Mais l'Angleterre n'avait aucun int~ret a nous d~livrer d'une 
rivale qui absorbe jusqu'a l'~puisement presque tout 11effort de 
notre activit~. Il fallait, pour nous affaiblir et nous rendre 
inoffensifs a d'autres, que 1 1Allemagpe intacte subsistat en face 
de nous comme une menace perpetuelle.40 
He chaffed at an England allied to France against Germany, stating: 
"elle n'est pas du tout une puissance militaire".41 Within two years 
he had given voice to the following pronouncement: 
C1est encore au nom de 11histoire qu'on s''vertue a nous 
persuader que nous ne pouvons 8tre que les ennemis de 11Allemagne. 
Pourquoi pas aussi de 1 1Angleterre qui a envahi notre pays plus 
souvent que 1 1Allemagne? ••• Mais je reste ferme dans cette conviction 
que, si nous pouvons encore nous faire mutuellement beaucoup de 
mal, nous n' arriverons:: jamais 1 nous supprimer completement, que 
tout sera perp~tuellement a recommencer; que, si nous !EanQais, no~~ 
avons besoin d 1 alli~s, il vaut mieux nous adresser aux plus forts. -
With ease and with int,ret Louis Bertrand laid the democratic alliance of 
France with England on the altars of Nazi Germany. 
Louis Bertrand's references to the United States of America and to 
Americans are fewer in number but no les.s hardy in quality. He deplored 
what her eferred to as the megalomaniac American influence in the world, 43 
and he constantly railed against the platitude of American culture.44 As 
for American mores, they were deplorable. From his pen flowed a succession 
of American government attach~s depicted as drunken boors, 45 American 
tourists similarly "abominablement ivresn, 46 and stupid, spendthrift 
Americans. 47 He made ugly references to Americans buying religious 
obedience abroad with dollars and likened the American aesthetic in general 
to that of Jean-Jacques Rousseau: "Et puis l'esth~tique du citoyen de 
Geneve est d~ja tout am~ricaine: symetrie, r~gulari M sont, pour lui, 
synonymes de beaut~. Nul doute qu1il n'ait p~fere Turin a Venise •••• n4B 
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So-called American culture he equated with the radio, the cinema, the 
phonograph, jazz, and those other "horreurs 11 he categorized as 
l'americanisme africain.49 
In the spring of 1937, he visited Canada as a representative of the 
Acad~mie Fran~aise to a convention of French speaking Americans: 
Je pensais bien ne jamais mettre les pieds en Amerique,--du moins 
en Amerique du Nord, car l'autre, l'Arnerique latine, m1a toujours 
attir~. D&s ma petite enfance, en feuilletant les images du Tour 
du Monde, j 1ai reve de voir les vieilles colonies espagnoles ~ 
-- ----- ' portugaises. Mes premieres admirations furent pour la baie de Rio, 
les ~lises et les couvents de Lima, la cathedrale de Mexico. Je 
mourrai tres probablement sans les avoir vues. Mais l 1Amerique 
anglo-saxonne m1a toujours rebute par sa platitude utilitaire, son 
industrialisme, son mercantilisme, sa barbarie mat~riellement 
civilisee. Et voici que je devrais y passer, m1arreter meme quelque 
temps a New-York, avant de rentrer en Francg. L'amour du Canada 
fit que je m'y r~signai sans trop de peine.~O 
From the less than three pages of material published on his brief 
sojourn in New York City during the final days of June 1937, the following 
remarks of the elderly Louis Bertrand are not without interest: 
Pour m1en adoucir l'atmosphere cuisante, on me fit manter sur la 
terrasse de l 1hotel ou je devais giter, formidable gratte-ciel a je 
ne sais plus combien d'~tages, ou on me livra a l'~louissement du 
Manhattan nocturne. Cette gigantesque illumination, cet embrasement 
de tout 11espace visible est certainement quelque chose d1unique, qui 
justifie les admirations du naif Europeen. Mais devant les coktails 
d~licieux qui sollicitaient ma soif, dans le courant d1 air frais qui 
passait, par moments, sur ces hauteurs, je ne pouvais m'empecher de 
me dire que cette dSbauche de luminaire, cette concurrence formidable 
aux etoiles, c'etait pour recommander un p~trole, une compagnie 
d'assurances ou une marque d'automobiles. Toutes ces splendeurs, ces 
bouquets de couleurs, ces metamorphoses perp~tuelles du feu, toute 51 
cette po~sie enfin, c' ~tait de la r eclame industrielle et commerciale. 
On eut la bont~ de me faire parcourir la ville dans toute sa longueur, 
jusqu1 aux lointaines banlieues, etj 1 avoue que, sauf les beautes natuPelles, 
il n'en est rien res~ dans mon souvenir. Je sens bien que je suis 
injuste, que 11 incommodite de la saison m'empechait de voir et d'aller, 
que cela influait sur mon jugement. Mais le fait est que je n'avais qu'un 
d'sir: m•en aller au plus vite. Le matin ou je. pus me refugier 
sur un paquebot franqais en partance, avec 1 1espoir prochain d'un5 
temperature plus cl'mente, fut pour moi le jour de la delivrance. 2 
Barbaric Russia. -- The sources of Louis Bertrand's concept of Russia 
were threefold: (1) his contact with the largely nineteenth century literature 
of Tolstoy, Dostoevski, and Turgenev, (2) the casual personal association 
he experienced with Russians studying or touring in France, and (3) his 
identification of that country with the barbarian political ideologies. 
He abhorred the novelists, declaring that they were "en retard d1 un 
siecle sur nousl Ils nous coulent effrontement de vieilles rhapsodies 
romantiques et humanitaires qui, reprises par un ecrivain franQais, 
seraient honnies impitoyablement.'n53 That attitude did not spring 
spontaneously from his reading but had been conditioned by the influence 
of Nietzsche, in whom Bertrand had found a kindred spirit, at least with 
respect to the German's philosophy of strength. In Nietzsche's cult of 
the Mediterranean, Bertrand saw adequate expiation for that writer's 
literary crimes against Christianity itself; he was willing to concur 
that the stupid religion of pity was indeed a "pestilence funeste 
54 propagee par le roman russe".. It was, then, the humanitarian bent of the 
Slavic novel that disconcerted h~ and it is true that social reform is 
scarcely a strong motivating force in Bertrand's thinking. It should be 
understood, moreover, that Bertrand's reading habits were narrowly 
circumscribed by his prejudices: 
J 1ai sinsi des preventions, sans doute absurdes, mais invincibles. 
Et cela non seulement contre tels ou tels pays, mais contre des 
litteratures entieres, contre des categories d1 auteurs •••• Le roman 
russe m1inspire une horreur profonde •••• 55 
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The Russians he encountered during his travels were cast into molds 
formed by his literary predilections; those he created for his literary 
works partook of similar characteristics. As early as 1907 the latter 
made an inauspicious debut on his pages as muscovite revolutionaries with 
long hemp-colored beards: "Les Russes surtout dominaient. Ils apportaient, 
avec la salete de cosaque, leur entetement de brutes, leur fureur 
d'iconoclastes, 1 1intrepidite de leur ignorance et aussi leur soif 
heroique du martyre.n56 At a Paris restaurant during his residence at 
the Ecole Normale, he encountered a number of Russians, one of whom he 
described in .these vivid terms: 
Parmi les Russes, un individu rouge de pail, la face apoplectique, 
avec de gros yeux verts qui flambaient comme des bonbonnes de 
petrole, inspirait A Perbal une telle repulsion qu1il se vit, 
plusieurs fois, sur le point de quitter las alle pour ne plus voir cette 
face de damne, pour ne plus entendre les insanites de ce fou furieux. 
Cet energumene qui 'tait le fils d'un marchand de MOscou, ne cessait 
de vomir les pires injures contre le gouvernement tsariste. Il 
n 1avait ala bouche que les mots de "revolution" de "guillotine" et 
de "fusillade". Il voulait tout mettre a feu et A sang, parlait de 
vengeance, de SUpplices, de tetes a COUper: il lui fallait des 
tetes et encore des tetesl Tant qu1 on ne les aurait pas, il n1y 
aurait rien de faitl ••• (the ellipses are Bertrand's) Les etudiants 
qui etaient lA s r amusaient de ces fureurs de MOscovi te, quI ils 
exasperaient par leurs plaisanteries. Perbal sentait passer, a 
travers ces divagations, l'ame d'mente de toute une race. Cela lui 
fit une telle impression que, par la suite, il ne put jamais 
rencontrer un Russe sans sanger a ce forcene.57 
Then there was the Russian medical student who visited him when he was ill 
at the hospital in Montpellier: "une jeune fille a l'air feroce, aux gros 
yeux de boule-dogue qui lui sortaient de la tete: 1' 'tudiante moscovi te 
dana toute sa hideur et sa barbarie.•58 The characters in a Tolstoy 
novel, the Russian visitors to the Riviera, the student from Moscow, all 
of some hundred million Russians, represent one and the same undesirable 
concept to Bertrand: 
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Entin nos Ni~ois consideraient ces hivernants comme des hordes de 
barbares dont il fallait se garer prudemment. Et je me rappelle que 
les propos de ces gargottiers me frapperent: cela confirma 1 1 impression 
que m'avaient laiss'e certains Russes de 11 aristocratie rencontres 
A Nice et aussi celle que j 1avais gardee de mes lectures de Tolstoi. 
D~s le debut, en pleine Terreur du Roman russe, j'avais toujours 
eprouve une repulsion invincible pour ce grassier genie, repulsion 
qui se mua plus tard en une sorte d1horreur pour tous ses congen~res 
dements, pochards ou desequilibres. Nous ne deplorerons jamais assez 
le mal que l'Alliance et le Roman russes nous ont fait, 1 1invasion 
et la mentalite de ces hybrides qui ne sont ni des Asiatiques ni des 
Europeens et qui semblent n1avoir emprunte aux uns et aux autres que 
leurs vices ou leurs aberrationa.59 
With the Revolution of 1917, Bertrand allowed his loathing full rein. 
Russia represented, thereafter, one of the most important potential 
barbarian enemies of latinite: "La Russie sovietique dressait toujours 
l 11horizon sa face hideuse, 'claboussee de sang et de boue et, derriere 
elle, le grouillement sinistre des assassins et des incendiaires 
internationaux.•60 
Barbaric Jewrz. -- Louis Bertrand's attitude toward Jewry may be 
considered to have bridged three phases. An early manifestation of anti-
Jewish sentiments during his youth was followed by a voluntary tolerance 
exercised in Algiers at the time of his short lived liberal penchant. 
Subsequently, and covering the greater part of his life as a writer, he 
manifested a violent anti-Semitism, culminating in his sympathy for the 
repressive measures of National Socialist Germany. That final phase was 
only occasionally mitigated by flashes of unemotional discernment. 61 
It is difficult to ascertain the origins of Bertrand's childhood 
attitudes toward Jewry. It may be presumed that the considerable number 
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of Jewish landholders in Lorraine were not looked upon with favor by his 
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father, an extremely devout and, by exception, pro-clerical Roman Catholic, 
whose fortunes were sufficiently unstable to give rise to that type of 
envious resentment become conventional in such cases. 63 One may look 
askance at his protestation that "1 1 antis~mitisme a cette epoque-la, 
n'existait point en Francen.64 There is ever,y reason to conclude, on the 
other hand, that the recollections concerning his contacts with Jews as a 
schoolboy, as recounted in the series entitled Une Destin~e, are colored 
by the attitudes he harbored during the composition of that work: 
On les sentait s.;J,rs d1 eux et de leur force, avec on ne sait quoi 
d1un peu ~terieux et de vaguement redoutable. Un de ces petits 
Juifs montrait une figure de cherubin chlorotique parsemee de 
taches de rousseur et il portait un prenom q~ m1 enchantait: 
MYrtil, ~til Weil, de Saint-Dizier. Son pere, je 1 1appris plus 
tard, etait un gros maquignon de 1 1 endroit. ·Comme il avait l'air 
studieux, le nez constamment fourn dans ses livres, avec une 
sombre application, je crus, un instant, que nous pourrions lier 
societe~ Je fus repouss~ d~daigneusement: ce dont je me consolai 
assez vite. Je ne tardai pas A m'apercevoir que cet adolescent 
grele et renfrogM etai t tout a fai'J) StUpide, d I ailleurs COmpletemen t 
rebelle a la culture classique. Mais je ne suis pas en peine de 
1 ui: il a du prendre sa revanche dans le commerce. 65 
The second phase of Bertrand's Jewish outlook is highlighted by his 
espousal of the Dreyfus cause during the tumultuous 1898-99 controversy. 
It is not untypical of Bertrand's nature that he thought it necessary, 
whenever afterward he treated that era, to explain what he considered 
the error of his judgment in his choice of sides at that time. 66 It is 
lamentable that he doubtless also regretted that single event in his life, 
as he revealed that life in his writings, which was surrounded by an aura 
of true heroism: his rescue of a Jewess from death at the hands of a mob 
of demonstrators during the Drumont-Regis inspired riots in Algeria 
during 1898. 67 He determined later that the emotions he had experienced in 
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the excitement of his escape had a traumatic impact that caused him to 
68 detest ever afterward the "racaille politiquante". The events referred 
to here antedated Bertrand's period of literary creativeness. Over-
whelming evidence of his intense anti-Semitism throughout tba.t period 
69 gives the lie to any attempt to exonerate him on that score. 
Louis Bertrand's attack on Jewr,y is as varied as it is sustained. 
At times its nature is physiological: Maltese are scorned for looking 
like Jews, 70 the Judaic profile of a character evokes "appelations 
injurieuses de Judio et d1Hebreo". 71 In other instances the generalizatioru~ 
concern temperament and talent: the intelligence of the Levantine is 
compared with that of "nos Juifs occidentaux: habilete, souplesse, 
assimilation rapide, utilisation du savoir et de 11 experience acquise 
par autrui, originalite ou invention a peu pr~s nulle ••• n72 He further 
clarified that conception: 
C1est, en somme, une forme secondaire de 1 1intelligence,--celle 
qui devait tout naturellement s 1 epanouir en des races asservies. 
Chez ces races, en effet, 11esprit est d1abord une arme, un 
instrument de revanche contre la brutali te du maitre. Forc6ment, 
el~ea 7~cherchent moins le savoir proprement dit que le savoir-
fa~re. 3 
Similarly, he was particularly bitter about what he considered to be the 
"jactance"74 and the "duret6tt75 of the Jew. 
The principal threat posed by Jewr,y to the security of latiniU was, 
in the eyes of Louis Bertrand, an ideological one. The Jew, the Mason, and 
the Bolshevist represented for him the same menace. He theorized that one 
and the same mystical impulse had led Jews to dominate the world of the 
salon ("Mon cher mattre, repondais-je invariablement, connaissez-vous 
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aujourd'hui, quelqu'un qui ne soit pas Juif?tt76) and had brought them into 
political prominence in a France seen by many as "enjuivee du haut en basn. 77 
He condoned the Nazi purge of Jews on grounds that they prevented ideological 
harmony in Germany, being in control of the press, which was "infeod'e 
• It 78 au marxJ.sme • 
Dans tous les pays ou il s 1 introduit, le mar:xisme est un instrument 
de division et d 1affaiblissement national. Et, a cet ~ard, on ne 
peut pas s'empecher de remarquer qu1il sert admirablement la vieille 
tactique, la tactique millenaire d1Israel qui consiste 1 affaiblir 
ses adversaires et l diviser pour regner. Cela explique l'attitude 
deliberement hostile prise par l'opinion allemande contre les Juifs 
et contre le mar:xisme, cette doctrine d1origine juive etant 
consideree comm.e un moyen secret de domination aux mains de 1a 
finance juive internationale.79 
In his long explanations of Nazi attitudes toward Jewr,r, Bertrand's 
complicity is in no way doubtful. His fear of that people as a threat 
to his doctrine of latinite assumed almost psychotic proportions: 
Ne 1 1 otlblions jamais : d!lrriere le bolchevisme [ sic J , il exis te 
un complot permanent pour l'asservissement de la planete 1 un 
regime abject. Ce plan est archi-connu: il prend toutes les formes 
et tous les masques, il exploite et il fausse 1 son profit tous les 
evenements mondiaux. C1est lui qui, en ce moment, sous les 
apparences de l'internationalis.e, ne tend qu11 imposer au monde 
1 1hegemonie d' Ull peuple ou d'une race, Tout ce qui se dit inter-
national doit atre rejete ou tenu en suspicion. L1 internationalisme, 
bien loin d1&tre 1 1egalite et l'affranchissement chimerique des 
nations, n 1est que leur esclavage sous une race ou une nation 
hegemonique. Et cette nation h'gemonique ne peut atre que le 80 
porte-parole et le porte-glaive des Puissances occultes que 1 1 on sait. 
Louis Bertrand's anti-Semitism was manifest in his relations with the 
Academie Fran~aise itself. Describing one of his unsuccessful candidacies, 
he wrote: 
Toutefois, en 1923, i la mort de Lavisse, j 1avais eu des chances 
serieuses. Ceux qui font des pointages me consideraient meme comme 
elu. Et puis, une subtile manoeuvre de la derni~re heure m1avait 
evince au profit d1 un dramaturge juif, dont les pi~ces 1 la fois 
cyniques et tarabiscotees passaient, aux yeux des snobs et des coteries 
interessees, pour des chefs-d'oeuvre de psychologie.81 
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It is known, moreover, that for anti-Semitic reasons Bertrand made a 
scandalous scene "under the cupola" when it was a question of electing 
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Andre Maurois to the Academie. 
Barbaric Greece. - Even as the Hellenic and Roman civilizations 
shared the classical spotlight, Louis Bertrand, quite possibly in a 
subconscious manner, conceived that a revival of Greek nationalism might 
constitute a threat to the designs of latinite. The second half of the 
fourth century, his favorite period, had, in fact, seen an "hellenisme 
elargi et conscient de' lui-mime r qui) s 1 opposait de plus en plus a la 
latinite, surtout politiquement•.83 Whatever the underlying cause, 
Bertrand's attack on Greece and the Greek people is direct and barbed. 
Coupling his anti-semitism with anti-Hellenism, he showered comparisons 
which he considered unflattering to both: 
(1) Rl f'orr;ant UB peu la note, on pourrait meme les taxer, eux 
aussi, de f~atiame. S•il est presque impossible de citer, un 
Musul.mall qui se soit converti au christianisme, parce qu 1il y 
risque sa vie, il est tout aussi impossible· de citer un Juif 
ou un Hell~ne qui ai t abandonne sa religion. 84 
(2) Au fond, en bon citoyen romain, l'evaque d1Hippone est hostile 
aux longues chevelures Q?i*-tales. Qu1on laisse cette affectation 
aux Grecs et aux Juifsltl;1 
(3) Il stagissait tout simplement d1une manifestation de solidarit4 
hell,nique, l. quoi je n'avais pas encore fait attention. J'en eus, 
par la suite, maints exemples au cours de mon voyage. Une telle 
solidarite n' existe qu' en Israe"l. Une fois de plllB 1 je constatai 
les analogies profQl)des entre le peuple du •miracle':_grectt et celui 
du "miracle juifn.Ho 
(4) Et, pour en revenir 1 une cemparaison, qui me parait juste, entre 
l'Hell~ne et le Juif,--il est certain que leur patriotisme tout 
interieur est une force peut-atre plus redoutable, en tout cas aussi 
efficace a la longue que notre patriotisme, plus demonstratif. Les 
uns et les autres se fient davantage ala ruse et 1 l'obstination 
patiente qu'a la violence et aux explosions tumultueuses du sentiment 
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national. Il semble que la pena6e intime du Grec soit celle-ci: 
"A quoi bon les arm6es et les flottes, une administration, une 
hi&rarchie et UD.e discipline? Nous sommes toujours slirs de 8 
vaincre par la souplesse et 1 1 opiniltre~ de notre intelligence." 7 
Fired with his customary wrath, Bertrand, in fact, disparaged anything 
Hellenic he could get his pen on. le ridiculed the rrlream of modern Greeks 
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that they might "redevenir encore un grand peuple". He systematically 
destroyed Athens89and the Acropolis along with it.90 He dePlored a modern 
Greek countryside that reminded him of the "platitude utilitaire qui 
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rappelle les colonies et l'Am6rique•. He reduced to a mere mirage the 
concept of a Greek democracy in antiquity. 92 It was even abhorrent to 
him that Andre Ch&nier should have been considered by some persons to have 
had Greek blood in his veins. 93 
As for the Greek people themselves, he categorized them as Orientals94 
who shared with other nations of that part of the world a number of vices 
includin-g savagery, 95 satyris., 96 and hypocrisy. 97 Greeks, moreover, he 
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maintained, are given to garrulous bravado and gaudy dress, and they are 
inveterate gamblers. 99 He considered certain impressions concerning the 
int&rat national of the Greek nation to be sufficiently timeless to be 
reprintable thirty years after they had first been noted in a description 
of his 1907 Mediterranean junket. 
From an international point of view, Bertrand considered the Greeks 
to be the most intransigeant of all oriental nationalists and the most 
convinced of the future of their race; as settlers abroad he pictured them 
100 draining foreign capital into the coffers of the fatherland. He determined 
that the non-Greek was anathema to them unless he might be utilized to 
strengthen the pan-Hellenistic movement.101 
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Barbaric Islam. --A third •oriental" people seen by Louis Bertrand 
as a menace to la tini te was Islam. Treated individually or as a cultural 
complex, the peoples of Moslem faith, Turks, Egyptians, Tuaregs, Berbers, 
Arabs, and others rated second to none as the object of his contempt. 
That position sprang from his Algerian period and was a key aspect of 
his dream of an empire rSle for latinite.102 In his demonstration of the 
barbaric threat posed by Islam to occidental civilization, he projected 
a foil to the justification of high-handed Latin colonial policies in 
North Africa at the same time giving scope and credence to the mission 
civilisatrice of latinite there. If there was any measurable religious 
orientation to his thinking on this subject, it is not evident in his 
writing. 
Bertrand's desecration of Islam may be considered from two aspects. 
The first proceeds from his personal observations and the conclusions he 
culled from his sojourn in Algeria and his travels in the Moslem world. 
The second has an historical foundation: Bertrand sought to explode the 
theory of a flourishing Mohammedan culture in the past, especially with 
reference to Moorish Spain. Taken together, these approaches tend not 
only to demonstrate the racial inferiority, the barbarie, of the Moslem 
peoples both yesterday and today, but to consign them to a hopeless 
future, rendered bearable only by the colonial enterprise of the 
Mediterranean nations ef latinit4. 
With respect to his residence in North Africa, Bertrand wrote: 
Pour ma part, je l'avoue, apres dix ans de sejour en Algerie, je 
n 1avais pu encore m1accoutumer a considerer les Arab~s comme des 
freres, sinon en tant que sauves par Jesus-Christ, ou affranchis 
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platoniquement par la D&claration des droits de 11homme. Trop de 
choses nous s&paremt, trop d1 oppositions irr&ductibles. Nous ne 
serons ja.ma.is les citoyens d'un meme peuple; les uns en face des 
autres, nous resterons toujours, quoi qu'on affirme, des 'trangers 
ou des ennemis, -- pour la raison elementaire que nous n'avou ni 
m8me peau ni meme figure et que nos cranes construi ts diff&rellll1lent 
ae peuvent pas penser de la mime mani~re des idees pourtant 
semblables.l03 
While he condoned MOslem continence in the use of alcohol, 104 lauded the 
superior charms of MOslem prostitutes, 105 and contrasted their show of 
religious fervor with at least the outward dearth of devotion then 
current in France, 106 in every other respect that lack of a meeting of 
nrl.nds was only too evident in Bertrand 1 s writings. Islam, after all, was 
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a nation of cut-throats and brigands, whose ancestors had supported the 
Germanic invaders from Europe in laying waste the legitimate Latin 
settlements along the North African littoral. Obdurate in their thinking, 
there was no coming to terms with a people whose outlook had been "boucle 
depuis 11 ige de douze ans•.108 That deficiency in conciliatory acumen had 
reduced their rule in their territor,y to a series of raids and reprisals 
amongst themselves, while "la pax roma.na, --n• 'tait meme plus un souvenirn.109 
Visually, Islam left Louis Bertrand quite Dimpressed. The native 
architecture of Algiers, for example, he described as 11souvent tres l~id 
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et absolument quelconque•. Even literary Arabic was not suitable for 
lll translating the subtleties of Western thought. On all sides, he found, 
in fact, that "tout ce vieux monde d'Islam ••• semblait voue Ala 
decrepitude eta la mort11 • 112 
It was no less certain to Louis Bertrand that the concept of culture 
in Spain under the Moslems represented a similar Romantic mirage. ~ held 
that the coloration given to Islam in the Western European mind could be 
attributed to the false image of her civilizing influence in Spain 
disseminated by Protestant sources in order to discredit Roman Catholic 
authority.113 His shattering of that image would not only restore validit7 
to an important aspect of continuite latine, but it would, again, strengthen 
the claims of France concerning the integrity of her Algerian mission. 
While the term "mirage oriental", which Bertrand employed to depict that 
deception, referred to non-Latin Mediterranean peoples in general rather 
than to the Moslem world alone, it is of consequence to consider his 
views on the origins of that mirage, the Spanish aspect of which is 
presently under consideration: 
Depuis la franc-ma~onnerie jusqu'A la litterature, en passant 
par les entreprises capitalistes,et les agences touristiques, des 
legions de naifs, de malins et d 1imbeciles, sans parler de quelques 
artistes de genie, s 1evertuent l entretenir et A faire flamboyer 
a nos yeux le vieux mirage oriental. Phrases toutes faites, 
ressass,es par une presse inconsciente ou venale, prejuges anti-
religieux, prejuges litteraires, interets de ~putique, tout se 
ligue pour perpetuer de deplorables erreurs.ll4 
Bertrand's views on the MOorish rule in Spain are tangential: 
Afin d'augmenter le crime des Espagnols catholiques, on a 
surest~ de fa~on absurde et ridicule la civilisation des 
Musulmans d'Espagne. crest simple: on a decrete que les Musulmans 
representaient la civilisation et lea Espagnols la barbarie.ll5 
That Spanish facet of Bertrand's doctrine concerning Islam left the alembic 
in 1932 with the Histoire d1Espagne, but it had appeared as matiere 
premiere as early as 1917: 
Il faut connaitre bien imparfaitement 11 ime fermee et dure de 
l'Isl~ pour se laisser aller a d1aussi decevants paradoxes. Je 
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ne veux pas, ici, rechercher si, par exemple, les trop fameuses 
ecoles de Cordoue furent autre chose que des officines de compilation 
et de nmemotechnie. Mais, quand on me parle du Maure agriculteur et 
quand on explique par son expulsion la sterilite de la PeniDsule, je 
ne puis m1empecher de peuer 1 ce que le Maure musul.man a fait de 
1 'Afrique romaine, au desert que 1 t Islam installe partout ou il passe.ll6 
The question of lack of scholarship and agricultural acumen in Spain under 
Mlalem rule eventually became a virtual obsession with Bertrand.117 
Louis Bertrand considered additional aspects of Islam's role in 
Spanish history. The almost exclusively negative conclusions he arrived 
at included the following: (1) the chaos of the MUsulman regime provided 
a deterrent to the mouvement civilisateur in Western Europe, 118 (2) the 
philosophies developed under the califates were actually Judea-Christian in 
. . 119 
or1g1D, (3) the 1001 Nights luxur.y of Islam was belied by the poverty 
of the invading MOors and by their ebahissameat before the riches of the 
Christian Spaniards, 120 (4) Moslem cruelty provided the instruction and 
the precedent for the Spanilh Inquisition, 121 (5) a long succession ot 
undesirable traits and attitudes observable in the modern Spaniard were 
inherited from the Moslem interloper.122 
Bertrand's concept was, then, of an Islam which, in an expression 
to which he returned on many occasions, "n'a rien inventen, 123 of an 
Islam which, "pare des depouilles de la latinite",l24 had falsely 
impressed the Occident with her borrowed civilization. He concurred 
with Renan, whose ugly ~ression he admitted having heard toward the 
beginning of the century from the lips of Lord Cromer, the then British 
Consul General in Egypt: "L' Islam est sans doute un progres pour le 
n'gre.nl25 
Clearly there is nothing in Louis Bertrand's entire literary work 
that contradicts his sweeping condemnation of the Moslem barbarie: IIJe n'ai 
jama.is aime l'Islam, ni ce qui est sorti de lui. J'y reconnais trop 1 1 ennemi 
de ce que j 1 aime. 11 126 
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Barbaric Germany.-- Louis Bertrand's conception of Germany was by no 
means the purely negative one that might be anticipated in a French writer 
come face to face ri th the historical invader of his province, the principal 
military menace to his nation within his lifetime, the focal point of the 
European materialist community, and the cradle of Protestantism. If those 
particularly anti-latinite factors do not control his attitude toward 
Germany, if there constantly emerges in his writing a variety of mitigating 
elements which, on occasion, even permit him to propose a rapprochement 
of France and the Reich, an essentially twofold explanation is not 
difficult to formulate. First, Bertrand admired the efficiency, ruthless 
efficiency, that efficiency reflected in the mien, the attention to 
cleanliness and order, the propensity for military strength, the Roman-
like totalitarianism in government of a Germany which for almost the first 
fifty years of his lifetime constituted a bright contrast to a defeated 
France, left wallowing in a long series of political and religious 
imbroglios. Then, too, France's victory in World War I had been a hollow 
one; the cost in human lives and material enormous. She did not emerge 
from the struggle revitalized, the ideal victor he would have welcomed. 
Secondly, in the advent of Soviet Russia.with its doctrine of mass 
equality and its anti-religious tenets, he recognized a far more 
powerful threat to his concept of latinite, a threat that would require, 
at least temporarily, the constitution of a powerful anti-communist bloc. 
If there is some part of truth in memoirs published fifty years 
after the experiences described in them and certainly tempered by 
intervening events, what the young Bertrand had experienced of the Prussian 
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conquest had left an impression which was subsequentl7 to be assimilated in 
his philosoph7: 
Je sentais du cot6 allemand, non seulement une discipline, mais 
une poigne de ma!tre. Cela me r~voltait et me fascinait tout ensemble. 
Pour la premiere fois, je rencontrais la force sur mon chemin. Je la 
d6testais,--et cependant elle me semblait si necessairel Qu1elle ne 
fut point de notre cot6, je voyais trop ce qu1il nous coutait, et 
j 1 eprou~ais toute !'humiliation du vaincu.l27 
Cette terrible guerre de 1870, nous n 1en souffrtmes pas trop: 
les champs de bataille 6taieat relativement 6loign6s de nous. Si je 
me rappelle bien ce que j 'ai entendu dire a mes parents, les 
vainqueurs ne se signalirent, chez nous, par aucune atrocit~. A 
peine, de loin en loia, une incorrection commise par quelque soldat 
ivre, et, presque toujours, severement punie.l28 
Bertrand wrote admiringly of the cleanliness that the Germans of that era 
had imposed on the annexed sectors,129 of the orderly withdrawal their 
soldiers had made from the zones not to be annexed, 130 and of the friendly 
attitude (tinged with ausement on purely linguistic grounds) of his towns-
people toward the serving girls of Germanic stock, the "Allemeuches" or 
"Allemoches 11 of the Saar-Moselle, who made their way to Spincourt.l3l And 
when one glimpses an impressionable lyc6en1s feeling of inferiorit7, as a 
visitor in Metz, before the new German militar,y installations there, 132 
there is a temptation to label Bertrand during that period as "germanisant". 
In fact, however, even prior to the exigencies of the Great War's 
pra»-French propaganda, there is ample decrying of Germany oli his part. 
Bertrand reproved a Germanic aesthetics contaminated with bourgeois and 
utilitarian platitude and with a subjective and diffuse reverie so repulsive 
to ever,ything aristocratic, positive, and precise in the French spirit.133 
In one work he alludea to the mud and fog of Berlin134 and to the resentment 
with which great waves of German tourists were received in latinit~. lJ5 
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136 In another work he disparaged the "camelote" of German industry 
and the "froides ethiques" of 137 the German people. In still other 
works he clamored against the "Germain, tueur-de-Dieux l sic ] n138 
and the German, creator of an horrendous "kolossal 11 in architecture.139 
Quite naturally, the Great War brought to Bertrand's anti-
German sentiments a new intensity. Not only are Germans qualified as 
an heretical scourge,l40 but certain pejorative epithets and qualities 
are unfailingly applied to them: feroce, avide, sournois, flegme, 
morgue, on the one hand, and pedantisme, materiali te on the other. 
Bertrand does not eschew, either, that grade of propaganda 
peculiarly associated with World War I, containing a substantial 
measure of what may best be described, perhaps, as "Hun" or 11Boche" 
excitant. As early as 1905, for that matter, he produced the sons 
of Kaiser Wilhelm II in disguise, spying in Algeria.141 In 1914, he 
was able to conjure up a Lourdes promised to Spain as a colony in 
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return for the latter's support of Ge~. It particularly 
infuriated Bertrand that the double-headed eagle, that bird of prey, 
was curiously suggestive of the kind of neo-Roman Empire he himself 
wished to carve out for latinite: 
En face, des hordes germaniques, conduites par un chef, 
qui se considere comme 11heritier de l'Empire romain, 
predestine pour la conquete du monde et investi d 1 une 
mission divine •••• Mais, en relisant de pres, on se con-
vaincra une fois de plus que, sous le masque de la 
civilisation, l'Allemand moderne est reste aussi barbare 
que son ancetre Vandale.l43 
The evidence he used··~i'as scarcely the best available, but he was forced 
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to conclude, after recounting how a German soldier had sliced a quarter 
of beef on a piano, that 11aujourd1hui apres le recit d1horreurs dont 
nous sommes satures, cette petite histoire parait presque risible. 
Elle prouve une fois de plus combien la brutalite allemande a 
pr0gress' depuis 1870."144 
It has already been stated that the rise of Bolshevism was 
pivotal in Louis Bertrand's orientation toward Nazism. It is most 
significant that at the ver.y moment of Adolf Hitler's assumption of 
power, Bertrand was already prepared to cr,rstallize his considerably 
altered position with reference to France's traditional ene~. 
The text of his pronouncement is of primary importance, indicating 
as it does the highly controversial views he held between 1933 and 
his death in 1941. It is quite as important, in considering 
Bertrand's theory of latinite or his works in a general sense, to 
understand his nature as an opportunist, a facet of his personality 
only too evident in the sudden about-face of his remarks here: 
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Ce~ pense d'une Union Intellectuelle Latine 
Louis Bertrand 
de l'Acad~mie FranQaise 
Je crois avoir donn~ assez de gages a la Latinite, pour n1etre 
pas suspect en cette mati~re. Je crois comme vous que les pays 
latins doivent resserrer leur union, en vue de d~fendre une 
civilisation qui, si elle n 1a pas conquis le monde entier, a du 
mains p~netr~ dans toutes les r~gions de la plan~te. 
Mais le danger qui menace actuellement cette civilisation est 
si fort, que nous ne devona prononcer aucune exclusive centre des 
alli~s possibles, mime si leur id~al de culture est different du 
notre. 
Actuellement la civilisation latine, comme la civilisation 
occidentale qui en est une issue, a deux grands ennemis: le 
capitalisme international et le bolchevisme surtout, qui est souvent 
le masque du premier. Contre le bolchevisme et le communisme, nous 
Latins, nous devons accepter tous les aoldats de bonne volant~, d'o~ 
qu'ils viennent. S1ils sont Allemands, ·peu m1 importe, je suis de 
coeur avec eux contre les ennemis de rna patrie, de rna civilisation 
et deF :mes dieu:x:. 
Messieurs les Socialistes et les Communistes font passer avant 
tout "l'interet de classe": ce qui est absurde, car ils seront 
forces, a bref d~lai, de redevenir patriotes. Eh bien, nous leur 
opposerons momentan~ment leur propre tactique. Avant tout l'interet 
de classe, l'interet de la civilisation communel Je suis avec ceux 
de ma classe, avec ceux de ma culture contre les brutes qui veulent 
asservir 11humanite a un r~gime ·degradant. Je me sens plus pres de 
Hitler et de ses hommes--infiniment plus pres--que des communistes 
qui deshonorent en eux le nom de Fran~ais. 
Aucun pacte avec le Barbarel Je suis avec l'Allemand contre 
1 1 ennemi commua. 
Et, puisque je suis amen~ l parler de l'Allemagne, j'ajoute que 
le Belge coame le Fran~ais doit s'efforcer de mettre un terme l La 
guerre seculaire avec notre Voisin d1 outre-Rhin. Recommencer la 
lutte serait nous suicider les uns et les autres, au benefice du 
bolchevisme moscovite. Nous ne pouvons pas continuer a nous entre-
detruire. Ce serait de la pure demencel Et c1 est pourquoi une 
tr3ve au mains s 1 impose entre la Latinite et le monde germanique, 
en attendant que nos deux cultures retrouvent l'harmonie, ou 
1 1 ~quilibre, qu1elles connurent au Moyen lge. 
Paris, le 10 fevrier 1933 145 
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It was a dose of that same brand of opportunism which he had revealed 
early in 1933 that Bertrand was subsequently to prescribe for ailing 
France in a series of articles published in the newspaper ~ Presse 
following his attendance at the 1935 Reichsparteitag celebration in 
Nuremberg. It is true, moreover, that he discounted any affinity on 
his part for the Fuehrer, stating that 11un FranQais hitlerien me 
parattrait une belle absurditen,146 and that, as for the pages dealing 
with the dictator, 11 c 1 est uniquement du point de vue fran~ais et de 
11 interet fran~ais que no us allons les considerer11 .14? With a full 
knowledge of such protestations and in spite of them, it is quite 
impossible to see in the one hundred and twenty pages of the slender 
volume containing those articles 148anything short of a considered 
approval, and not merely a tacit one, of-Nazism. Bertrand spins a 
yarn there the fiber of which can be traced only to his patriotic 
bankruptcy. 
While a thorough critique of Hitler is not pertinent her~, its 
pages reveal certain attitudes which throw additional light on the kind 
of utopian latinite Louis Bertrand had in mind. A considerable portion 
of the work deals with Nazi racial policies, and it is interesting to 
observe that the French writer offers only a token protest to them: one 
or two lines, followed by a "ceci admis" or, perhaps, a "cette reserve 
faite" that introduce, in turn, page after page of apology for the 
German position. Such are the deliberate obfuscations, the verbal 
echappatoires with which many a would-be opportunist and,it must be 
admitted, the traditional medicine men of ideologies, buy the security 
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they are unwilling to risk in the name of what they take to be Truth. 
An "Avant-Propos" presents the gradually evolving drama of a house-
painter Hitler and a "Cesar de carneval" Mu.ssolini consolidating the 
forces of Fascism in Europe (p. 11), of the threat posed after World War I 
by Bolshevism in Germany (p. 15), and of the New Germant1 s attitude 
toward France, indeed of the rejection by Adolf Hitler of the anti-French 
remarks made in Mein Kampf (pp. 28-9). There follows the condemnation of 
those conditions of the Versailles treaty that had been imposed on Germany 
as well as remarks on the victimization of France by England in the 
implementation of those conditions (pp. 23-5). 
In the main body of the work, there is a quite telling portrait,of 
Hitler as one who "comme tous ceux de la frontiere ••• a plus que les autres 
Allemands le sens de la race et le sens de 11 ennemi" (p. 36 et passim 
and p. 67). Then there is a score of pages largely devoted to an admiring 
depiction of the spectacle and the splendor of the d~cors and the massed 
assembly at Nuremberg (pp. 41-61): 
Nous etions la quelques Fran~ais qui regardions, le coeur ser~ 
et pourtant bouleverses par la beaute ~'un tel spectacle. Et nous 
nous disions: 11Pourquoi ne voit-on rien de pareil chez nous? ••• 
Ces multitudes, cette discipline, cette unanimite surtout qui donne 
1 1 idee d'une force invincible! ••• 149 
For thirty more pages, Bertrand's anti-liberal and anti-Semitic 
leanings hold sway in a tortuous and tortured vindication of the Nazi 
Reich's suppressive measures and of its position in the face of the 
growing Communist menace (pp. 66-96): 
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Ainsi Hitler condamne solennellement les principes essentiels du 
bolchevisme (sic], et specialement, la lutte de classes, cette idee 
hideuse, cette id~e anthropophage, que le rnarxisme a repandue 1 
travers le monde et dont il a fait 1 1alliee des xenophobies les plus 
barbares. 150 
The final twenty pages of the work preach the friendly union of France 
and Germany. It is quite impossible to avoid seeing in the statements 
contained therein a bid to soften French opinion for the approaching Nazi 
conquest: 
Ainsi, d1 apres nos ecrivains militaires, nous voila devant une 
armee deux fois plus forte que la notre et superieurement outillee. 
Pouvons-nous compter au moins sur des allies pour reparer 1 1inegalite 
numerique? On a vu 11Angleterre 1 11oeuvre en 1914. Elle n'est pas 
du tout une puissance militaire. Elle n'a pour elle que le prestiQe 
de son empire d1outre-mer et sa force navale, qu'il serait pueril de 
sous-estimer. Avec elle seule 1 nos cotes, nous avons frole la 
defaite. L1Italie, separee de nous par les Alpes, a assez 1 faire 
A defendre ses propres fronti~res. Et prenons garde que la situation 
n'est pas la m3me que lors de la derniere guerre. Le differend 
italo-ethiopien vient sinon de nous brouiller avec nos anciens allies, 
du moins de les refroidir singulierement a notre egard. Dans quelle 
mesure pouvons-nous esperer leur appui? Et cela suppose, en outre, 
que l'Italie, froiss,e.desnotre adhesion aux sanctions de Geneve, ne 
se sera pas reconciliee sur notre dos avec l'Allemagne. 
Apres cela, po~ns-nous tabler serieusement sur la Petite 
Entente, laquelle est travaillee, ga et la, par d 1 importantes 
minori tes germaniques et dont il est 1 c raindre que les terri to ires 
les plus deoouverts scient envahis avant meme la declaration de 
guerre? Que feront, en pareil cas, la Pologne, la Hongrie, 1 1Autriche1 
la Bulgarie? Il est infinimeat probable que tous ces pays se 
rangeraient aux cotes de l'Allemagne, surtout si une ag~ession de 
celle-ci contre la France declenchait automatiquement 1 1 entr4e en 
campagne de la Russie. La Yougoslavie reste douteuse. Mais c1 est 
surtout la valeur militaire, la capacite de resistance de ces 
nationalites hybrides qui reste hypothetique. En ce qui concer.ne 
la Russie, l'efficacite de son intervention est, elle aussi, 
extremement discutable, ne fut-ce qu1 en raison de son eloignement 
des frontieres allemandes. Enfin nos chefs militaires les plus 
ecoutes font de formelles reserves au sujet de cette colossale armee 
bolcheviste [sic) dont on nous etourdit les oreilles. Mettons les 
choses au mieux: admettons la defaite allemande et le triomphe d'une 
coalition franco-russo-balkanique. Alors, c'est la bolchevisation 
complete de 11Europe. Est-ce cela que vous voulez? 
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Je ne puis pas comprendre qu'un civilis~ hesite un seul instant 
devant la r~ponse. H1importe quoi, plutot que de subir un pareil 
~gime, une pareille degradation! 
Au contraire, pour ecarter le danger d1une conflagration comme 
cella-11, avec les repercussions sociales epouvantables qui 
s'ensuivraient, nous consentons 1 causer avec nos voisins, en dehors 
du Saint-Office de Gen~ve, qui n'est que 1 1 instrument des puissances 
occultes que l'on sait; nous essayons d'~tablir entre eux et nous1 
sinon des relations de mutuelle confiance, du mains 1 1int,ret bien 
entendu •••• l51 
Was it not, moreover, the actual overthrow of the Third Republic 
that Louis Bertrand advocated in the concluding paragraph of his Hitler! 
Mais il est clair que, pour cela, il nous faut un gouvernement 
national et non une delegation de 1 1etranger. Il faut que la France 
soit resolument la France et non une petaudiere radicale-socialiste 
ou une chiourme matonnico-bolcheviste. Est-il encore temps pour elle 
de se ressaisir? Jamais la situation n1a ete plus grave, pour nous 
comme pour tout le reste de 1 1Europe. Nous voici, encore une fois, 
sous la menace de la guerre et au bord de 11 esclavage. Comment ne 
pas mediter, pour nous en faire 1 1application, cette phrase que 
Rudolf Hess, un des lieutenants du YUhrer, adressait naguere a ses 
oompatriotes: "Puisse le peuple allemand ne jamais oublier ce ~ 
cela signifie lour une nation d*avo~r perdu-sa libert&, et comb~en !! est diffici e de la reconqu6rirl ••• ~-- --
Louis Bertrand's proposed Faust pact became high priority grist for 
the pulp mills of occupied Paris. The collaborationist organ Notre Combat 
availed itself of quotations from Hitler in issues of December 1941 and 
April 1943. The very month of his death, the Nazi press declared: 
Hitler et le mouvement hi tlerien furent, au debut, apr~s la 
prise du pouvoir, ridiculises partout dans le monde. Mais 
cependant, il se trouva de plus en plus, ~me en France, certains 
esprits clairvoyants pour comprendre toute 11 importance de ce 
nouveau regime et, pour en donner une image plus exacte. Parmi 
les precurseurs de ce nouveau combat, nous citerons principalement 
Louis Bertrand, A. de Ch&teaubriant et Celine. 153 
It is tempting to question what measure of the imprevu sublime lay in 
Louis Bertrand's lines to his sister, Mlle Jane-Louis Bertrand, dated Paris, 
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November 19, 1918: "J'ai rec;u du grand quartier general et en particulier 
du marechal P&tain, un. accueil si flatteur que je ne puis plus rien rever 
au dell..Rl54 
On the basis of the evidence here offered, it would appear that the 
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position of Louis Bertrand, the high priest of latinite, in his septuagenarian 
courtship of barbaric Germany is quite clear. It is curious that his name 
did not come to be compromised in the collaborationist hunt that followed 
the Liberation of France. 
Conclusion and prospectus.-- It has been the purpose of this chapter 
to provide a counterpoint to the doctrines of latinite previously presented 
in this study, sharpening the outline of that concept by revealing those 
aspects of the non-Latin world that were abhorrent to Louis Bertrand. 
Certain surprising exceptions to that abhorrence have been cited with 
respect to Germany. General aspects of Bertrand's xenophobia have been 
treateci and his theories of "le sens de 1' ennemi" a.nd "les barbares" have 
- --- -- -----
been explored and confined within the empirical foundations which so 
narrowly circumscribed them. His attitudes toward non-royalist political 
persuasions and non-Roman Catholic religions have been traced, where 
feasible, to their origins. The many facets of those convictions as well 
as Louis Bertrand's reaction to the principal "barbarian" adversaries of 
latinite have been set forth in separate units dealing with the countries 
of Anglo-Saxon tradition, Russia, Jewry, Greece, Islam, and Germany. In 
the case of Germany, the Fascist sympathies of Bertrand have been given close 
scrutiny. In each instance the material under consideration has been 
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chosen by a twofold standard: its fair and typical representation of 
Bertrand's opinion and its depiction of some aspect of his thinking on 
political, religious, or cultural matters that reflects with reasonable 
certainty a corresponding coloration of his proposals for an ideal 
latinite. Thus, for instanee, in his condemnation of the destructive 
aspects of Protestantism155there is implicit his particular approval of 
certain aspects of Raman Catholic organization and theology. His condemnation 
of left-wing ideologies and his approval of basic tenets of the Nazi creed 
are quite obviously pregnant with social and political implications for 
the absolutism he coveted for the ideal latinite.156 
In another sense, each of the citations presented reflects not only 
an important facet of Bertrand's personal philosophy, but, from the manner 
in which he set forth that dogma, a clearer image is made available of the 
vindictive forces of personality which set in motion that polymorphous, 
and occasionally inconsistent, ideology. 
This study has not yet dealt specifically with the national units 
within latinite. What positioll did Louis Bertrand assume concerning 
France, Italy, and Spain, the moelle substantifique of that new Latin 
world? It is important to determine what, if a:t17, evaluation he made 
concerning the variations in civilization within each member of latinite's 
triumvirate. It is similarly important to determine what role he foresaw 
for each of those nations in that proposed Latin Union. The scope and nature 
of this new aspect of Louis Bertrand's concept of latinite have made it 
preferable to treat first of Spain and Italy, and then of France. 
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CHAPTER III 
THE ROLE OF SPAIN AND ITALY IN LATINITE 
While Louis Bertrand conceived of common racial heritage as the 
virtual keystone of his latinit~, the various national groups within that 
realm were at the same time seen by him to be racial entities in 
1 
themselves. This distinction is carefully observed throughout his works; 
blood and birthplace are not, moreover, the only distinguishine criteria. 
In Le Rival ~ ~ Juan, the Catalan peasant may well be considered 
2 
racially unrelated to the French Mautoucher; it remains, nonetheless, 
that one of the two French heroes, Jean Puie, found the Spanish actress 
La Galli ego ethnologically acceptable: "Elle a be au etre espagnole 
d'origine, elle est frangaise de naissance et d 1 ~ducation. Nous vibrons 
1 1 1unisson, nous sommes de mime race, nes ames s 1 epousent comme nos deux 
corps1 113 
The preservation of any distinctions of nationality within latinite 
would appear, at first, to contradict the coveted ideal of Latin unanimity. 
It becomes increasingly clear, however, that such national distinctions 
serve as the foundation of a hierarchy of peoples within the proposei union. 
MOreover, as Louis Bertrand treats of matters Spanish or Italian nearly as 
frequently as of those French, it is possible to determine with relative 
accuracy his evaluation of those nationalities and to estimate, thereby, 
the rank he proposed to allot to each within the hierarchy of latinite. 
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Spain 
The Spanish fantasy. -- Unwillin~ to regard the purely physical 
deli~hts of lumi.ere as the primary attraction of the Mediterranean region, 
as though this might betray some weakness of the flesh in one so enamored 
of physical stren~th and energy, 4 Louis Bertrand cast about for a more 
spiritually satisfying origin for his propensity. He found no difficulty 
in imaginin~ that to his tiny native town of Spincourt, between the Meuse 
and the Moselle, some Spanish soldier, some Beltran, might have made his 
way, fighting for and then settling in a comnunity which had, it was true, 
been laid claim to variously by Germany, Lorraine, Burgundy, France, and 
Spain, and which had lon~ remained under the domination of their Catholic 
Majesties.5 
Bertrand was unable to establish a definite genealo~ical basis for 
that fantasy. He admitted that "du cSt' paternel, comme du cot~ maternal, 
6 je compte au moins deux cents ans d'ascendance lorraine". He provided, 
too, a systematic (and certainly non-Spanish) picture of his maternal 
ancestry, link~ it to such varied locales as Belgium, the Orl~anais, 
the Loire region, and Martinique, concluding that, with all that motley 
back~round, his grandmother remained "autant qu'on peut 11etre, une femme 
du Haut-Pays, --et rien que cela". 7 His exact paternal ancestry remained 
somewhat less well defined for h~ and it was within that framework that 
he found latitude for his wishful thinking. Without the slightest factual 
foundation, he drew his conclusions, like those concernin~ racial matters, 
from his intuition, supportin~ his affirmations on a framework of 
mystical possibility: 
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Aujourd'hui encore, je ne parviens pas ~ m1 expliquer completement 
ce charme, v~ritable envoutement que je subis comme d1 une cr~ature 
vivante. Il faut croire que cela tient au plus profond de moi-meme, 
que cela touche aux mysteres de 1 1 ame et du s~. J e songe a mes 
h~r~dit&s probables, a mon pays natal, si proche des antiques 
dominions des Rois catholiques, a mon grand-pare, soldat de Napol~on, 
bless& a Pampelune apres avoir fait laguerre en Espagne, et qui, sur 
son lit d1agonie, d~lirait en espagnol. Je songe aussi a mes 
premieres lectures exotiques, a ces images du Tour du mond~ que mon 
pere me faisait feuilleter lorsque j 1 ~tais tout enfant;-er-qui 
repr~sentaient les cath~drales de Burgos, de Tolede ou de S~ville. 
Toutefois, il me semble que cela ~tait superficiel en moi, comme 
aussi mon engouement pour la couleur locale espagnole, pour tout ce 
qui avait enchant~ un Gautier ou un Barres et qui m'enchantait 
moi-meme: l'~clat, la passion, la violence, le pathetique des ames 
et des paysages. Oui, sans doute, j 1&tais tres sensible a tout 
cela. Mais il y avait bien autre chose ••• a 
LQuis Bertrand further observed that architectural vestiges of the 
period of Spanish occupation might be encountered in his birthplace: 
Ce clocher 'tait coiffe d1un dome bulbeux et surmonte d'une 
lanterne. (Depuis mon enfance, on 1 1a reconstruit, sans nul egard 
aux proportions, de sorte qu1il a 1 1air d1 une casquette etriquee 
pos~e au sommet d1une poutre.) Je n1ai retrouve ce modele qu1en 
Espagne, et je crois m'expliquer le fait de maniere assez plausible. 
J'ai oui dire par mon pere qutavant la Revolution, Spincourt etait 
un prieure dependant de 1 1abbaye d'Orval, en. Belgique. Il est 
probable que, sous la domination espagnole, 1 1influence de cette 
abbaye se faisait sentir par les vall~es de 1 1 othain,et de la Chiers, 
sur tout le pays mon~dien, et quelque peu au dela. Montm~qy, Senon, 
Amel, Gouraincourt, Etain, ont des clochers espagnols comme Spincourt.9 
Similarly, a square in nearby Mont~dy reminded him of Burgos: "Une petite 
place, qui m'a rappel~, je ne sais trop pourquoi, la Plaza Mayor de Burgos 
avec ses nombreux miradors. C1 est sans doute a cause de mon id~e precon~ue 
que tout ce pays est marq~ d1 influence espagnole.nlO 
Louis Bertrand's atavistic musings received support as he probed the 
popular dialect of his native region and uncovered a terminology of Spanish 
origin still extant: "Marendar, c 1est 'gouter' dans notre dialecte meusien. 
- alteration d 1 un mot espagnol, s ana doute introdui t chez nous par les 
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garnisaires des Rois Catholiques."11 He saw, too, in the p},Iysical attributes 
of certain Lorrain individuals a marked similarity with what he considered 
to be the ~ espagnol: 
Ce ~d~ric ~tait un garQon assez fat, rnais de jolie tournure, et 
d1une figure que toutes les femmes s 1accordaient ~ juger tr~s 
distingu,e. Son type, presque meridional, n1 est pas excessivement 
rare en Lorraine. Grand, elanc,, noir de cheveux, le teint pa!e, le 
nez busqu,, les l~vres saillantes et un peu grosses sous un semblant 
de moustaches, il etait bien d 1un pays que les hordes espagnoles ont 
foul~ pendant deux si~cles. A distance, ce jeune Messin ressemblait 
a un Basque ou A un Castillan de Burgos.l2 
The ~eneral treatment of Spain in Bertrand's works.-- A largely 
emotional or mystical basis for Louis Bertrand's preoccupation with the 
Spanish domain of latinit~ has been established. The Spain he depicted in 
his works becomes now the logical concern of this study. A consideration 
of his attitude at four chronological levels will be undertaken: (1) in 
the early novels, (2) in the second decade of this century, largely in 
didactic works dealing with Spanish neutrality in World War I, (3) in the 
novels published after that conflict, (4) in biography, histor,y, and 
travel works of the final fifteen years of writing. 
A not.. infrequent ambivalence is encountered in Bertrand 1 s concept 
of Spain, considered in its totality. Together with occasional broad 
statements extolline the beauty of that countr,y, the virtues of its 
people, and, as already pointed out, the atavistic charm exerted on the 
writer by Spain and Spaniards, there is a considerable body of material 
that, in its negative judgment of things Spanish, clearly belies his more 
general protestations of approval. 
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Spain ~ the early novels. -- Reminiscing about his reactions to 
Spain in the earliest years of his career, Louis Bertrand declared that 
he had sought in the Spanish province of latinite of that epoch an 
echappatoire from the industr,y, the republicanism, and the waning 
religious faith of France: 
Si j 1aimais tant 1 1Espagne de ce temps-1!, c1 est que j 1y 
retrouvais ou croyais y retrouver mon vrai milieu, je n 1ose pas 
dire rna vraie patrie: i1 n1y a qu1 une patrie qui n1est pas de 
ce monde. C1etait du moins 1 1ambiance qui me convenait le mieux, 
ambiance morale, sociale, intellectuelle autant qu'esthetique. 
J 1aimais 11Espagne d1alors pour son horreur de la revolution, de 
1 1 industrialisme, du r~gne des masses, pour tout ce qui fait de 
la vie actuelle un enfer.l3 
In making such a statement, Bertrand had apparently forgotten that the 
early novels of the Cycle Africain, Le ~ang des races, La Gina, and 
Pepete le bien-aime, reflected no such sentiment of love for Spain. If 
positive aspects of the ambivalence mentioned were not manifest in those 
works, moreover, an explanation lay in Bertrand's expediency in stressing 
the nascent Algerian quality of colonist characters originating in the 
Iberian region. The patricidal processes involved in the creation of a 
~ algerien are discussed at length in Chapter V of this study. 
In Le Sang des ~ (1899), one encounters, therefore, 11la brutalite 
et la sottise des Espagnols 11, their "rudesse ••• de race", and their 
"tours ••• ! la fa~ on des Arabes et des Juifs 11 .14 It is natural to wonder 
whether, as in the case of Greece and the Greeks, 15 Bertrand's expressed 
affinity was merely a geographical one. In the same work, the reader is 
disabused of that possibility: "Rafael fut tout A fait de son avis quand 
il 11 entendit medire de l'Espagne, du mauvais etat des routes, du peu de 
confort des hotels, de la misere generale du pays."l6 
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Two years later, in La Cina, a ~lorification of Spanish coarseness 
is coupled with a diatribe against reli~ious statuar,y and the Church 
itself in Spain: 
Et voila les spectacles de morgue ou d1hopital dont vous voulez 
'difier vos ouaillesl Voila 1 1education ch~tienne et fran9aise que 
vous leur donnez. Vous voulez entretenir en eux tous les mauvais 
instincts apportes de leurs pays d'origine,--1 1idolatrie grossiere, 
le ~out du sang, le besoin d'emotions cruelles.lB 
The denigration proceeds apace in that work with such reflections as these 
on the part of the ultra-civilized heroes, Claude Gelee and Michel Botteri: 
Mais ces rues d' Alger a vee leur suintement, 11 espece de buee 
grasse qui revet les murs, ces ralents d1epiceries et de cuisines 
crapuleuses, ce ~rouillement cosmopoli tel Avant hier, je me croyais 
dans les bas quartiers de Naples ou de Barcelone, dans une ville 
d'Espagne ou d1 Italie1 Tu te rappelles, Claude, ces rues fetides 
de Barceloneta, ces vilains faubourgs de Madrid, en quittant la rue 
de Tolede?l9 
After another two year lapse, Louis Bertrand produced, in 1903, Le 
Rival de Don Juan. The Iberian setting of that bizarre idyll of thwarted 
love liberated its writer from the exigencies of producing illustrations of 
his theories concerning a distinctive Algerian nationality. Of course, he 
did not abandon disparaging commentary entirely; Granada is referred to as 
"un endroit pour Anglais, un mus,e, un cadavre de ville pietine par les 
touristesln20, C6rdoba as "un monceau de tuiles rousses et decolorees par 
' ~ ' 21 le soleil, d1 ou ~mergeaient quelques campaniles sans caractere"• 
Elsewhere in that same novel appear toreros consecrated "au culte de 1 1or 
et du sang", 22 the ttintonations gutturales et la brutalite des courtisanes 
rencontrees a Sevillen, 23 Columbus, Pizarro and Cortez reduced to mere 
"chercheurs d1 or", 24 and, humorously, the tango referred to as that "danse 
luxurieuse et brutale venue de 11Afrique impuren. 25 But there is visible, 
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also, in Le Rival de Don Juan, that ambivalence referred to as Henri 
Mautoucher soliloquizes in the followini manner: 
Il m1 a fallu venir jusqu1 ici, dans ce pays latin, ou se sont 
conserv's intacts les caract~res de notre race, pour retrouver 
le type vierge de l 1Homme, sans rien des entraves morales, des 
dures n~cessit£s physiques, des laideurs et des mis~res qui 
1 1oppriment et le d~forment dans les boues du Nord ••• (ellipses are 
Bertrand's] Je recommence 1 1 exode des Barbares de tous les temps 
et de tous les pays qui sont descendus vers la grande joie du Sud, 
en quete de butin, de carnage, ou de beaut£: je recommence le 
pelerinage de Goethe, de Byron, de Shelley, de Lamartine, de 
ChateaubriancU 26 
In Pepete le bien-aime, published the following year, 1904, Louis 
Bertrand reverted to purely anti-Spanish attitudes, again in the interest 
of Algerian nationalism. 27 Two other novels that belong properly to his 
early period (that is, from 1897 through the first decade of this century), 
namely L1Invasion (1907) and Les Bains de Phalere (1910), are concerned, 
respectively, with Italian and Greek themes and do not have a bearing here. 
In that early period of his career as a writer, while Louis Bertrand 
could well speculate sentimentally on his Spanish forebears, people his 
novels with characters of Iberian origin, indulge in an occasional eulogy 
of things Hispanic, the pages he created were none the less riddled with 
a commentary on Spain that was either vaguely or directly pejorative. There 
are already' evident, moreover, in both Le Sang des Races and Le Rival de Don 
Juan, certain indications suggestive of new (i. e. fundamentally non-
Algerian) reasoning behind his Hispanophobia. 28 Ever the zealous Roman 
Catholic, Bertrand was jealous of a Spain where the Church was revered with 
a mediaeval fervor -- this in spite of occasional assertions concerning the 
barbarity of Spanish Catholicism. That rancor sprang, too, from a kind of 
9.3 
national inferiority complex frequently observable in this writer whose 
country had suffered both a severe military defeat and the separation of 
Church and State within the recent past. Spanish neutrality during the 
first World War was to heighten that spite. 
Around _2lld during the period of the Great War. -- In works composed 
immediately before World War I, evolution is already apparent in Louis 
Bertrand's judgment of Spain; his negative criticism has begun to take a 
more serious turn. From the coarseness of Spanish mores, from his 
commentary on streets, hotels, tourist cities, explorers and dances, 
Bertrand passed to the psychology of the Spaniard and at reatment of his 
religion and politics, supposedly-in depth. He first deplored the inroads 
that anti-clericalism and the suppression of the congr~gations had started 
to make there, while praising, at the same time, the intrepidity and the 
absolute conviction that militant Catholicism bestowed on the steadfastly 
devout Spaniards. 29 He saw that crisis' as merely another "~pisode de la 
lutte qui se soutient, depuis des si~cles, entre les deux moiti~s de 1 1ame 
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espagnole"• He gave voice, thereby, to a retaliatory accusation in answer 
to Spanish assertions that France under the Third Republic had forsaken 
the Catholic doctrine. His commentary was highlighted with a reminder 
that concern for inglorious mundane values was another devotion of the 
Spaniards that they had chosen to forget: 
Rude manoeuvre, 1 1Espagnol se revele, quand il le veut, un 
commer~ant tres entreprenant et tres audacieux. Sans doute, les 
procedes de n~goce sont un peu barbares et arri~res comme ceux des 
Levantins--des Grecs, des Syriens, des Juifs et des Arabes. Nul ne 
s'entend comme lui a mettre uhe place en coupe r~gl~e. C1est un 
negrier impitoyable qui a besoin d 1 ~tre lache dans la brousse 
coloniale, pour y pirater a son aise et y deployer toutes ses facult,s. 
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Mais, avec ses d~fauts -- sa brutalit~, sa ruse carthaginoise, ses 
instincts d1usurier (je parle surtout, ici, du colonial) -- il 
excelle A capturer les banknotes et a 'difier des fortunes souvent 
fort imposantes. 31 
To Spanish objections concerning the loss of national self-respect 
and vigor in France, Bertrand opposed the misdirected vigor of certain 
Spanish mores, especially the pundonor, implying that a custom more 
properly literary than real was a widespread Spanish recourse to justice: 
"En bon Espagnol, il tue pour venger son honneur. Ne pouvant s'attaquer 
au pere, il s'en prend a lfenfant."32 
Published only in 1917 as a collection, the series of articles 
comprising Le Sens de 1 1ennemi had appeared in French journals as early 
as seven years before, we have observed. It may be correctly assumed that 
Bertrand's antagonism toward Spain was considerably sharpened by the 
latter's neutrality during the war. That neutrality was a vexatious 
reminder to him that Latin solidarity had not stood up under the trials 
of a new barbarian invasion. His analysis of Spanish public opinion 
concerning the conflict itself was based on a trip to Spain undertaken 
in the fall of 1915 and sponsored by the Revue des Deux Mendes. He wrote 
of finding there a press considerably infiltrated by German propaganda, 
which represented France as torn by religious dissension. And Bertrand 
capitalized, in his accustomed manner, on that status of Spanish opinion 
to propagandize for royalist and right-wing Roman Catholic factions in Francet 
Sans doute, nous sommes bien assur~s d1 avoir les sympathies de tout 
ce qui, en Espagne, est republicain au socialiste. Mais, en dehors 
des centres industriels, ces tendances-la sont rares. Nous aurions le 
plus grand tort de nous exag~rer 11 importance de cette minorite, 
certainement assez turbulente, mais sans influence reelle. Et nous 
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aurions tort par cons~quent d'attribuer un caractere s~rieux aux 
manifestations de la rue, qui ont pu ou qui pourraient se produire 
en Espagne. Ce serait en juger A la fran~aise. 
De meme nos pr~ju~~s fran~ais nous induisent A croire que, chez 
nos voisins, 1 1aristocratie et le clerg~ sont quantit~s n4gligeables. 
En r~it~, depuis vingt ans, les classes dirigeantes n 1ont cess4 de 
gagner du terrain en Espagne, et de consolider leurs positions. 33 
Subsequently, however, he exchanged for good the illusion he had nurtured 
of a Spain preserving the romantic, royalist ideals that might one day be 
restored to France, for his complete disenchantment with a Spanish people 
who, for the traditional writer, defied any final analysis: 
Ils se plaignent sans cesse que nous ne nous occupions pas d1 eux, 
et, quand nous essayons de le faire, en toute diligence, en toute 
sympathie et meme en toute admiration, ils se plaignent alors de 
notre maladresse et de notre incomprehension. 34 
For all his fantasy concerning his Spanish ancestry, the soul of Spain was, 
in fact, as illusive and enigmatic as for other non-Spanish litt4rateurs: 
"On ne conna1tra sans doute jamais 1 1 Espagne. On pourra savoir des choses, 
avoir vu des gens, contempl4 des spectacles et des paysages d 1Espagne. 
C'est toute ma pretention.n35 Such an admission from the future author 
of Histoire d 1Espagne seems to belie his pretentions to a unified latinit4. 
The political expediency of February 1916 dictated otherwise: 
Malgr4 cela, bien qu1il n1y ait, pour ainsi dire, aucun contact 
entre 1 1 ame fran~aise et 1 1ime espagnole, bien qu'il n1 ait guere 
d1autre lien entre nous qu 1une fa~on commune de penser, -- et 
peut-3tre une rh4torique, -- je ne me lasser~i pas de rep4ter qu'une 
alliance s'impose entre l'ESpagne et nous. 3o 
The post-war novels. -- Less than a decade after the Armistice, Louis 
Bertrand had already depicted in two novels a Spain that he admitted 
understanding imperfectly and quite in spite of the frustrations he had 
experienced with a tenacious Spanish neutrality. In L1 Infante, his setting 
was the Roussillon of the seventeenth century, allowing him devastating 
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incursions into the Spain of that epoch that yielded the most damaging 
portrayal of the Spanish nation and the character of its people: 
Cruelty: Tirer sur des naufrag,sl Ce dernier trait provoqua une 
explosion de coleres. -- Vous vous ~tonnez pour si peu? 
fit Chattonville avec une froideur feinte. Pourtant cette 
cruaute est dans leur caractere. Ils traitent leurs ennemis, 
comme ils se traitent entre eux, c1est bien simple ••• 37 
Morbidity: Comme ce brillant cavalier diffehai t des funebres 
Espagnols d1alors. 38 
Fickleness or immorality: 
' --Raison de plusl ••• Bientot tu vas ~tre mari,e: il te 
faut un soupirant comme toutes ces dames. 
--Bon pour vas Espagnolesl riposta In~s, avec un soudain 
mouvement de colere: moi je n 1aime pas ce double jeul 39 
Poverty: Sans doute, il pouvait se scandaliser des rues, mal 
pav,es et mal ~clai~es, -- ou encore de cette tourbe de 
mendiants, de laquais et de bohemes fameliques, qui, A 
l'heure des di~tributions de soupe, assilgeaient les partes 
des couvents. 40 
Financial incompetence: 
On n'avait pas d1argent pour un voyage de quelques lieues 
et pourtant on donnait des f~tes qui coataient des millions. 
La Reine venait d1offrir A la Basilique du Couvent un lustre 
d' un prix fabuleux, et la chronique scandaleuse de Madrid 
p~tendait qu1 elle n1avait pas un mar,vedis pour s 1offrir 
un gateau, les patissiers fournisseurs du Palais 'tapj. 
impay's et refusant de continuer leurs fournitures. 41 
National insufficiency: 
Le roi d1Espagne 'tait isole du reste de la nation, et 
c' est ce qui c ausait sa faiblesse. En France, le souverain 
s 1appuyait sur la bourgeoisie riche et active •••• Il fallait 
absolument que le pouvoir de 1 1Etat fut tres fort. Les 
Espagnes mourraient de leur egoisme et de leur avarice. 
Personne ne voulait payer, donner un sou au un soldat A la 
monarchie •••• Ma.is le jour ou 11Espagne ne possederait plus 
de territoires hors de ses4frontieres, elle cesserait d
1 ~tre 
une puissance europeenne. 2 
In the heat of the attack, Bertrand was not given to contemplate even his 
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future hero, Philip II, and his monarchy without rancor: "L'Espagne fanatique 
et sans culture avait fait son temps. Le Roi catholique devait ceder la place 
au Christianissime.n43 
If the Roussillon locale of L1Infante impeded Louis Bertrand from 
doing complete justice to Spain, in Card,nio, 1 1 homme aux rubans couleur 
de feu he found at last a suitable canvas for painting as dark a picture of 
Spain as possible. Based on historical incident, the novel traces the 
gloo~ melodrama of an ill-fated union of Marie-Louise d1 0rleans and Charles 
II. Bertrand's negative criticism of the Spanish court and the Spanish 
nation is here relentless. There is the "apret, ••• du terroir castillan"44 
and a 11d,vot fort born' d1esprit, quoique tres rus,, tetu et fanatique 
comme un musulman, Espagnol renforc4, pour tout dire 11 • 45 There are the 
walls of Fontarabie described as s.ymbolic of 11toute l'Espagne imp'riale 
et fun~bren46 and a most unflatteriiJi picture of the court to which 
subsequent events in the$or,y tend to lend credence: 
A Paris, on lui avait d'peint son futur royaume sous des couleurs 
si effrayantesl L''poux qu'on lui destinait 'tait laid, brutal, 
d'gontant, avec des l~vres pendantes, des oreilles qui suppuraient! 
Et, dans les petites chambres aveugles de l'Alcazar, derri~re les 
fen~tres grillees de l'Escorial ou du Retiro, quel esclavage, quelle 
r'clusion perp,tuelle 11attendaientl 47 
In the counsel given by M. de Villars, ambassador of the court of 
Louis XIV, to the future Queen of Spain, the racial bonds of latinit' 
seem tenuous indeed: 
Madame, le roi votre oncle vous rappelle que, presentement, votre 
devoir est d'~tre bonne Espagnole, sans oublier pourtant que la France 
est votre patrie. Pour cela, il faudra faire violence a vos 
inclinations naturelles, rien n'~tant plus oppose que la France et 
l'Espagne. Les deux nations, vous le savez, sont contraires en tout, 
aussi bien dans leurs intch.ets gue dans leur caractere et leur esprit, 
voire mime dans leur religion. liB 
Elsewhere there is reference to 11la duplicit' et la hauteur des Espagnolsn, 49 
to their own hatred for the French, "cette race maudite lasserait la patience 
d'un saintl'15°, to the lack of refinement of Spanish manners. As in 
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L'Infante, the Spanish government is the object of a scathing indictment, 
particularly with respect to its financial failings: 
Sans doute M. de Villars n1ignorait point que c 1 ~tait la coutume 
espagnole de cel~brer les mariages royaux dans des bourgades infimes. 
La localit~ ou s'accomplissait cette auguste c~remonie ~tant, de 
droit, exempt~e d1 impats, le fisc avait int~ret a choisir pour cela 
un petit village qui ne versait au Tr~sor qu'une somme insignifiante: 
la faveur royale etait ainsi reduite au minimum. D1autre part, le 
Gouvernement s'appliquait a diminuer le plus possible les frais du 
voyage et des f3tes: il ne voulait pas etaler sa ladrerie et sa 
mis&re sous les yeux moqueurs des Fran9ais. Enfin, on pensait 
.Sviter des querelles de pres~ance, toujours facheus
5
es, en f aisant 
une noce t~s modeste, sans figuration officielle. 1 
It is scarcely necessary to add that Bertrand's diatribe extends to 
Spanish wines (one is described as "noir comme de la poix et ~pais a couper 
au couteau"), 52 to Spanish dress, 53 to the climate, 54 to a Spanish piety 
which is depicted as appearing to be exterior, ostentatious, and hypocritical 
while in actuality it is frighteningly ascetic and intransigeant, the last 
two qualities, admittedly, seeming to absolve it in Bertrand's eyes: 
Et ne pensez pas que, malg~ tant de touches brutales et sinistres, 
il ait voulu denigrer ce farouche catholicisme espagnol, que certains 
ont voulu rattacher ~ l'Islam; car il y voit, lui, une survivance 
de ce qu1il aime le plus, "ce vieux catholicisme africain, celui des 
Tertullien, des Cyprien et des Augustins cette foi exalt~e et si 
profondement realiste, qui veut rendre sensibles jusqu1 aux plus 
insaisissables abstractions du dogme, et qui pousse le mepris de la 
mati~re et des sens jusqu1a l'ascetieisme le plus effrayant et 
jusquta la soif du martyre. 55 
In view of the pervading negativism of Cardenio, it is curious to 
contemplate an Andre Billy, who characterized the work as a "delassement" for 
Bertrand.56 Even more curious is the implication that it was through motives 
of stylistic suitability, rather than through rancor, that Bertrand gave vent 
to violent anti-Hispanism. And were such an implication well-founded, it 
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would reveal in Bertrand a callousness and an irresponsibility that would 
certainly do him no credit: 
En lisant Cardenio, on trouve meme que Hugo a fiatte la cour 
d1Espagne. Cependant M. Louis Bertrand a-t-il voulu la noircir, 
la vilipender? Certes, nonl Mais il a trouve en elle un sujet 
prodigieux a traiter dans le clair-obscur, a empater de teintes 
bitumineuses, a meler puissamment de suie et de soleil, et il s 1 en 
est donn~ a coeur joie. Il aime tant 1 1Espagne1 57 
Biography, histo:ry, and travel works. -- Whatever the temptations of 
the novelistic genre had been, biography and history should pennit of no 
such subordination of truth to style. Utilizing the prerogative of choice, 
the biographer or historian may, of course, stress that aspect of his 
subject that seems to him most appealing. With Bertrand, for instance, 
it is the ~stical experiences of Saint Theresa's early life, the misunder-
stood greatness of Philip II, devout spiritual architect of the Escorial 
and champion of Latin culture, and certain aspects of Spanish history 
"vue du hors et dans la mesure ou elle interesse l'etranger -- ici 
particulierement nous autres, Fran~ais"5B which comprise the subject 
matter of his Spanish biographical works and his Histoire d'Espagne. 
In his treatment of the Spanish mystic, Louis Bertrand exercised 
exemplary restraint, almost totally refraining from any reference to Spain 
that might pejoratively reflect on the saint. The facet of the Spanish 
soul around which this work revolves is realism. Bertrand's thoroughly 
Catholic point of view allows of no paradox in the portrayal of a religious 
visionary as a supreme realist: 
N1est-elle pas un des types espagnols les plus complets que 
1 1histoire ait jamais constates? I1 n1est meme que juste d'affirmer 
que Therese est la grande Espagnole, de meme qu1Augustin est le grand 
Africain. Et, parce qu1elle est la grande Espagnole, elle a porte au 
supreme degre le realisme caracteristique de sa race. 59 
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Similarly, concerning Spanish sculpture of the fifteenth and sixteenth 
centuries: 
Mais elle serre la r~alit~ de plus pres: elle est r~aliste comme 
1 1Espagne elle-meme, et, a 11 exemple de tous les vrais et grands 
r~alistes, a commencer par sainte Th~rese, elle va jusqu'au bout de 
la r~alit~: Aelle part de la plus humble, elle ne la d~daigne pas, 
elle s'y arrete souvent avec complaisance, et elle aboutit a la 
plus transcendante o~ elle se meut, semble-t-il avec la meme 
aisance: de 1 1enfer jusqu'au ciel1 en passant par le monde et 
1 1homme terrestre1 --voila sa d~marche, et voila son domaine, ••• 
On peut meme dire qu1elle ne se p~occupe de la forme que pour 
~mouvoir les ~es: aest 1 1 esth~tique catholique dans ce qu 1elle 
a de plus asc~tique et de plus orthodoxe. 60 
In place of the prejudicial statements about Spain that punctuated 
L1 Infante and Card~nio1 Bertrand provided a deterministic explanation in 
Sainte Th~rese for those aspects of the Spaniard which he found 
aesthetically repulsive: 
Ces hobereaux de petite ville, ces aventuriers, souvent de fort 
basse extraction, que la faim a chass~s de leurs pueblos et lanc~s 
ala conquete du vaste monde, sont d'abord des hommes foncierement 
religieux, des catholiques intransigeants, dont la foi exasp~r~e 
par le voisinage de 1 1Islam semble avoir pris un caractere de 
rigidite farouche et intraitable. Ce sont des hommes rudes, habitu~s 
a vivre a la dure et alliant tres bien de certaines ~l~gances 
fastueuses, voire de tres r~els raffinements avec la rusticit~ ou la 
grossieret~ d'une vie miserable,--soldats de naissance, ayant les 
qualites et les vices du soldat de ce temps-la: pillard, sanguinaire, 
impitoyable, volontiers cruel. S1il vit sur sa terre dans sa 
pigeonniere ou sa maison de famille, c 1 est le provincial enferm~ 
dans ses traditions et ses moeurs ancestrales: plein de bon sens 
et d'esprit pratique, sachant d~fendre son bien et r~diger un contrat, 
chicaneur et processif A 1 1occasion et, en fin de compte, conciliant 
tout cela avec des habitudes de piete et, tres souvent, une solide 
devotion pouss~e jusqu1 a l'asc~tisme et jusqu1 a la mysticit~. 61 
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It pleased Bertrand, moreover, to find in Saint Theresa those distinctions 
of ~ which were, for him, the very quintessence of the superior Latin: 
Cette vierge rude et courageuse, cette arne chevaleresque est une 
vraie fille d1hidalgo, une aristocrate, qui a conscience de la noblesse 
de son sang, qui se sait apparent~e aux premieres familles 
castillanes et qui compte meme un roi de L~on parmi ses ascendants. 
Aussi a-t-elle au plus haut degr~ le culte de 1 1honneur: elle va 
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nous en donner, bient8t, une preuve saisissante. Aussi traite-t-elle 
sur le pied d 1 ~galit~ avec les plus grands personnages. Et cependant 
cette patricienne tres fiere de sa race n'a aucun pr~juge nobiliaire.62 
In his two works dealing with Philip II, Louis Bertrand exerted such 
a supreme effort to vindicate that monarch (whom he considered to have been 
unjustly maligned by Protestant historians or by historians 11 ~ mentali t~ 
protestanten63) that apart from several references to the skill of the 
Spanish people in agriculture or to their endurance and frugality, he 
rarely departs from his adulation of the monarch to mention them at all. 
The hero he pleased to see in the Spanish ruler65 had his counterpart in 
an Antonio Perez, the antithesis of the Spanish soul: 
Quoi qu 1il en soit, si P~rez est un authentique Espa&tnol, il y a 
dans sa mentalite, son caractere et ses allures quelque chose qui 
n1 est pas purement espagnol, quelque chose qui detonne un peu par 
comparaison avec les caracteres et les moeurs de son pays: une 
sorte de d~pravation intellectuelle jointe au gout du cabotinage, 
a 1 1outrecuidance eta la d~mesure, surtout cette absence a peu 
pres complete du sentiment de l'honneur, avec un besoin presque 
maladif de trahir. 66 
In his Histoire d 1Espagne, Louis Bertrand did, in fact, concern 
himself exclusively with those aspects of Spanish history which would be 
of particular::interest to the French (to those French, of course, whom 
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he thought of as having strayed from Roman Catholicism and from royalism). 67 
MOreover, using Spain as a foil, Bertrand embarks upon the systematic 
destruction of what he considered a myth: the attribution of any kind of 
usefulness to the MOslem peoples, whether as inventors, farmers, artists, 
mathematicians, astronomers or what have you. As previously indicated, he 
had doubtless seen in that myth concernini their contribution to Spain 
not only a device for stealing Roman Catholic Spain's thunder, but a 
dangerous propaaanda weapon for Algerian nationalists. That such was the 
nature of his thinkina with respect to the Histoire is made abundantly 
clear by the more than four-fifths of it which are devoted to the period 
of Arabic ill!luence in Spain. Yet, in the veey midst of that anti-Islam 
propaaanda on the one hand and his vindication of the Roman Catholic 
Kingdom on the other, there are, in that work, observations of' the most 
disobliging nature for tb.e Spaniard. 
Is there not somethin& implicitl7 scornful in Bertrand's description 
of tne Spanish soldier? 
amar·rut vaincu en rase campaane, comme ces guerilleros espaanols 
le furent toujours, d~s qu'U• se rencontrerent en bataille ra.D.i'e 
avec des a~es N&uliares: Us ne sont invincibles que dans la 
montaane, derriare un roCher Qif comme a Saragosse, au temps de 
Napol,on, 1 1 1abri d'un mur. ~ 
Is Spanish Catholicism well served when Bertrand, pressing home a 
point concernina the poverty of Islam, uses it to support his contention? 
Noua oublions aussi qu1 en pays musulmans, la plus arande mire 
coexiste souvent avec le plus arand luxe et la plus grande opulence. 
Quelqu1un disait des Espaenols du XVII:re si.cle: 11Us meurent de 
f'aim a coM de madones constell.es de diamanta•. Cela a du etre 
vrai aussi de l'Espagne JllllSul.mane. 69 
Is he less critical of Spain when, in a typically sweeping 
aeneralization, he attributes characteristics of brutality to her people, 
bla.ltdl7 excusing them as Arab-inspired? 
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Mais non seulement les .Arabes 7 ont install' \U1 d&sert, introduit 
la secheresse et la st,rili t4 par leurs d&boisements: le pire, o• est 
qu1ils 7 ont apporte, ou entretenu par leur exemple, une rudesse de 
moeurs, une cruaut& c!ans la r4pression, enfin des habitudes brutales 
et sanguinaires dont les Espagnols auront beaucoup de peine 1 se 
corriger. Surtout, par de telles atroci~s, ils ont excite chez les 
vaincus un ap~ti t de represailles, une soif de vengeance, dont ils 
seront plus tard lea victimes. 70 
In what wa7 was the goal of fraternal latinite served by a Louis 
Bertrand who represented the national hero of Spain in these colors? 
Rodrigue de Bi var est d' abord, autant qu 1 on peut 1' 3tre, 1' homme 
de sa terre, l'Espagnol du Nord, le Castillan, celui qui a rachet' 
1 1Espagne de l'Islam et refait son unite. Il ressemble l son pays 
natal, qui n'a rien de po,tique, ni d1eclatant, qui est la n'gation 
mime de toute fantaiaie et qui represente la prose_dans ce ~'elle 
a de plus s'vtre et de plus strictement pratique. 11 
What part of malignity, moreover, was there in a Louis Bertrand who 
said of Granada, the pride of Spanish cities, that it was not what one 
would call "une belle ville, ni commode, ni agreable 1 habiter" and that 
the Alhambra owed its attractiveness principally to "hasard", that is, to 
its pedestal; remove it therefro~ and one finds just another alc,zar and, 
in fact, one less beautiful than that of Seville.72 
In the denigration of Islam that Louis Bertrand effects as the central 
theme of his Histoire d1Espagne, Spain herself comes out by no means 
unscathed. 
Bertrand's Spanish travel works of the final decade of his life 
reflect his trips in a pre-Civil War Spain which constituted for him a mere 
13 
"cure d1oubli"· Little new information concerning his concept of the 
western third of latinit' can be gleaned from their pages. Three works, 
Espagne of 1934, L1Espagne of 1937, and Les Jardins d1Espagne of 1940 are 
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so honeycombed with borrowings from previous works on Spain as well as from 
one another, that analysis of their contents on a chronological basis is 
virtually impossible. In them, moreover, the Spanish people play scarcely 
any role; Bertrand's criticism of the works of T.h'ophile Gautier for their 
74 purely external descriptive nature had came home. 
The volumes of memoirs in the ,!!!!! Destin6e series provide some 
valuable insight on the composition of his works dealizle with Spain. CDe 
may find there, as well, the "ipret& sauvage" he f el t during his first 
trip to that country, 75 his hatred of the "brutes sanguinaires ••• critinS 
et ••• fous• who, as Republicans, had visited destruction on Barcelona during 
the Ferrer revolts of 1909, 76 and the "vulgarit'" he had found in the 
alc4zar of Seville, 77 which, it will be recalled, he had previously, in 
the expediency of condemning Granada, described as more beautiful than the 
Alhambra. 78 
In . those memoirs, too, are to be found two highly personal descriptions 
of Miguel de Unamuno, of which the first to be cited alludes to the year 
191$ and the second to more generalized impressions of the year 19)8: 
(1) J' al1ai mime 1 Bilbao, voir Unamuno, qui, du moment que la 
majoritl de ses compatriotes 6tait germanophile, ne pouvait etre que 
francophile. Il 6tai t 1a contradiction :f'ai te homme, l la fois 
internationaliste et :f'arouchement espagno1, d'esprit religieux et 
anticatholique, 1 tout le moins anticl6rical, monarchiste auf ond, 
ami de la hi'rarchie et antigouvernemental. Ce bon uni versi taire 
avait tous les travers, toutes les vanites, tous les pr6jug.Ss de sa 
profession. On le tenait, en E8pagne, pour un mod~le d 1 atticisme, 
parce qu'il 6tait pro:f'esseur de grec. Comme disait notre mdtre, 
1 1hell,niste Tournier, on ne sait jamais le grec: on sait du grec. 
Je doute fort qu 1 Unamuno en stit beaucoup: ce p01n1otte maniaque avait 
appris trop de langues europ6ennes et autres. Si j 1insiste ainsi sU1' 
ses d':f'auts et sur ses ridicules, c' est qu 1 il a 'te ridiculement gon:f'l6 
par le snobisme et 1 1 esprit de parti. On a fait de cet hur1uber1u, de 
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ce dilettante du paradoxa, de ce naif esbroufeur, une mani4lre de g&nie. 
Sur la f'oi de sea admirateurs, j 1ai vainement essay' de tirer pied ou 
aile de ses &crits, pleins de candeur, voire meme, Ql et u., de 
sinc&rit6, mais aussi de p"tentions et de divagations. J 1 ai 
renonc6. Je p~f'ere ne p8.s le lire et garder mon estime l 1 1 excellent 
homme, qu1il 4tait, je crois. 79 
(2) Pour ne prendre que des exemples ~cents, c 1est le cas d1un 
Una.muno, uni versi taire lui aussi, recteur de 1 1 Uni versi t6 de 
Salamanque, qui vient de mourir, honni par lea deux factions qui se 
disputent son pays. Cet Unauru.no, dont certains ont voulu f'aire un 
homme de g&nie par besoin de gonfler des magots d 1admiration, ou par 
sottise de snobs incapables de juger, 'tait un bon hurluberlu 
d 1 intellectuel et un jaboteur intarissable, par-des sus tout 1m 
auvai8 caract4lre qui n''tait jamais de l'avis de personne et qui se 
torturai t A f'abriquer des paradoxes enfantins: au demeurant, un tr4ls 
bon homme, je crois. Eh bien, cet excellent homme n1a eu de cease 
qu1il n'ait assist4 l la chute du gouvernement d1Al.phonse XIII qui 
lui garantissait du moins, aYec le pain quotidien, l'ind&pendence et 
la s&curi t' n&cessaire l sea travaux. En r&compense de ce bel 
ouvrage, les rouges l'eussent certainement fusill,, si Salamanque 
n'avait eu la chance d13tre occup&e par lea nationalistes. Il eat 
't& f'usill& comme tous les intellectuels tomb&s aux mains des 
anarchistes et des marxistes. Ou il eat 4te oblig6 de s. exiler, 
comme tel autre nigaud de savantasse, qui vient aujourd • hui chez 
nous battre sa coulpe et d'plorer ses complicites r6volutionnaires.6° 
Always a friend to authoritarianism, Louis Bertrand wrote, too, of 
his enthusiasm for the coup d 16tat of' Primo de Ribera in 1923.61 And it 
is by now in no way difficult to predict what his opinion of' the Civil War 
itself' was to be: 
Maintenant que les 6~nements sont accomplis, justifiant les 
pr&dictions de Dom Babin, je reJII&.rque que, des cette 6poque de 1923, 
j 1 en avais pr4vue la contrepartie, c 1est-l-dire la r6volte de l'ime 
nationale espagnole contre l'ignoble tyrannie anarcho-communiste. 
Franco a recommenc6 la guerre de reconquete contre le Barbare, comme 
au temps du Cid et d1Alphonse de Castille. Et comme les grands 
rassembleurs de la terre espagnole, qui l'ont sauv&e du joug de 
1 1 Islam, il n' a pas craint de f'aire appel aux Mores et d' opposer l la 
barbarie asiatique la barbarie af'ri.caine. 62 
Catalonia. -- Some mention needs to be made of the special rSle which 
Catalonia played in Louis Bertrand's Iberian deliberations. Bertrand 
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cr,ystallized, on several occasions, the precise Iberian region fromwhich he 
supposed his ~hical ancestors to have come as more properly Catalonian or 
Valencian than other-Iberian. His conclusion may have been influenced by a 
religious consideration: 
D'abord,--je l'avoae aussi en toute candeur,--le fait que mon 
glorieux patron, l'ApStre de la Nouvelle-Grenade, saint Louis 
Bertrand, alors ma!tre des novices chez les Dominicains de Valence, 
a &crit l la Cal"ll8lite d1AT.ila une de ces lettres qui semblent 
commander toute une destin6a,--ce fait me frappe comma s'il me 
touchai t personnellellent. 83 
That Catalonian conclusion could as easily have had some foundation in his 
early contact with the l'Wiiare of the Roussillon, for at the turn of the 
century, he had held, tor a short period, a teaching post at M:>ntpellier. 
The oneness with Catalonia of that province of the Old France is a 
recurring motif in his writing: 
Tu me parlais tout l 1 1heure de 1 1&motion singuliere que 
produisent en toi lea vieux "go!gs" de Font-Romeul Pour moi, 
11 effet est tout pareill Ce doi t 3tre la voix du sang, la voix 
de la race •••• La Vierge montagnarde du Camaril est, pour moi, comme 
le symbole toujours vivant d1une foule d1ancetres ignoNs •••• El.le 
est la cha!ne myst&rieuse qui me rat tache 1 mes morts l 84 
So:mewhere in the mountains of those Franco-Spanish marches, Louis 
Bertrand envisaged the dividing line of the Nord and the Midi, the patrie 
of one whose flesh was of the Lorraine and whose temperament courted the 
Mediterranean climes. 8S Moreover, in the Roussillon, he apparentlY' saw 
"une sorte d'Alsace du Midi, une soeur charmante et 1110ins connue de la terre 
de sainte Wile, co:mme elle interadiaire, ambigue, servant de pants entre 
deux mondes, et ayant dans les yeux un secret l p4n4trer". 86 
During his experience in Algiers of the 1890's, Bertrand had become 
acquainted with. colonists from Spain, the majority of whom were from the 
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eastern coastal regions and spoke the dialects of the Levant. Their 
exalted memories of their native provinces early inspired him to visit 
Barcelona and Valencia, 87 but the bad taste of that first visit was to be 
mitigated only years afterward.. 88 
What occurred in his writing thereafter was the curious wedding of 
the Roussillon and of Spanish Catalonia in a union that suffered from 
the paradox of his affection for the Spanish quality of the for.mer, 89 and 
his effronteey in suggestions that the latter's loyalties lay with France 
90 
rather than Spain. In 1903 there are pages that yield an intimation ot 
France's supporting at least Catalan independence as he pictures Catalonian 
universit7 students arriving at Montpellier. First there is a Marseillaise 
sung in Catalan, then: 
Maintenant il jaillissait de toutes les bouches, N~t6 par les 
&tudiants et par c eux du peuple. Tout pr~s de Jean, un ouvrier 
espagnol, reconnaissable l sa face ras'e et sa petite blouse de 
lustrine noire, lanQa sur une note aigue le cri de ralliement 
s&paratiste. 
--Visca Catalunya librea ••• Visca Francia! ••• Vive la Catalogne 
librel ••• Vive la France! ••• 
Un immense frisson passa sur la foule, une ~motion presque 
religieuse oppressa les poitrines. La voix du sang monta dans 
les acclamations &perdues, 1 1 image oubli&e de 1a grande Patrie 
Latine illum:ina les l11es les plus obscures, et, pendant une seconde, 
elle plana, ressuscit£e par 1 1aotion de la multitude. 91 
He took care to link together the Roussillon and Catalonia in terms of their 
topographies, 92 their provincial architectures, 93 and their mores. 94 
Eventually, in L'Infante, he revealed his hand, depicting as his 
heroine a young Roussillonaise whose disillusionment with Spain is portrayed 
as the progressive counterpart of her corresponding affection for France. 
Ines finds that her "amour propre de petite Catalane" is wounded by the 
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"affectation continuelle d'espagnolisme" on the part of the young ladies of 
Tagarit. 95 The Jesuit P~re Tautavel is described sympathetically as "un 
serviteur zele de la politiqlle franc;aise en Roussillon", those of his order 
as applyine themselves "1 rapprocher les Catalans de leurs nouveaux ma1tres, 
A repandre 1a connaissance du franc;ais•. 96 It is a dashing French soldier 
who captures In~s • heart and it is in the court of Louis XIV that she 
seeks and receives a generous pardon (tragically too late) for the 
politiQ!e. hispanisante of members of her family. The entire work represents, 
in short, "la conquete d' une ime par la s eduction fran<;aise" ~ 97 More 
properly germane to Chapter IV of this study, Bertrand's attitudes in 
L'Infante point up, nonetheless, a hierarchical design within latinite. 
His separatist propaganda derives from that of a France wlich sustained the 
revolt of the segadores under Philip IV and proclaims the cultural unity ot 
Catalans on either side of the border, envisioning for those peoples a 
French mandate or, short of that, an independent Catalonia. While the 
foundations of his interest for that region stem from the romantic fantasy 
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of his atavistic preoccupation, the implication of his treatment of the 
Roussillon and Catalonia is concretely out of keeping with an harmonic latinite. 
Such was the Iberia that Louis Bertrand portrayed in his works. To 
clarify his prevailingly negativistic concept of that peninsula within 
latinit4, a considerable body of material has been only slightly utilized.9B 
The nature of those statements cited should, however, make clear that 
whatever pronouncements and protest& tiona he made concernin& the fantasy of 
his Spanish ancestry, his support of the intransigeance of Spanish Catholicism, 
his admiration for Saint Theresa of Avila and of Philip II alona with certain 
of the punctUious refinements of the Spanish royal court, he did not 
discover in Spain that branch of the Latin race which could be 
unequivocally emulated, which might mark an ascendancy over other branches 
in some hierarchy within latinit£. 
Italy 
In the absence of atavistic fantasy to cull up such feelings, Louis 
Bertrand felt no strong emotional attraction to Italy or to its people. 
There is no Italian among the heroes of his biographical works; and, of 
his total writings, the novel L'Invaaion is unique in its Italian 
orientation, the protagonist being of that nationality, while the action 
is centered in Marseilles. Although with even less precise delineation 
than in the case of Spain, it is possible, nonetheless, to arrive at a 
reasonably reliable determination of his·evaluation of Italy from his works. 
A logical trait d'union between France and Italy, the cult of Napoleon 
Bonaparte was early invested with that responsible function by Bertrand; 
but as he defected from all liberal considerations to espouse the royalist 
cause, the Corsican's illegitimac;y militated against him. The scant 
mention of Napoleon thereafter is implicitly derogator,r. 99 
In the novels of the so-called Cycle Africain, the presence of Italian 
colonists in Algeria seemed to provide another medium for amalgams. ting 
Italy within the concept of latinit&. Bertrand's preoccupation with those 
of Iberian origin, however, defeats that gambit as well. But there are, 
in that series, references which already tend to support a contention that 
he favored sweeping generalizations in categorizing, if not caricaturizing, 
llO 
Italians from the several regions of their homeland, underscoring, as with 
the Spaniards, the diss:Jm:ilarity amoncst thea: 
--ce grand-ll aussi est de votre pays? demanda Rafael en 
d&signant le colon de Draria, un g&ant l tete car~e et a larges 
oreilles. 
--Lui? Je crois qu1il est Tyrolien; c 1est a peu pres de chez 
nous; il se comprend avec eux,--dit-il, en montrant un groupe de 
Pi&montais. -- Avec moi, non; moi, je suis de Procida, comme qui 
dirai t Napoli tain... 100 
Italians are depicted as inveterately garrulous, 101 a trait he 
best.Gwed particularly on the Neapolitans, who "'crasaient ••• de leur 
faconden. 102 The Piedmontese, on the other han:i, are constantly alluded 
103 . 
to as quarrelsome. Even admi tti.ng the exigencies of the milieu that 
he described, the invariable references to national, not to say provincial, 
origins of his characters contradict, in one sense, his affirm tiona of 
Latin homogeneity. More significant still is the breadth of stroke with 
which those descriptive touches were applied, seeming to indicate a 
condescension not far removed from malice: 
Soudain, il se fit un remuement de chaises, des groupes se 
d'rangerent, et l'on vit pardtre M. Ra.mes, le caviste de 1a 
Maison Filippi, suivi de son 4pouse, une Sicilienne tNs brune, 
aux yeux admirables et toute resplendissante de bagues et de 
bijoux,--les principaux locataires du second. Cependant on 
n'aimait pas Madame Rames l cause de sa fierte: on l'accusait de 
tremper son mari avec des "messieurs" et m.eme d' avoir un fort 
b4guin pour Pepate qui ne pouvait pas la souffrir. 104 
Other colonists of Italian background are besmirched as "plus faux 
lll 
que JudasnlOS or obstinate "autant par betise que par jalousie rancuni~rew.lo6 
True, in each instance the referenc. is made to a specific character; but no 
hypersensitivity is required to grasp the intent, conscious or unconscious, 
in each case; for with the surcharge of an epithet of nationality the rarely 
broken rule, an inherent Italophobia cannot be eschewed. 
The novel L' Invasion is the single most fruitful source of Bertrand's 
commentary' on the Italian people. It concerns itself with the migration 
of Italian workers to Marseilles at the turn of the century. The 
Piedmontese heroine, Marguerite, is depicted sympathetically, while 
Bertrand's reflections concerning practically all other Italian personages 
are easily hostile. The basis of the overall inferiority of these Italian 
immigrants to their French hosts is treated in Chapter IV of this study.l07 
In other respects, the national traits allucied to are similar to those of 
the Algerian colonists, but the barbs are correspondingly sharper. At the 
outset, aboard a ship sld.rtiDg the coast near the port of destination, they 
are angrily represented by Bertrand as returning to Marseilles for the 
winter, after having cut the hay and wheat, harvested the corn, and the 
grape: 
Ils en connaissaient mieux lea villages et ies ports que ceux de 
la cate ligure, d'ou ils venaient. ()). aurait dit qu'ils rentraient 
chez eu:x.. Brutaux, loquaces et vantards, ils tendaient leurs bras 
vera la terre vermeille, avec des gestes de possession. 108 
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The poor quality of language used by those immigrants is repeatedly 
belittled.l09 Bertrand intimated that the differences amongst his itinerant 
workers were so marked that it was possible nearly always to identit.y their 
native province or, in fact, their native community: 
Une femme venait de pardtre, sous un mantelet de cheviotte beige 
qui lui glissait un peu des 4paules,--11 6pouse du jeune homme, une 
Romaine l la gorge opulente, aux lourds bandeaux d' 4b~ne, au:x. gros 
yeux l neur de tete: un type de Junon autoritaire et jalousel 110 
His Piedmontese are, again, particularly vulnerable; their esprit batailleur 
of ~ §.g. 2.!! races is clarified: 
Elle imaginai t tout un drame: quelqu 1 une de ces soOleries 
'piques, lourde ivresse de Pi4montais, qui tient son homme deux 
jours durant, formidable cuv&e qui fait nattre les chansons 
rauques, les dUis stupides, les prodigali ~s insens4es, et 
finalement les querelles et les coups de couteaul ••• lll 
After such a violent affirmation, when Louis Bertrand describes Marguerite 
as acting ."en Pi&montaise raisonnable et taciturne", 112 it is merely the 
question of sex that saves the reader from incredulity.113 Neapolitans, 
too, are given their due,ll4 while the dissimilarity of Italian provincials 
of !!! §!!s. 5!!!. !!:!:!! vintage is given a similarly sharper flavor: "ll faut 
bien se soutenir entre Pi&montaisl ••• Dans ce quartier-ci, il n1y a que des 
Napolitain8, des gei18 qui nous d4testent1•ll5 
After the Piedmontese and the Neapolitans, the Tuscans are described 
ll6 
as "des gens qui ont la bile m&chante11, the Calabrese as "meurt-de-faia" 
who do labor no Frenchman would undertake. ll7 
In addition to their dress, their speech, their manners, Bertrand 
berated the coarseness. of the music of his Italians. No friend to Euterpe 
to begin with, 118 of a Neapolitan romanza he observed: 
Cela &tait rude, cela &tait vulgaire comme une ritournelle 
d'orgue de Barbarie; mais cela suscitait &perdument les nostalgies 
de cette foule &trangere qui, meme dans la douceur de France, r8vait 
toujours l la vie sensuelle et violente des aieux, occup&e toutc 
entiare entre les jeux barbares de la mort et de la volup~. 119 
It is in vain that one seeks in L1Invasion, rife with offensive 
refiections of the sort, some mitigating protestation of fraternit7 toward 
120 
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Italy, some hint of her welcome presence within latinit4. The impression 
is borne out in subsequent works. In turn he was shocked by the abject 
superstition in villages of the Abruzzi or Calabria,121 shuddered before 
stuccoed, gilded, and colored Italian churches, 122 maligned the Genoese 
as •tous usuriers,--et rus&s autant qu'avares et rapaces"1 123 saw in a 
female court aide abroad "une dame italienne mieux entendue en carabines 
et en poignards qu1 en d&s et en aiguilles•.124 That his opinion was not 
merely a literary clich& is made amply clear by his reference to the 
consul-general of Italy at Tunis in November 1911; he commented acidly on 
the lack of emotional moderation in Italians in general: 
C'est curieux: les Italiens, quand ils alappartiennent pas 4 1a 
tria haute aristocra.tie, se laissent aller trop souvent, dans la 
dispute, aux pires excea de langage. Ces vieu:x: civilis§, pourtant 
si fins, ne gardent plus de mesure ni de dignit&. ns ne savent 
pas tenir en bride l'animal qui s 1abrite toujours au fond de l'homme 
le plus &vol~. Dans les p$l4mi.ques, le ton de leurs journaux, 
1 1esprit de leurs caricatures tombent A une grossi~retl qu1 on ne 
cormait plus chez nous. 12S 
The self-appointed diplomat of Latini~ might well have heeded his own 
criticism of Lamartine: 
en s '4tonne que Lamartine, si amoureux de l' Italie, se soi t laiss& 
aller l cette diatribe, on s•&tonne surtout de la l&g~ret& et de 
l 1impr&voyan.ce du diplomate. n pouvait penser tout ce qu'il voulait 
des Italiens, mais le dire publiqu.ement et sous cette forme, q')land 
on est candidat A un poste diplomatique chez les gens qu'on d&nigre.l26 
There are occasional phases of Bertrand's criticism of Italy which 
may be termed positive; in each instance his indulgence may be linked to 
in~r3t. Thus in Saint Augustin (as in Sainte Th8Nse127) he avoided a:rry 
considerable amount of harangue in order to preserve the benign quality 
of his subject. He even praised the Italians as fitting descendants of 
the Roman master-builders, 128 though he could not resist a snide criticiSil 
of their taste in sculpture: "Les Italiens de tous les temps ont toujours 
eu beaucoup de gout pour les statues et les mosaS:ques. Peu exigeants sur la 
qualit&, ils se rattrapent sur la quantit&. n129 
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With Italy an ally of France during World War I, Bertrand's animosity 
is only slightly curbed. When news of the battle of Psithos and the surrender 
of the Turkish garrison had reached there, he observed in the Milanese a 
11discr6tion et ••• une bienii&ance qui exi'tarent mon admiration11 • 130 He was 
quick to explain his unaccustomed joy, however: 
Il para!t qu'ailleurs, dans le Midi, ou on est plus expansif, l 
Naples, par exemple, la joie publique se manifesta avec mains de 
ruerve: des bandes enthousiasm&es parcoururent lea principales 
artares de la ville, drapeaux en tete. Mais Milan est une ville du 
Nord, qui a d£jl quelque chose du negme germanique. 131 
Eight or nine pages later in the s ame work, the turnabout in his opinion 
of Italian demonstrativeness is quite extraordinar,y: 
Mais une fois de plus, j 1admir.ai la belre tenue de ces foules 
italiennes. Je ne sais pourquoi nous continuons 1 nous imaginer 
l'Italie populaire d 1apr•s notre Provence marseillaise,--une Provence 
d'ailleurs l£gendaire et toute parisienne. L1exub£rance et la 
gesticulation ~ridionales sont des inventions de vaudevillistes.l32 
Cklce again, moreover, his comment is finished off with a shrewdly evasive 
afterthought: "N 1 oublions point que Rome n 1 est pas pr6cis£ment 1me ville 
j oyeuse et qu 1 elle sue la digni t£. ttl33 
Bertrand wrote little of significance concerning the Fascist r£gime iD 
Italy and nothing of the scope of Hitler. He expressed sympathetic admiration 
for General Graziani's and Marshal Balbo's efforts in Libya, possibly because 
he had noted that there the "indiganea ••• parurent tenus en bride tr•s 
s£"rirement•.1 .34 In that same African territory, he was heartened by Italian 
construction chiefs who gave the Fascist salute and cried out "des indications 
r.Sconfortantes•.135 And when he traveled in Mussolini's Italy itself, he was 
able to compose an excuse, however feeble, for not finding there the joy he 
would have expected under such totalitarian circwnstances: 
Mais, une fois de plus, j 1 ,ta1s frapp' par la s'v&rit,, pour ne pas 
dire la tristesse de Rome. M8me impression l Naples, que j'avais 
connue autrefois si gaie et si vivante. Manifestemnt, la Troisiime 
Italie ignore le sourire. Mais n I en est-il pas de meme partout, en 
raison de 1 1 incl.btence des temps? 138 
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Conclusion~ prospectus. - Louis Bertrand's judgments on two of the 
three principal national divisions within latinit' have been explored in this 
chapter. It has been demonstrated that toward both Spain and Italy his 
reaction was a preponderantly negative one, colored unmistakably by 
condescension, by malice, and, not infrequently, by undisguised hostility. 
It is possible to conclude definitely that he found both nations fundamentally 
lacking in those heroic proportions with which he had graced his conception 
of the institution of latinit4. He largely identified Spain and Italy with 
what he considered plebeian qualities ~or~ of the perfection he proposed 
for his utopia. It is clear, therefrom, that, in his solicitous pleadings 
for Latin unity, there were undertones of national (as well as class) 
inequalities; that, for Bertrand, the blood bond of the Latin states 
admitted of gradations of quality and suitability. His representation of 
Spain and I~ assumes a new significance if he found present in the 
last of latinit4 1 s triumvirate, France, the virtues he found lacking in them. 
It would then be possible to relate the concept of latinit' in the works of 
Louis Bertrand less to the altruistically inspired union of culturally 
similar peoples that he proclaimed it to be than to the foundation of a 
new empire, inspired in chauvinism and dedicated to the hegemoJJY of France. 
It is, therefore, to France that this study now turns. 
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CHAPTER IV 
FRANCE AND LATINITE 
The ambivalence that Characterized Louis Bertrand's treatment ot 
Spain 1 is even more in evidence in the posture he assumed wi. th regard 
to his native France. The duality of his opinion thereon will be 
clearl;r revealed as first those aspects of France that he considered 
negative and then those he judged to be affirmative are explored. 
Negative Aspects 
~ Revolution, ~ Republic, ~ ~ masses. -- The intensity and 
the endurance of Louis Bertrand 1 s right-wing political sentiments make 
his position vis-A-vis the Republic obvious: 
Tout enfant, j 1avais une r&pugnance instinctive pour la 
R&publique. Adolescent, le mot seul m'en paraissait obsc~ne: 
cela sentait pour moi le bouge et 11abattoir. Je me rappelle 
que, vera 1880, i1 existait encore, A Briey, une vieille 
prostitu&e, dont mes tantes me contaient que, pendant la 
r&volution de 48, on 11avait promen&e, A Metz, sur une 
charrette, l demi nue, coiff&e du bonnet phrygien et brandissant 
le drapeau rouge. R&publique, fille publique, cela rendait le 
mime son A mes oreilles. 2 
It will be clear on the basis of Chapter II of this study' that the 
Revolution, democracy, the masses, liberalism mild or radical, composed, 
in fact, the brunt of his attack on France. The violent manifestations 
of that onset are in no sense occasional or isolated in Bertrand's work; 
they are, rather, sufficientl;r varied and numerous to permit onl;r a 
restricted consideration here. Certain revelations in his earl;r works 
point to an almost psychotic fear o t the masses and of their powers of 
judgment: "Ce cri de fraternit4, pouss.S par une ville entiere, &tait 
12.$ 
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effr~ant l entendre comme un rugissement de haine.•3 In his memoirs, he 
was to relate that fear to the "ma~e montante de vulgari t~ et de grossi~re~•31 
he claimed to have sensed as a child after the fall of the Second Empire. 
The political transition had been marked in his memory by a domestic event: 
Deu impression• tns vives de mon enfance, c 1est d1abord 1 1obscur 
chagrin que j 1 &prouvai, lorsque je vis disparattre de la chemin'• 
matemelle les photographies de 1' Imp&ratrice et du "petit Prince": 
ee fut assez tard apris la chute de 1 1Empire. L1autre impression, 
c'est lorsque, petit 'lave du quatriame au lyc&e de Bar-le-Duc, un 
camarade me mit sous les yeux le portrait de G~v,y, Pr&sident de 1a 
R'publique: cela se passait l 11automne de 1679• J'en &prouvai 
une v&ritable consternation avec le sentiment angoissant d1une 
diminution de mon pays. 4 
Quick to place the responsibility for the weakness of France after 
the War of 1870-71 on the increasingly important role plqed by the 
masses in the govel'IUiliJnt, Bertrand also doubtless felt that that new 
triumph of "la d&mocratie grossiarenS threatened the prestige he coveted 
for himself as a defender of (if not as an aspirant to) that~ monde 
he so unreservedly admired. Paradoxically enough, it was that peculiar 
concern of Bertrand for the right of the individual -- that concern he 
was somehow able to render compatible with political absolutism --which 
dictated his early vituperationa against "le prol&taire :Etropolitain 
d'aujourd1hui, min& par l'alcool et la tuberculose, ahuri par une presse 
i~&cile ou criminelle, asservi ou d'grad&, r'duit A l''tat de bete de 
troupeau par la t7l"8llllie syndicaliste.•6 
Apart from La Fin du classicism, which, as his doctoral dissertation, 
---
was WlBuited to such political axe-grinding, the works of Bertrand's first 
decade of writing all contain some direct assault on the democratic 
concept of society. There is no ideological concession in his recognition 
of the masses on the strictly- utilitarian basis of their militar;y usefulness: 
n devient de plus en plus n4cessaire de le rep4ter dans un pqs 
comme le n8tre, en mal d1utopies revolutionnaires et de chinl8res 
pacifistes. H'lasl malgre tout ce qui nous est enseign'l. on n 1a 
jamais vu d1id&es victorieuses qu1! la suite des ar.m&es. f 
With the passage of time, Bertrand's position in matters concerning 
the public welfare became increasingly- intractable and immoderate. Having 
early- proclaimed himself an ene~ of public education for all, deploring 
that the system was creating "une g&n,ration de licenci&s-~s-lettres•,B 
he was, by- 1912, ready to modify the Flaubertian propensity- for a 
manda.rina.t in terms that place in relief his growing anti-intellectualism 
as well: "Nous ne sommes pas stlrs du tout que 'las hommes purement 
intellectuals ont rendu plus de services au genre humain que tous les 
saint Vincent de Paul du monde 1 11 .9 When, during the darkest days of 
World War I, his attack on the "b3tise et lachet& des masses et contra 
la tyrannie syndicale11 10 finally- had aroused some hostile opinion, he 
was able to back down, rather deviously, implying even that he shared 
the philosophy of the Revolution: 
Six mois se sont &coul's depuis la publication de mon livre 
Le Sens de 1 1 Ennemi, dont certaines personnes ont pu trouver les 
conclusions excessives. Les '~nements consid,rables qui ont surgi 
depuis cette date, tela que la revolution russe ou 1 1 entree en 
guerre de 1 1 Am.'rique, ont pu pardtre les d&mentir. Cependant, 
je n 1en retrancherais pas une ligne. Plus que jamais je suis 
convaincu que le monde entier tourne le dos a la d'mocratie telle 
que nous la concevons. Dans tous les pays, le socialisme a tu' 
le vieux lib,ralisme issu de la R'volution franyaise. La 
discipline de parti qui fait bon march' de l'individu s•est 
substitue ! l'ind,pendence et au respect des droit& individuals. 
La lutte des classes a compl~tement ruin' le principe de 
fraterniU. 11 
Less than ten years later, with the Great War a memory, Bertrand no longer 
felt constrained either to modify or to moderate his opinion: 
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Ce n1 est pas seulement le Catholique, c 1est le Latin, 1 1homme 
d1 0ccident qui a r4agi alors contre tout ce qu1il y a d1asiatique 
dans la R~volution: 1 1individu qui se refuse au nivellement 
'galitaire, l la tyrannie du nombre et de 1 1inconscient; 1 13tre 
libre et pensant, qui, par sa libe~ et sa pens~e, s 1oppose 
nettement l 1 1univers stupide; qui, ~tant une pens~e et une 
conscience est une personne, une ime rachet~e d1un prix infini, 
1 qui un Dieu garanti t sa digni ~ puisqu' n a daignt§ mourir 
pour elle. 12 
Within another decade again, he was to reveal the origins of his 
antipathies toward the Revolution: 
Du eSt& paternal CODmle du cS~ maternal, j' appartenais a une 
famille qui ne devait rien l la R~volution: petits propri,taires 
· ruraux naguere simples pa;rsans, petits industrials ou petits 
n4gociants, petits notables de bailliage, robins ou m:Uitaires, 
Us avaient plutSt perdu au c hangement de regime. Mes deux 
bisaieuls DBternels, 1 1un brasseur l Brif71 11 autre ancien 
officier des armies ro;rales, faillirent etre guillotin4s. MOn 
grand-pAre paternal, l peine lg4 de dix-huit ans, dut s 1engager 
en 92 pour 'chapper, lui aussi1 au couperet 4galitaire. 13 
On the heels of that revelation came a statement in the frenzied violence 
of which it is difficult to detect even the slightest trace of that mesure 
franQaise he applauded so vociferously: 
Ahl oui vraiment, la ~mocratie franQaise peut ~tre fiere de 
tels ancetres 1 A me sure qu' on d!bouvre sa vraie figure -- sa gueule 
barbouill~e de sang et de boue--l'idole r~volutionnaire se r4v~le 
de plus en plus d4goatante et ha!ssable. C1est le f~tiche du 
nagre, dans sa case au s ol d4t~ de sang, jonch~ de d~bris 14 
humains et qui empeste le voisinage par son odeur de charnier. 
Lurking behind such outburst was the omnipresent royalist, furious 
with those naturalist prejudices and that basely democratic bias that 
sought to steal the thunder .from Louis XIV,l5 with even that democratic 
filth that obscured the beautiful Louis XV houses at Bar-le-nuc;l6 
decidedly Louis Bertrand agreed vi th the father of the dashing Wd'e de 
Bourmont in the Roman _2! !! conqu3te: nn n' y a que le Roi qui ai t le 
sentiment de la grandeur et de la dignit~ de la Francel nl7 
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Among the manifold results of the surrender of France to the people, 
the approaching separation of Church and State became for the young 
Bertrand a somewhat menacing possibilit,r. At the Lyc'e Henri IV, he 
observed of M. Boudart, one of his masters: 
Celui-li appartenai t i une autre .Scole et aussi a un autre clan 
que Chandoisel: le clan protestant ou protestantisant qui se 
r&unissait chez une des sommit&s de 1 1Eglise ~fo~e et dont 
1 1 inf'luence 'tait grande au ministere de 1 1Instruction publique. 
Il 7 avait alors tout un groupe qui, pour des raisons de salut 
public, s''tait donn6 la missioa de protestantiser la France. 
Il comprenait bon nombre de .fanatiques et d1esprits faux et mime 
quelques ho11U118S disting~s, ou de premier plan, comme Taine et 
Renouvier. Ce petit monde p'dantesque .Stait secr~tement ou 
inconsciemment hostile au vieux humanisme. Il avait d'ji obtenu 
la suppression du discours latin au baccalaur,at, afin d•8ter 
cette sup&riorit' aux J'suites et aux coll~ges cl,ricaux qui 
triomphaient dans cet exercice, et puis enfin parce que le latin 
est tout pris d' etre du romain et que Rome est 1 I ennemie. Par le 
discours latin, c 1est-1-dire en 6crivant et, jusqu1A un certain 
point, en parlant en latin, on continuait la tradition de 1 1Eglise 
romaine et du moyen ige, on prolongeait la survie de la romanit.S: 
ce qui ne pouvai t s' admettre, ce qui semblai t intol,rable, dans une 
d6mocratie libre-penseuse ou libre-croyante a la mode germanique 
ou anglo-saxonne. 18 
It was in a rare conciliatory JIOod indeed and only following page after 
page of similar commentary that Louis Bertrand made the following 
confession concer&ing the •protestantised" Ecole Normale: 
Cette impression de libert& complAte, il ne la go9.ta nulle 
part comma 1 l'Ecole, et il lui en garda une reconnaissance 
qui ne s 1est jamais affaiblie. La tol,ranee aussi 'tait 
complete, dans la pratique. 19 
The admission is unique in its genre; it is pointless to speculate whether 
Louis Bertrand contemplated a similar tolerance in the schools of latinit&, 
if, in .fact, there were to be any schools. 
Ih! clergy~ Neo-Catholicis~ -- Louis Bertrand evinced no little 
dissatisfaction with certain aspects of French religious life. The Roman 
Catholic clergy, it has already been indicated, were siagled out for attack 
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on an almost traditional basis. 20 He was displeased with their manner, 
with what he referred to as "les airs gourm6s de nos cur4s fran~ais•.21 
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He saw their_position, rendered increasingly precarious by the loi 2! 
s6paration, as appearing ridiculous in the eyes of latinit6 and especially 
of their more privileged SpaniSh counterparts. 22 And, instead of championing 
their cause, "en bon catholiquen, he lamented their disgraceful weakness, 
labeling them as recognizable by their 11 fa~ons patelinesn23 and envying, 
at the same time, the Spanish "pretres en hercule". 24 Concerning the 
latter, it is significant that in a Spain under republican government 
he remarked that he could no longer find a trace of those magnificent 
types. 25 Consistent with his respect for position and power, important 
personages of the Catholic hierarchy are spared mention. 
In his quality as "conferencier a 1 1Institut d1Action fran~aise et 
26 
catholique militant", Bertrand made unfavorable comment on the supposedly 
tepid faith of his countrymen as compared with that of the Spanish people: 
C1est que le catholicisme espagnol est autrement fervent et 
surtout autrement combattit que le nStre. Ces homrnes ont 
l'intr6pidit6 que donnent les convictions absolues. Pour eux, 
en dehors de la v6rite religieuse, il n1y a rien •••• 27 
Sometimes the unbridled fervor of his statements with respect to 
that waning faith weakens the reasoning value in them, even rendering 
them susceptible to a kind of Vol tairian double-entendre: 
Voici que, tout A coup, je distingue dans ces pauvres yeu:x aux 
paupieres saignantes, une flamme d1une douceur et d1une noblesse 
singuli~res, Cet etre sordide a une &me. Elle l'illumine d'un tel 
eclat que j 1 en oublie ses haillons ••• Quelle difference entre cette 
tete de barbara et celles de nos paysans ou des ouvriers de nos 
grandee villesJ C1est un visage purifi6 par la contemplation. J'ai 
devant moi un homme qui, chaque jour, se prosterne trois fois et di\ 
les cinq pri~res du Proph~te, en inclinant son front vers l'Orientl 
HelasJ chez nous, cette beaute toute spirituelle du regard n1est plus 
dans les yeux des simples. 28 
Bertrand bemoaned a growing impression abroad that the French people, 
influenced by the rapid disintegration of Church-state relations, had 
abjured Catholicism. During his first trip to the Middle East, begun in 
April 19o6, he continually associated with that attitude any and all 
remarks concerning religion that did not echo the most rigorous Roman 
Catholic doctrines. Representing the French government in a purely 
minor capacity, he interpreted the cautious, cool, and occasionally 
hostile reception he received with diplomatic representatives and the 
clergy as inspired by their fears he was serving as a follow-up to a 
member of the Instruction Eublique who had recently visited French schools 
there, as he suspected, "charg' d1une enqu&te dans les 'coles franQaises, 
une enquete tendancieuse dirig'e en r'ali~ contre les 'coles 
congr4ganistes•. 29 It is only too probable that the quality of his 
reception was related to the nature of Bertrand's personality whiCh was, 
on the most ample evidence, an unendearing one. 
Any evidence of lese-catholicit,, however slight, became for him 
an attack on the very foundations of the French state; and he would, 
thereupon, lend his pen to the most unlikely anti-liberal crusade: 
On ne peut faire un pas dans Dijon sans y heurter a la sottise 
anticl.§ricale et antifranQaisel 
Vous sortez de 1 1hotel, et, par la rue de la Liber~, vous tombez 
dans la rue Bossuet laquelle d.§bouche sur la place Emile Zola. 
Etrange, le rapprochement de ces deux nomsl Mais ce n1est rien: 
sur cette place Emile ~ola, s''leve 1 1lglise Saint-Jean, un des plus 
parfaits 'difices du style ogival bourguignon. Vous vous approchez 
pour contempler le d'tail de la sculpture et voici que, sur un des 
pUiers de 1 1 abside, une plaque &maill.§e vous creve les yeux et que 
vous etes fore' de lire ceci: "Emile Zola, grld roma.ncier franQais 
aux id,es mat,rialistes"l Une poignle~boue ancle contre lea 
Vitraux de la basilique vous choquerait mains que cette injure 
grossiere. 30 
1.31 
When Bertrand witnessed that French prestige throughout latinite 31 
was suttering because of that "neo-Catholic" approach, he was quick to 
sense the efficacious protection that might be obtained through that 
liberalism he had heretofore so vociferously decried: 
Il est certain qu'au debut de la guerre,--en Italie autant 
qu1en Espagne,--il existait dans les milieux catholiques des 
pr,juges tres forts contre la France. La rupture de nos relations 
diplomatiques avec le Saint-siege et notre loi de Separation y 
avaient produit de tenaces ressentiments. L1hostilit6 non 
dissimulee de certains partis politiques fran~ais contra le 
catholicisme ne faisait qu1exasp£rer ces rancunes. Et il faut bien 
le dire, ces rancunes des catholiques trouvaient un echo non 
seulement chez les liberaux i taliens, mais mame chez les ~mocrates 
et dans la grande majorit6 de la nation. J'ai entendu un ministre 
anticlerical reprouver, dans les terms les plus courtois, mais lea 
plus categoriques, le mauvais esprit qui anime nos sectaires. Des 
libres penseurs, comma le professeur Maffeo Pataleoni, des Israelites 
comme Luigi Luzzatti, ont protest6 devant moi contre leur intolerance. 
Quand done nous dlciderons-nous A renoncer A ce sectarisme bome, 
dont le pire inconvenient est de d8courager les amities de nos 
voisins et de compromettre partout la vieille reputation liberale 
de la France? 32 
!!!!_ decline of national energz. 33-- Louis Bertrand shared Gustave 
Flaubert1s conviction'that "le neo-catholicisme, d1une part, et le 
socialisme de 1 1autre, ont abeti la Francel"34 He equated that 
abetissement with a decline both moral and physical in the energies of 
the French nation: 
Litteralement, j 1ai ete atterre au spectacle de mes compatriotesl 
Et je ne parle pas seulement de .ceux que j 1ai vus a Vichy, mais 
partout, dans toutes les villes o~ je suis passel Quel atfaissementl 
Quel remolissementl Quelle inertial Comme on sent bien que pour eux 
tous, du haut en bas de 1 1echelle, l'ideal suprlme est d1en faire le 
mains possible! ••• Et avec cela quelle morgue et quelle suffisancel 
Taus des fonctionnaires ou des emplo"s, ou des gens du monde 
imbeciles,--fiers non pas de ce qu1ils sont, mais d'un galon donne 
au hasard ou a 11anoiennet6, car le merite de ces gens-1& est une 
chose exterieure a eux, un total de servitude et de paresse qui 
s 1additionne mecaniquement •••• Le Fran<;ais est un emascule, un 3tre 
decrepit et vo\1& A la mort procha:inel ••• Et quand on se represente le 
grotesque intense de ces figures, ces dehors decants, ce culte pour 
les titres et les fonctions qui gar.antissent et qui decorent tant 
d1inutilites, c• est 1 mourir de ri.rel ••• 35 
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In addition to moral decline via religious tiedeur and via false 
social ethics and goals, Bertrand was eventually led, in the face of a 
dangerously reorganized Germany, to explain France's debility in terms 
of the Nietzschian concept of will: 
En 1934, l Nuremberg, le mot d'ordre du "Reichsparteitag" etait: 
"Triomphe de la volon~". Belle le9on pour les peuples dont la 
Tolonte est debile. Deja, a la fin du der.nier siacle, Nietzsche 
classait les peuples d1apris le degre de leur volonte nationale: 
les Allemands venaient en tete et, apres eux, chose •urprenante, 
les Russes, puis les Cor§QS et les Espagnols. Nous etions au plus 
bas degre de l'echelle. Jo 
It was the mortal horror Bertrand had for weakness and for "tiades 
en tous genresn 37that conditioned his exhortations to a France needful 
of revitalization. As high as were the demands he made on material 
comfort for himself, he did not hesitate to rail against "deux 
FranQaises visiblement amollies et anemiees par le bien-3tre bourgeois 
et les habitudes sedentairesn38 or to announce categorically that 
•pour 1a main-d1 oeuvre ••• le Fran9ais ne vaut rienl"39 MOreover, despite 
France's being on the winning side in the Great War, Bertrand did not 
judge her performance as indicative of any improvement either physical 
or mora1.40 B.r 1'27, he was whipping the old horse with renewed vigor. 
Both the horse and the new program he proposed had become a vast 
abstraction that forecast the coming of his renewed Nietzscheanism. This 
last doctrine had been evident in his thinking as early as 1903, and 
now he found a suitable hour for recapitulation: 
Toutes les maladies sociales qui peuvent assaillir et dissoudre 
un organisme politique se sont abattues a la fois sur nous. Et 
ceux-11 precisement qui avaient assume la mission de nous guArir 
ont encore aggrave le mal, peut-ltre, helasl avec !'illusion de 
bien fairel ns no us ont brises, corps et ames. ns ont enerve 
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notre peuple en l'abusant sur ses p~rogatives, en lui offrant pour 
unique ideal le droit A la paresse, le bien-3tre mesquin du petit 
bourgeois ou du petit employe. 
Si nos ma~tres ont amolli nos corps, ils ont glte nos coeurs par 
les sentimentalites lea plus lasses. Jamais le relichement du 
viscare n 1 aura ete si affligeant ni si ridicule. On se noie dans 
les pleura. Du haut en bas de l'echelle, la contagion gagne. Ceux 
m3mes qui se piquent encore de conserver la tradition nationale sont 
atteints du mime ramollissement que la bourgeoisie degeMree. Les 
coeurs sensibles redeviennent l la mode; et il etait reserve ! notre 
epoque d I instaurer le Cul te larmoyant de la SOuf france humaine: 
aberration incomprehensible qulon attribue faussement au Christianisme, 
car, pour le Chretien, la soutfrance n1est qu'un moyen de sanctifica-
tion, et elle n1 est d1aucun prix si elle ne tend pas au salut et A la 
gloire. A travers les douleurs, le chretien marche ! la gloire comme 
le heros antique. 41 
Ce n1est pas tout; on a perverti nos intelligences en les 
asservissant ! des methodes etrangeres, en leur imposant une pensee 
qui n 1 est pas la n8tre. On nous a inspire une defiance de nous-m3mes 
qui a failli nous steriliser, et, en revanche, une admiration" sans 
bornes pour tout ce qui nous venait des vainqueurs. Nous avons pris 
une attitude de bons el~ves qui tirent vanite des encouragements de 
leurs pedagogues. Le flot des sottises cosmopolites nous submerge. 
Effares devant ce debordement, nous acce~tons au hasard tout ce qu1 on 
nous apporte, resig~s ! tout subir plutOt que de nous contraindre ! 
lier lea deux idees necessaires pour juger cette marchandise et la 
renvoyer ! son lieu d1origine. Comme si ce n1etait pas assez des 
n8tres, nous acceptons toutes les hysterias exotiques, toutes les 
divagations de la folie subjective; nous ouvrons de grands yeux aux 
lueurs troubles des pensees boreales, nous pretons nos oreilles aux 
vagissements informules de musiques et de litteratures dans 11 enfance. 
Ainsi la besogne d1assainissement sera longue; elle exigera de 
nombreuses annees peut-atre. Qu1 importel elle est necessaire, 
inevitable. Il faut 11 entreprendre tout de suite si nous ne voulons 
pas mourir. Embrassons ce fepte propos, non pas seulement pour 
sauver lea n8tres, mais peut-etre aussi avec la lointaine esperance 
que nous serons utiles ! tous les peuples de bonne volonte. Repetons-
nous, afin d1 en ranimer nos espoirs, que la France d1 autrefois fut, 
avant tout, une oeuvre de volonte et qu'ainsi la victoire depend de 
nous, si nous ne faiblissons pas. 42 
Degeneraey ~ government ~ diplomatic agencies. -- Louis Bertrand 
experienced no difficulty in demonstrating the effects of France's internal 
weakness on government officials and especially on the representatives 
abroad of the Third Republic. Inveighing against the inept manoeuvers of a 
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diplomatic resident, he ironically signaled "encore une victoire de la 
diplomatie fran~aisetn43 No less a spokesman than his MOnseigneur Puig 
in f!2~ 44 is made to refer to the "sottise de nos gouvernants" 45 
while his creator blamed a century of administrative protectiveness for the 
"influence &molliente des doctrines altruistes et la bourgeoise quietude1146 
that had led France to smile stupidly into the jaws of her enemies. And 
let the Frenchman flee that "atmosphere de basse politicaillerie ••• et 
voilA que, dans ces pays47 oa il croit etre libre d1agir, il trouve 
embusque le meme monsieur Homais qui espionne son action, il se heurte 
au meme monsieur le Depute et au meme monsieur Lebureau, qui essaient 
d1empecher ou de saboter son oeuvre.a48 In the eleven years from those 
remarks in Devant 11 Islam to his trip to Canada in 1937 to address a 
Gongres des Am8ricains .E.! langue franc;aise, the picture had in no way 
improved for him: "Je laissais derri~re moi une France livree 1 une basse 
demagogie, representee aux yeux de l•&tranger par d1 indignes gouvernants, 
diminuee par des capitulations recentes et toujours sous la menace de 
1' ennemi exterieur. n49 
Paris. -- Not only as the cradle of French liberty, but also on more 
aesthetic grounds, Louis Bertrand frequently referred to Paris in the most 
depreciatory manner. He levied no such consistent attack on any other city 
or region of France. Bertrand found the Parisian to have sufficiently 
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distinctive physical traits to render him recognizable among other Frenchmen: 
,. 
• ••• la fraicheur du teint, le nez qu1 on soup~onnait d1etre un peu court, 
etaient d'une Parisienne •••• 5o Lest that be taken as an isolated reference, 
that turned-up nose, apparently the salient feature of the Parisian 
physiogno~, again made an appearance some seventeen years after the passage 
cited: •joli gar9on, aux joues rases, l la fine moustache et au nez 
retrouss4, i1 se disai t parisien ..... Sl The animal was, therefore, 
recognizable and had only to be studied in its habitat to be understood. 
Before Bertrand the lyc,en had arrived there, however, his impressions had 
been crystallized in a schoolboy experience at Bar-le-Duc: 
Enfin il y avait le clan des Parisians, pauvre et den~ d14Clatt 
·il se composait uniquement de boursiers et de fils de petits 
fonctionnaires que la proximit4 relative de la ville et la modici~ 
invraisemblable de la pension (je crois me souvenir qu1elle ne 
d4passait pas trois cent quatre-vingt-quatorze francs par an) 
avaient d4cid4s a mettre leurs enfants au lYcee de Bar•le-Duc. 
Des le premier abord, je n14prouvai que de 11antipathie pour des 
4trangers: ils 4taient debraill4s, malpropres, vetus de vieux 
uniformes qu1ils usaient jusqu1l la corde. Ils parlaient un argot 
inconnu de moi et ils 4talaient un bag out qui me scandalisai t. 
Enfin, par c et te seule raison qu' ils 'talent Parisi ens, ils 
prenaient des airs de superiorit4 et de gens entendus en toutes 
chases, enfin de malins et de preMiers moutardiers, qui me les 
rendaient insupportable&. Ma d4fiance instinctive a 11,gard de 
Paris et des Parisiens me vient sans doute de 1&. 52 
.. Elsewhere quite another consideration, that of lumiere, played a 
role in his condemnation of a "Paris que je n'ai jamais aime, pour toute 
sorte de raisons et d1 abord par nostalgia des pays de soleil.n53 Ever the 
admirer of Flaubert, Bertrand's citing of that author's reflections on 
Paris and the Revolution doubtless reveals a third despicable aspect of 
the metropolis for him: 
Je connais ma.intenant le fond du Parisien et je fais dans mon 
coeur des excuses aux plus f4roces politiques de 1793. Maintenant 
je les oomprendsl Quelle betisel Quelle ignorance! Quelle 
pr,somptionl Mes compatriotes me donnent 11 envie de vom:i..r ••• 
Ce peuple D&ri te d 1 etre ch&ti& et j 1 ai peur qu' il le so it. 54 
Whatever the source of Bertrand's antipathy, it is continually manifest 
in his depiction of Parisian characters. When don Pra.xedes Iturabal inquires 
of the Roussillonais, Jean Puig, whether Mautoucher, le rival de don Juan, 
-----
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is a Parisian, Puig 1s affirmative reply gives rise to the following 
observation on the Spaniard's part: 11C1est celal C1est cela! ••• 
Il n'est pas comme vousl Il n1est pas caririosol pas affectueux, 1u1.•55 
There appears, to substantiate those diverse bits of animosity, a brief 
sub-section of the posthumously published Cnpuscule that is herewith 
reproduced in its entirety: 
LE PARISIEN 
Un ~lange de blague et de niaiserie sentimentale. La 
conviction que Paris est le centre des lumiAres et le flambeau 
de la civilisation, jointe a une ignorance crasse de 11£tranger 
et a la perseverance routiniere dans lea plus sots prejuges. 
Le Parisien est Bgu sorti et, en tout cas, s 1il a voyag~, n'a 
jamais rien vu •. 5 
It was not, moreover, merely the Parisian that displeased Bertrand; 
the city itself was aesthetically unsatisfactory: 
Notre art franQais, lui, a toutes les d~licatesses de la 
raison classique en face des nalit&s offensantes. Il les tient 
a distance, il les recule dans un majestueux lointain. Pour 
sentir cela avec une pncision qui va jusqu1 au malaise, il faut, 
comme moi, parcourir en 4tranger lea beaux quartiers de Paris, 
les plus riches en belles oeuvres d~coratives, Comme tout cela 
est fin, .Sl.Sgant, nuanc.S et proportionmU Mais, en revanche, 
comme c'est a part, isol~ de tout contact un peu rude, ceremonieux, 
et, si je 11 ose dire, endimanchel Parmi ces superbes ordonnances 
d1 un gout si severe et si sUr, la moindre familiarit~ pa.ra.!trait 
mess,ante. En nul endroit, on ne comprend mieux combien notre 
civilisation est un divertissement couteux et m~lancolique. 51 
French arehi tecture. -- Bertrand considered other aspects of French 
architecture as bourgeois-inspired and lacking the ideal artistr,y of the 
classical tradition. He abhorred the "genre •cate d1Azur1 •••• ce truquage 
pittoresque, ce faux luxe, ce faux style" along with the appearance of 
58 provincial towns that was so 11platement moderne". Similarly disparaged 
were the "morne pompe de notre Louvre"59 and the ''vulgarite" of the caserne 
60 in France. 
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French writers. -- Certain aspects of French literature fared 
rather badly under Louis Bertrand 1 a pen. On the one hand he generalized, 
lamenting the 11po&sies potagarean and 11graces rustiques" of the 
contemporaey French literature. 61 And, refusing to frequent the literary 
courts of Paris, he sneered at the "petits gendelettres arrivistes et 
salonniers":62 
c•,tait plutat 11atmosphere des milieux parisiens qui m1 avait 
indispos.S, des milieux lit~raires surtout. Je venais de 
reprendre contact avec eux pendant quelques semaines et, de plus 
en plus, je m1y &tais senti en dissidence, sinon en hostilit&. 
Je me Npetais m&lancoliqueJaent un mot qui m' avait 'U dit par 
la ma!tresse d' un de mes bons amis, sans doute styl'e par lui: 
"Vous, vousne serez jamais dans le trainl •• " C1.Stait vrail 6 Je n'ai jamais e~ •dans le train". Et je m1en fais gloire. 3 
On the other hand, Bertrand made direct attacks on specific writers, 
especially those of tendances socialisantes. Chief amongst the latter 
was Emile Zola. It will be recalled that Bertrand had been 11envoye en 
diagrace d1Aix-en-Provence a Bourg-en-Bresse, parce qu1il s 1.Stait permis 
de dire a ses &leves son admiration pour Zola11.64 That incident had, 
however, taken place during his brief liberal honeymoon. 65 It has 
already been pointed out how, in a later ~~ the appearance of Zola's 
1)8 
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name on a street sign near the 'glise Saint Jean in Dijon enfuriated him. 
In addition to his determinism and his republican sentiments (doubtless, 
also, his quality as a dreyfusard), Zola's indelicacy made him anathema 
to Bertrand, who cited the author's dedication to Flaubert in a copy of 
L'Assommo~ "A Gustave Flatibert en haine du goatl Emile Zola•. 67 
Bertrand commented: 68 11C1 est ce que nous appellerions du Zola tout crach,.• 
He saw the naturalist writers in general as contributing to the- decline of 
French letters: 1151 j 1avais l .Scrire l'histoire de la litt&rature fran<;aise 
depuis le commencement du xn• si~cle, je la diviserais en trois grandes 
p'riodes: celle de 1' &panouissement avec les romantiques, -- celle du 
dessechement avec les r'alistes et les naturalistes, -- celle de 
l''puisement, qui commence vera 1885 avec les symbolistes.n69 In what 
he concluded to be a great moral decline, Bertrand saw the Zola 
atelier and the Republic as jointly responsible: "Le naturalisme 
triomphait avec la ~publique.n7° 
A second contemporar.r who became the object of Bertrand's scorn 
was, logically enough, Anatole France. Of the latter's Thais, which 
he insisted on comparing unfavorably to 1! Tentation _2! Saint Antoine, 
he said: "Pour moi, 1 1 oe'IIV're de France n1est guere autre chose qu'un 
conte de Voltaire revu par Renan •••• Le recit de France sent le 
bouquin, la poussi~re de bibliotheque. "7l He felt, moreover, 
justified in repeating a "phrase que Brunetiere 'crivait alors dans 
la Revue ~ ~ MOndes, et qu1il a effac'e plus tard de son article 
mis en volume: 1~ Anatole France, ~ g faudra ~ que J.! dise, 
quelque jour, ~!!.! grlces &tudi&es !.!: !!! 'l&gances apprise!!,••. r n 72 
While in the body of Louis Bertrand's work there is no considerable 
amount of literar.y criticism, in considering his negative views on 
French writing, it is not inappropriate to include the following 
judgments: 
Moliere: "Cette gauloiserie, cette 'paisseur de bon sens 
me rebutait." 73 
Corneille and Racine: 
Hrl y-& comme cela, dans nos classiques, de vastes 
espaces, sablonneux et dlserts ou 1 1on cherche vainement 
tme oasis." 74 
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Descartes: "Cet esprit biscornu de polytechnicien brouill' 
avec ie ciel.• 75 . 
Rousseau: "Ne parlons pas d 1un illettr' comme Jean-Jacques 
ni de sa s'quelle d'imb,ciles revolutionnaires.n76 
Mme de Stae1.: 
"Je ne puis m'expliquer une pareille riputation que 
par des raisons politiques et 1 1,ternelle sottise des 
lecteurs et de la critique, leur manque de gout, 
d 1id,es, d'exp'rience, leur incapacit' de juger.n77 
The scandal of Louis Bertrand's begrudging and ill-advised "'loge" 
of a fellow Lorrain, Maurice Barras, when, on the latter's death, he was 
elected to his fauteuil at the Acad,mie Fran~aise in 1925 reverberated 
.. 
until 1947, when Jean Tharaud avenged Barres' honor upon replacing 
Bertrand there. 78 
It is, perhaps, not irrelevant to climax a consideration of 
Bertrand's views on the French writer with the following summary which, 
according to Maurice Ricord, in his preface to !!! Ambassades, were 
discovered by Jane Bertrand, Louis.' sister, amongst his effects: 
1!! gens 2! lettres, 1907-1937 
I Ceux qui avaient quelque chose A dire: Paul AdaD~t Maurice 
Barres, Charles Maurras, Paul Bourget, Fran~ois de Curel, 
Bruneti~re, Lyautey, Emile Baumann, Joachim Gasquet, 
Robert de la Sizeranne; 
II Les sinc~res: Flaubert, Maupassant, Loti, Boylesve, 
Bellesort, Ch,ran, les Tharaud, Pierre Mille, Eugene 
Montfort, Pol Neveux; 
III Les obscuristes: Val,ry, Proust, Ma.lla~, Claudel; 
IV Les esbroufeurs: Montherlant, Bernanos; 
V Les putrides: An~ Gide. 19 
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Germanism~ Lotharingism. -- The riddle of Louis Bertrand's German 
80 
sympathies has already been treated in this study. In his denigration 
of democracy and of the Republic along with many facets of French culture, 
Bertrand made frequent comparisons with Germany, often at the expense 
of France. His death in December 1941 was preceded by a period of 
\ 
scepticism in the first dark years of World War II that led him finally 
to a retrenchJIIent in his nature as a Lorrain or in what he termed 
"Lotharingism". He was, thereby, saved from a defection to Germany, 
the dishonor of being overtly declared a traitor after that conflict 
and of being "radie" from the lists of the Acad~mie. 
Louis Bertrand's analysis of Lorraine's position after the Franco-
Prussian War already reveals the egoism of his attitude: 
en nous adjurai t de nous retourner vers la Germanie victorieuse, 
on tachait de nous d~cider non seulement par la flatterie, rnais par 
la contrainte et en usant · contre nous des moyens les plus brutaux. 
Rien n'y faisait. Nous nous obstinions dans notre volonte. Mais 
nous pensions que cette souffrance volontaire nous donnait le droit 
de porter un jugement sur la France, comme sur 11Allema.gne. Nous 
n1 ~tions pas des Fran~ais comme lea autres. Noua ~tiona ! part, 
puisque nous vi vions sepans de la ME\re-patrie. Du lieu de notre 
exil, nous croyions la voir mieux, en tout cas nous la voyions 
autrement que les Fran~ais non separ~s. Cette France, a laquelle 
nous entendions rester fid~les, nous voulions qu 1elle tat digne 
de notre amour et de tout ce que nous endurions pour elle. Elle 
devait pouvoir soutenir la comparaison avec nos mattres passagers. 
L'Allemand etait chez nous: nous le voyions A l'oeuvre. Alors, 
inquiets, nous disions aux notres par-des sus la frontiere: "VoilA 
ce qu1ils fontl Et vous, que faites-vous, pour vous defendre et 
pour nons racheter? ••• n Nous avions le sentiment que la France, 
n'etant pas sans cease, comme nous, sur le qui-vive, ignorait le 
guet-apens qui se preparait. Faisait-elle, d1ailleurs, ce qu1il 
fallait pour Nsister! 1 1 ennemi? Avait-elle m@me le sens de 
11 ennemi? Etai t-elle decidee 1 maintenir son rang de grande 
nation? ••• Et, de constater trop souvent l'inconscience ou la 
faiblesse des notres, cela nous etait un mortel chagrin. Certes 
nos parents ne me laissaient rien voir de leurs angoisses. Mais 
je le devinais, je lea exagerais peut-etre. En tout cas, ce 
sentiment de l 1 insouciance fran~aise a e~ une des tristesses qui 
ont le plus assombri mea jeunes annees. 81 
The memoirs written between 1939 and 1941 and entitled Crepuscule 
contain two paragraphs that reveal to what extent that precarious 
attitude had evolved during France's darkest days: 
LO'IHARINGISME 
Plus je vieillis plus je me sens .foncierement Lorrain, c 1 est-
A-dire ni tout a fait Fran<;ais, ni le moins du monde Allemand, 
bien que nous ayons avec nos voisins de 1 1Est quelques analogies 
de caractere. Nous avons le goftt de la force, de la tenue, du 
d'corum. tant ext,rieur que moral, du ctSremonial et de la 
c'remonie. Nous sommes des realistes en opposition avec la 
sentimentali~ fran<;aise. Notre gouaille, souvent dure et 
cruelle, se distingue nettement de la blague et de 1 1esprit 
boulevardier, comrne d 1ailleurs, de la galejade ~ridionale. 
Nous sommes mefiants, lents A esperer. Notre solidi~ n 1est 
pas exempte de lourdeur. Nous acceptons la discipline, nous 
sommes, au fond, des conservateurs. Cela nous rapproche des 
Allemands. Et cependant nous gardons un fonds d 1ind,pendance, 
d 1individualisme, qui nous en eloigne. Nos dues 'taient 
princes souverains, ayant leur (!Uant-A-soi, leurs petits 
embarras de protocole et de preseance. 
Je retrouve beaucoup de tout cela chez les plus notoires 
de mea compatriotes, chez Lyautey, chez Barres, chez Fran<;ois 
de Curel. Si nous strvons la France, nous voulons qu1 elle 
nous fasse honneur. ts2 
There is, to be sure, considerably more evidence of Louis Bertrand 1 s 
tepid loyalty to France (or was it more specifically to the Republic?). 
His comparison of the Wacht!:!! Rhein to "notre frivole Marseillaise" is 
worthy of note: "Celle-ci, ce n 1est que le tocsin de l•&meute. Cella-11, 
c'est 1 1appel grave et quasi religieux de la profonde patrie allemande.~83 
Of the Metz of 1907 he w rote: nc I etai t toujours le coup au coeur que j e 
recevais en rentrant dans ce cher pays: la tristesse de cons tater que la 
tenue de leurs soldats 1 1 emportent sur celle des nStres, que leur nombre 
etait superieur ! celui de nos troupes de l'Est •• a~ 
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Bertrand's impression of the 1935 Reichsparteitag in NiUr.nberg is 
telling: 
C''tait enorme et colossal et cela restait grandiose. Pas 
trace de vulgari 1:.1, rien qui rappel&t le debraille, la grossi~ret6 
bruyante de nos r6unions dU!ocratiques. 8.5 
Nous 'tions la quelques Fra~ais qui regardions, le coeur serr4 
et pourtant bouleverses par la beaut6 d1un tel spectacle. Et 
nous nous dis ions: "Pourquoi ne voi t-on rien de pareil chez nous? 
••• Ces multitudes, cette discipline, cette unanjmit6 surtout qui 
donne 1 1 idee d1une force invincible! ••• • 86 
His tight-rope walk after that festival of National Socialism again 
reveals a state of indecision dangerously skirting treason: 
Et ainsi nous ne nous trouvons absolument chez nous ni d'un 
co~ ni de 1 1autre. Nous avons trop souffert de 1 1Allemagne 
pour 1 1 aimer. Nous avons beaucoup souffert aussi de la France 
et pour la France. Nous lui avons donne notre coeur avec notre 
sang. Le lien entre nous semble bien indissoluble. Et pourtant 
nous restons tirailles entre deux influences contraires. Nous 
instituons une perp6tuelle comparaison entre nos compatriotes 
de 1 1ouest et nos voisins de 1 1est. Le reste de la France ignore 
la peine cruelle qu' est souvent pour nous cette comparaison. 87 
A final judgment of Louis Bertrand's patriotic loyalties is not 
within the province of this study'. An attempt has been made, however, 
to demonstrate the extent to which his dissatisfaction with France had 
infiltrated his writirg. It would appear in the light of such strong 
evidence that Bertrand did not conceive of France, any more than of 
Spain or Italy, as that leading power that might set an example for 
latinit6. Again, however, such a conclusion would be precarious. 
Influenced as they were by contemporar,y pressures, the negative 
observations revealed so far in this chapter need not, for all their 
apparent finality, outwe~:the body of some positive, deeply rooted, 
emotional tie with France. 
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Positive Aspects 
Notwithstanding his continued expression of extreme dissatisfaction 
with certain weaknesses of contemporary France, the evidence of Louis 
Bertrand's faith in the superiority of French civilization within 
latinit~ is overwhelming. With respect to the violent nature of those 
opinions which would seem to negate such a possibility, some explanation 
may be derived from a consideration of personality configurations: 
Il pr~tait facilement 1 un double jugement. Des hommes 
corpulents il avai t les deux aspects: tan tot 11 exub~rance, la 
virulence, 1 1 exc~s; tantat 1a bonhomie accompag~t une courtoisie 
minutieuse et ~ malice ,2,! g prenai t plaisir. 
The dichoto~ of temperament alluded to serves to help render possible, 
credible, and comprehensible a prevailingly pro-French attitude even 
in the wake of those certainly negative aspects already considered in 
this study. Jean Tharaud, in his discours ~ noeption at the Acad~mie 
FranQaise, provides further supporting evidence: 
6et ho:mme qui, lorsqu1 on le connaissait mal, donnait facilement 
1 1impression d'un violent, quelque peu incivil, y apparait 
profond~ment bon et sensible, d1une humanit~, d 1 une d~licatesse 
exquise, entet4 certes dans ses id~es et souvent peu aima.ble 
pour ses eontradicteurs, mais. courageux, toujours fid~le ! ses 
pens4es, 1 ses amis, orgueilleux, vaniteux peut-Gtre, mais avec 
tant d1 ing~nuitel et finalement reconnaissant A la vie, qui 
l'avait deQu CQmme nous tous, et d'autant plus qu'il en avait 
tant attendu. ij9 
The relation of Bertrand's double identity in matters temperamental to 
his political sentiments toward France could be assumed; but there is, 
moreover, the following statement made by Louis Bertrand llimself in 1939 
with reference to the Middle Eastern trip begun on April 12, 19o6: 
Ce dont j 1 ~tais le plus content, c 1 £tai t de partir, de quitter 
1a France. Je me persuadais que j 1 etais d~goute de mon pays, alors 
mis~rablement sombn dans des querelles d 1 anticl~ricalisme et dans les 
contradictions d1une politique peureuse et incoherente qui nous 
ramenai t encore une fois sous la vassali te de 11 Angleterre. Et 
pourtant, je finis toujours par conclure que je ne suis bien qu1en 
France, et, s'il fallait vivre l l'etr~er, j 1 emporterais ma 
patrie A la semelle de mes souliers. 90 
It remains to be demonstrated that the pro-French sentiments of 
Louis Bertrand, largely centered in French culture, were more vigorous 
than his irate protestations, largely against the Republic. In the 
light of his patriotic expatiations, it will be possible to examine 
the position he granted to France relative to the other Latin nations 
and to determine to what extent Spain and Italy were seen by him as 
sharing the shadowy portion of latinite's chiaroscuro. 
The.,!~~!:!!!. ancien regime. -- ~or Louis Bertrand, the superior 
cast of French civilization originated with the seventy-three year 
reign of Louis XIV: 
Il a fait beaucoup plus: il a factonne nos ames, notre 
sensibilite, notre intelligence. Nos ames sont res~es 
h'roiques et douces comme celles de son temps, comme la sienne. 
Notre sensibilite est restee sociable comme alors. Nous avons 
besoin de sentir, de nous attendrir et de nous exalter en 
commun, et nous avons le meme besoin de pensee claire, 
methodique et ordonnee que sea grands prosateurs. Notre 
conception democratique de la vie vient de lui: une carriere 
ouverte l tous les talents, une hierarchie 0~ le merite personnel 
doit primer la naissance. Les relations mondaines sont pour nous 
ce qu' elles etaient pour lui et ses courtisans. La France, au 
meilleur sens du mot, est toujours le salon qu' il a voulu qu' elle 
fUt, et dont il installa le mod~le dans son Versailles. Et ainsi, 
! constater toutes ces survivances et cette empreinte profonde 
laissee dans les moeurs et 11 &me meme de mon pays, j. en arri vai 
! considerer Louis XIV comme le type representatif du Franc;ais, 
comme le delegue de la France devant le Conseil des si~cles et 
des na. tions. 91 
That superiority in culture was related, moreover, to purity, to the 
resistance instinctively set in motion against concepts originating 
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outside the national frontiers: "La conscience nationale proteste contre 
cette intrusion d'id~es et de sentiments rebelles au g'nie de la race.n92 
Within latinit,, the preeminence of the French could be explained by a 
subtle racial distinction; since, in the FrenCh, "le vieux fond celtique 
persiste toujoursn, the result came to be that "l'esprit fran~ais est 
une forme raffi~e et aristocratique du latinismen.93 With respect to 
art, Louis Bertrand stressed both the seventeenth century classical 
inheri tance,·and the Gallic admixture of refinement and mesure to 
demonstrate the distinction of French over Spanish and Italian forms: 
Le premier caractere de 11esprit classique fran~ais est d1etre 
d' abord scrupuleux sur la matiere de son art. Le fond doit ~tre 
copieux, opulent, magnifique; mais il doit etre solide surtout. 
A cette probit' du fond, se reconnait le natural positif et 
raisonnable de notre race. c•est en c ela que nous diff,rons 
litt~rairement des Espagnols et des Italiens: c eux-ci, trop 
'pris des fioretti de 1 1imagination, qui se perdent dans les 
jeux de 11esprit et qui s 1amusent aux enluminures; ceux-1! 
qui, m3me dans leur amour pour un r'alisme brutal, ne savent 
point se d'fendre contre les hableries grandiloquentes et 
vaines. De la vient que notre art classique s'est alimen~ 
surtout de lieux communs parce que les lieDx communs sont comme 
les ~servoirs ou aboutissent et se d~posent les grands courants 
de la vie. Ce sont les tnsors in,puisables de la nali t' 
humaine. 94 
Louis Bertrand's theor.r concerning the nature and origins of French 
superiority within latini~ has been set forth am an example of how that 
theor,y was applied to one aspect of Latin civilization has been provided 
as evidence of his procedure in relegating Spain and Italy to an 
inferior rank within the hierarchy. Confidence in French supremac.y 
is so abundantly observable everywhere in Bertrand's works that the 
choice of evidence becomes an onerous one. The remainder of this chapter 
will concern itself with a demonstration supported by the most concrete 
and the most significant examples available of that doctrine, as well as 
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with the consequent position of Spain and Italy. 
The superior refinements 2£ France. -- Upon considering Louis 
Bertrand's glowing satisfaction with French mores, manners, and the 
Gallic men tali t~, his acid criticism of endemic weakness of character 
in France revealed already under "Negative Aspects" would become 
virtually incomprehensible were not his dual personality a feasible 
factor, and were not his praise directed largely at refinements which 
he appreciated and which he felt need not be disposed of, but rather 
should be undergirded through the cult of more vigorous traits. His 
remarks concerning various traits and qualities of the French people 
include the following: 
(1) Education, intellect, and civilisation: 
11Chacun reconnut toute 1a finesse de 1' esprit franc;ais 
et parisien." 9S 
11C1 est aussi que nul pays d1 0rient n1est plus p&n,tr4 
et travaill~ par 11esprit europ,en--je devrais dire 
11esprit catholique et franc;ais.• 96 
11Les Syrians cultiv&s nous s'duisent ooanmoins, nous 
autres Franc;ais, par une facult~ assez peu commune chez 
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lea autres levantines: le sens litt~raire. Sans doute 
l''ducation franQaise qu1ils ant rec;ue y est pour beaucoup.n97 
"Sans doute elle est aussi instruite qu1aimable, car 
elle est ancienne 'l~ve d'Auteuil, si j 1ai bonne memoire.n98 
11J 1 insiste sur ce qu1il y a de meilleur en nous, sur ce 
qui explique nos sup&riQrit's intellectuelles et notre 
oeuvre civilisatrice." ~~ 
(2) Simplicity and common sense:: 
11Je suis gai, moi, je suis ProvenQal ••• j 1 aime mieux 
un simple roman d1Alphonse Daudet que tous vos sacr6s 
auteurs socialistes, anarchistes, nihilistes, vos Russes, 
vos Allemands, vos Nor~giens.n 100 
"Louis XIV, c1est, avec le r~alisme latin, la mesure 
et le bon sens fran~ais." 101 
11Par-dessus tout, il a le bon s ens et la mesure du 
Fran~ais. tt 102 
"Le bon sens franQais, le lib~ralisme inn~ de notre 
race, sauront-ils trouver un temp~rament entre deux 
oppressions contraires?" 103 
"Je m'acheminais vers une conception plus juste de 
notre France ancestrale, la vraie, celle de toujours l 
travers lea changements de r4gime, la France raisonnable, 
sage, et forte." 104 
(3) Cordiality and chi valey: 
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"Et ainsi cette r'union qui s 1annonQait plutSt orageuse 
finit dans les effusions d'une cordialit~ toute proven~ale.nl05 
"Louis XIV, en bon FranQais, crut plus chevaleresque de 
prendre le parti de l1 oppr~ et de ne point trahir la cause 
d1un homme qui ~tait son hote." 106 
(4) Conciliatory leadership: 
11Mais MOurrassin, en sa qualit~ de Marseillais, s 1interposa 
entre les deux camps ennemis." 107 
11D1ailleurs accout~s, Chez eux, aux pires brutalit4s 
repressives ••• ils se riraient des adjurations conciliatrices 
et de la douceur franQaise ••• n 108 
(5) Refinement, d~licatesse and correction: 
"De jeunes effendis fort correctement habill4s A la 
derniare mode de Paris." 109 
"On ne voit pas sortir de nos ports ces exodes nombreux 
de touriste [sic) que 11Allerna.gne, l 1Wrique, l'Angleterre 
d4versent continuellement sur les deux rives de la M6diterran4e. 
Mais j 1 ose le dire, la qualit~, chez nous, remplace la 
quantit4.• 110 
"Les &laves de 11Ecole fran9aise, gens de gout.n111 
"Rencontrer une femme pareille, dans ce milieu de banalit4 
cosmopolite, une femme de sa race, qui le comprenai t, qui 
partageait ses goats, qui avait voyag~ ••• • 112 
•Nos maisons bourgeoises et mime aristocratiques 
pr4f~rent cacher leur opulence: le dedans en vaut mieux 
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que le dehors. De lA cet amusant prejuge, si repa.ndu parmi 
les ~ridionaux, que les FranQais sont des avares. Mais au 
fond de cette mesquinerie apparente, il y a toujours la peur 
de se faire remarquer et, encore une fois, de depasser 
l'alignement.• 113 
•oette musique de nagre est quelque chose d1abrutissant. 
Je m'etonne que les petites FranQaises que j 1ai aperQues 
tout A l 1heure sur 1e pont, si fines, si spirituelles, puissant 
se regaler, comme les Levantines, de ce divertissement 
grassier." 1.14 
( 6) Bravery and the man1.y virtues: 
"Il ecoutera la leQon exaltante du passe, et il verra 
se dresser devant lui ••• toutes les vertus viriles de notre 
race.• 115 
(7) Generosity: 
"Ses sentiments trop franQais, trop gen&reu:x, d'huma.nite•ll6 
"Se repent-il d1avoir ete, comme notre France insoucieuse, 
bonne jusqu1111oubli de soi-me:me, genereuse jusqu1au 
dentiment.• 117 
"La generosite franQaise et cbretienne ••• n118 
(8) Honesty: 
"Le nom mi• de notre nation est devenu synonyms de 
franchise. Nous avons horreur de la ruse, du mensonge, 
de 1a perfidie. Nous croyons 1 la parole donnee.• 119 
"Nous sommes les Francs, c'est-A-dire des hommes de 
verite, de sincerite, de fidelite.• 120 
~ superiority of..!:!:!!. French over non-Latin peoples. -- Louis Bertrand's 
negative reaction to the world outside latinite has already been treated.121 
It was his wont to demonstrate frequently the superiority of his awn 
countr,r by contrasting some facet of its civilization with a corresponding 
aspect of the non-Latin world. 
Concerning Greece, he condescendingly remarked that "Ath~nes n1est 
une capitale que de nom. Pour nous Franctais c1 est une charmante ville 
de province, oa nous aaluons au passage les memes types connus et pr'vus 
que dans un de nos chefs-lieux de d'partement, A l'heure de la musique.n122 
He saw there, too, an Acropolis that would be displeasing in the refined 
d'cor of a Parisian avenue l2.3and polychromed statues that ruffled the 
sensitivity of the French e.ye, "adcoutum& l des nuances plus savantes 
ou l des techniques plus raffin,es.•124 For the French Mme Christomanos 
of ~ Bains ~ Phalere, the effusiveness of the Greeks at a reception 
was repulsive;12S she took her coffee, moreover, "l la FRANCA" (sic] 
and in her room, finding her Hellenic co-clients at the coffee house 
disgusting.126 
As.for Isl~ he confessed that the only aspect of it that 
concerned him was that which "nos meeurs et nos id&es ont plus ou moins 
influenc' et transfor~.•127 He was convinced that the weakness of tbe 
Moslems might be made to yield under the propitious forces of French 
education.128 And when he compared their lack of cleanliness to that 
found in the old quarter of Marseilles, he was quick to add that "nous 
sommes encore bien loin de compte. La richesse des fanges orientales, 
la puissance et la concentration de leurs miasmas est assur£ment 
incomparable. n129 The Arabic language came out a poor second to French 
in the Middle East, according to his observations·: 
Vis-a-vis de leurs dialectes vulgaires, nos langues modernes --
franctais principalement -- joue l peu pNS le mame role que, durant 
tout le moyen age, le latin, vis-A-vis de nos patois locaux. Ils 
essaient bien d1exprimer, en arabe ou en turc lit~raire, les 
conceptions de la pens&e contemporaine. 130 
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Aligning Americans with the maligned Moslems, Bertrand bewailed the 
incomprehension of French literar,y skills amongst the unenlightened: 
Causez de notre litt~rature avec des Americains ou des Levantins 
instruits, vous serez 4tonn's de leur incomprehension de tout ce 
qui est proprement franvais dans un de nos livres. Les qualit's 
de forme leur 'chappent. Les intentions de l'auteur leur sont 
indiff4rentes. 131 
Marveling at the splendor of the librar,y of the director at the American 
College of Beirut, he found himself forced to conclude that the cellular 
headquarters of the rival French Jesuit college was, after all, nearer 
the spirit of the Scriptures.132 Elsewhere, Bertrand's description of 
the disgust experienced by his perfectly correct French hero over the 
lengthily described drunken actions of a pair of intoxicated young 
American diplomats turns out to be a descent into pure chauvinistic 
bil 133 ge. 
Louis Bertrand singled out the Russian visitors on the Riviera as 
lacking any semblance of good manners, contrasting them with one Mme 
Henri Germain: "Elle repr4sentait, tant par elle-meme que par son 
entourage, quelque chose de l'ger, de distingu' et de charmant, et, en 
face de toutes les Notres-Dames-du-Sleeping-Car debarqu4es de leur 
Mllscovie natale, 1 1esprit de la France dans ce qu'll a de plus solide 
et de plU8 s'duisant, et meme, tout simplement, le bon sens et la raison 
du terroir. nl.34 Comparing Turgenev with Tolstoi and Dostoievsky, he was 
able to judge the former superior on the grounds anticipated: nJe 
retrouve chez 1le bon Moscove' exactement les memes ames, les m3mes types 
que chez ses deux 'mules. Seulement son cosmopolitisme, sa culture 
fran~aise surtout, 1 1ont 'leve au-dessus de la mentalite russe, lui ont 
permis de juger ses compatriotes, de prendre conscience de leurs tares 
et de leur barbarie." 13S 
1.$1 
Similarly, a penetration of Bertrand's anti-Semitism could be effected 
only where he could envision a Jewr,y utilizable for purely chauvinistic 
ends: 
Malg~ ces vilains c8t,s, les Jeunes-Juifs rneritent cependant 
que nous en fassions cas. Ils sont parmi les meilleurs ~ducateurs 
et les meilleurs propagateurs de 1a langue fran~aise, qui soient 
en Orient •••• Ne consid,rons, dans le Jeune-Isra~lite, que les 
services qu'il rend ! la France. Quelles que soient done ses 
arriere-penstSes, il est certain que, dans les pays du Levant, il 
contribue, pour sa part, A 11illustration de la langue franyaise, 
et, par cons~quent, dans une certaine mesure, au m.a.'intenu de notre 
influence. 1.36 
~ superiority of ~ FrenCh ~ other Latin peoples. -- Louis 
Bertrand further sustained his depiction of French supremaa,y in a series 
of allusions prejudicial to the other nations of latinit~.137 Again 
the origins of French superiority are fixed in the century of Louis-le-
Grand: "En fait de luxe, de beauU, de raffinements et de modes, on 
'clipserait 11Espagne et l'Italie, les deux pays qui, jusque La, avaient 
servi de mod~les A tout le reate de l'Europe."1.38 It is that same 
Datural supereminence that causes the twentieth centur,y sevillanos of 
Le Rival~~~ to look upon Bertrand's young French heroes as though 
they were descended from Mars in an episode as illogical, artificial, 
and ridiculously nationalistic as can be imagined: 
De tous les· points de la salle, des tetes se tourna.ient vers 
eux, surtout vers Jean Puig. Les femmes d'visageaient ce beau 
jeune homme qui se dressai t ainai, au-dessus de la foule, les yeux 
ardents, le front illumin,, comme s 1il concentrait en lui pour les 
repandre toutes les ardeurs et tous les fougueux espoirs du chant 
de libe~l 
Une rumeur circulait: nee sont des FranQaisl ce sont des 
FranQaisl" Jean cria: - Vive la France! 
Une immense ovation lui r6pondit. 139 
While such an ebullient reaction on the part of Spaniards toward the French 
is unlikely in the extreme, especially in conservative Seville, l40 
there is no malice intended toward them on Bertrand's part. As a foil 
to claims of French d~licatesse, however, he subsequently depicted:'& 
Spanish "joie tr~s sp~ciale et qui peut-3tre nous ferait peur, A nous 
autres Fran~aisn.l4l For all his exhortations to "retremper dans la 
barbarien, 142Bertrand, in fact, set a high price on French refinement; 
his ·baleful protest that he had been "misunderstood" by the Spanish, 
who did not take kindly to the picture of them he painted in his work, 
is not without its humorous side: 
On ne voudra pas voir 11 ~loge que je f ais du caractere et du 
temp~rament espagnols. D'ailleurs, je me suis plac~ pour cela 
1 un point de vue fran~ais, que les Espagnols ne peuvent point 
admettre, ou dont ils ne se soucient pas. J' ai exalt~ la rudesse, 
la vigueur physique, l 1activite, 11esprit positif de nos voisins, 
et, partout dans la plupart de mes livres, j 1ai pr~sente ces Latins 
bien portants et riches d'avenir comme des mod~les pour nos 
Fran~ais. Lea Espagnols, qui jugent ces qualites inf~rieures et 
qui d1ailleurs en ont! revendre, se montrent fort peu sensibles 
! ce genre de louange.143 · 
In two volumes dedicated to Philip II, whom he considered the 
greatest Spaniard of all time, was there no evidence of national 
int~ret on Bertrand's part to mitigate the praise accorded a non-French 
hero? Even there, after two hundred pages of seemingly unselfish 
eulogy, France makes a last minute hero's appearance, reinforced with 
a pair of encores: "Son grand modele, qu 1 il aura sans c esse sous les 
yeux, jusqu' A l' heure de sa mort, c 1 est saint Louis de France. nl44 How 
conveniently, thereafter, he associated Philip's religious wars with the 
fate of France: "Comment s 1 ~tonner que Philippe II ait si ~nergiquement 
combattu le protestantisme, s 1il voyait dans ses progres non seulement 
une cause d'anarchie pour la France, mais de d~membrement ••• u145 
15.3 
Where Italians enter the scene, there is a similar display of 
upstaging. If the Italian girls of L1Invasion found their male 
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compatriots repulsive, there was a solution to their dilemma at hand: 
--Moi, je suis de l'avis de rna soeur, qui est femme de 
chambre, 1 Arles, chez M. le marquis de Rouqueyroll ••• Savez-
vous ce qu' elle di t? ••• El.le dit qu1 elle ne se mariera jamais 
qu1avec un FranQais, parc,1_gue lea FranQais, au moins, ne battent pas leurs damesl ~1 
A principal theme of that same work was the contrast of the French 
Emmanuel with Marguerite's Italian husband Cosmo: "Elle savait 
seulement que la d'licatesse d1ime d1Emmanuel lui faisait para1tre 
plus ~pugnante la brutalitt§ de Cosmo.n148 Another Italian of L' Invasion, 
Attilio, abjures the company of his fellow countrymen out of disdain for 
"le r4gal de ces gens grossiers8 ;because he is "dejA gatt§ par le bien-
$tre de France."149 And, of course, the chromatics of racial egoism 
make their appearance in Bertrand's hymn of praise to France: 
Emmanuel et son compagnon se confondirent parmi la foule, 
la grande foule houleuse et bigarree de 1 1 invasion i talienne, 
ou sonnaient tous les dialectes de la Peninsula. De loin en 
loin, quelques ProvenQaux de pure race, reconnaissables 1 la 
finesse de leurs traits et 1 la jolie couleur blonde de leurs 
moustaches, coudoyaient les gars du Piemont, aux pommettes 
rouges et A l'encolure de taureaux.l50 
Still in L' Invasion, there is the patronizing super-patriotism of the 
abbe Carlavan, who, in suggesting to Marguerite that her children be 
turned over to a home for the·underprivileged, warned her that he had 
one inflexible rule: "C'est que j 1en ferai des ch~tiens et des 
Francrais. nl5l It will be clear, then, that in that novel of Louis 
Bertrand which is most Italian in 1 ts orientation, the disparagement 
of Italy is not undertaken without a corresponding aggrandizement of 
France. 
1.$4 
There is, too, a prevailing patriotic smugness in Bertrand's 
picture of Italy engaged in hostilities during World War I in which he 
bestows his patronizing approval on the Italian press: 
La ~serve de ce peup1e grave ne se d~ment point, la correction 
est parfaite. Mais, dans tous les regards, brille un ~clair 
d'orgueil. (Dans] l'ardeur belliqueuse de la presse ••• on ne dit 
plus: "Nos soldats", mais "nos h~ros", i nostri eroi. 
(Reconnaissons, d' ailleurs, que nous-m3~s nous aVO'iiS un peu abus~ 
de ces mots sonores ! propos des "victoires" de nos aviateurs; il 
est bien juste que le voisin ait ses h'ros, lui aussil) 1$2 
It is perhaps with a view to the solidarity of latinite, but certainly 
with considerable thought of French security, that Bertrand reflects, 
in an opportunistic vein, on Italy's role in that same conflict: 
"Marne s 1 ils ne le voulaient pas, ils seraient encore oblig~s de marcher 
avec noust c'est pour eux une question de vie ou de mort.•153 
The ideal visual perspectives ~ France. -- To effect his homage to 
France, Louis Bertrand drew from still another source. The exterior 
world, the visual medium for which he had expressed an especial 
affinity,154 offered him a point of departure for further contrasting 
his own country- with other nations, particularly those of latinit~. 
Some examples of his disparagement of Spanish and I tal ian national 
monuments' have already been cited in this stu~. 155 It will be seen 
presently that in a significant number of those depreciatory passages, 
concerning both monuments-and landscapes, the black limelight he utilized 
had a contrastingly beneficent effect on France. There was, in fact, 
scarcely any non-French aspect of the Mediterranean shore, the particular 
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subject of his canvas, that did not suffer when he compared it to a similar 
aspect of France. 
In Egypt, Bertrand found that "le FranQaiS qui tombe brusquement 
dans l'aridi~ ~ridionale ne se console point, quoi qu'il dise, d1avoir 
perdu ses plaines et ses montagnes herbeuses, les pares de ses Chateaux, 
et toutes les gentillesses bocag~res de son canton.nl56 At Bethlehem, 
seen in an otherwise favorable light: "Cette terre, o~ je suis, fut un 
fief de France. Un lourd Flama.nd y Ngna. Sans doute, le baron qui 
tenai t Bethl,em dans sa mouvance devai t ~priser bien haut ce sol 
infertile, regretter ses bois, ses prairies et sea champs de la-bas."l57 
His excursion to Jericho was made on a very good road, one, in fact, 
"presque aussi bien entretenue que nos routes franQaises.•158 
With Spain and Italy, considered singly or together, Bertrand's 
comparisons and contrasts are particularly remarkable for the frequent 
chauvinistic light they throw on his preferences there: 
(1) Barcelona: 
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"Partout, a Barcelone, on se heurte a des r'miniscences 
parisiennes. Ces r'miniscences sont fort d'plaisantes, comme 
tout ce qui est pastiche ou contrefaQon. ~s longtemps, les 
Ramblas ont affich' la p~tention d'imiter nos boulevards: 
pr,tention par bonheur impuissante. Mais il y a pis: le pare 
et le Salon de San Juan sont tns manifestement inspir&s de 
nos Champs-EljSies.--r.r n'y manque mime pas, au fond de la 
perspective, une vell,it& d'arc de triomphe. La Plaza Real 
est une d'duction, d' ailleurs charmante, de notre jardin --aii 
Palais-Royal. Barcelone, connne Paris, a sa colonne de Juillet 
dans le monument de Colomb, sa Maison dor~, son chemin de 
fer de ceinture, son MOntmartre, qui s 1appelle le ParellelG (sic).•lS~ 
(2) Barcelona and Catalonia: 
11Si Barcelone et la Catalogne espagnole nous paraissent si belles 
au premier aspect, c1est que nous y arrivons d'ja &merveill's 
et p~par&s a nous &merveiller davantage par toutes lea 
beaut's franQaises, qui s 16chelonnent pendant des lieues entre 
le Rhone et lea Pyr6n,es.• 16o 
(3) Escorial: 
"Louis XIV eut une inspiration non moins heureuse pour 
Versailles et Marly." 161 
"Mais rapproch' de Versailles, 1 1Escorial para!trait 
lourd et brutal. Sur les assises formidables de son sous-sol, 
le Palais du Roi de France dresse un l'ger et prestigieux 
d'cor de f'erie.• 162 
(4) Retiro: 
"Mais le pare, surtout dans sa partie ancienne, qui 
rappelle Versailles et notre Luxembourg, vaut 11honneur 
d'une visite.K 163 
(5) Cathedrals of Leon and Oviedo: 
"Si elles sont d'un grand in~~t pour le critique d'art 
et l'arch,ologue, [elles] 'tonneront moins le voyageur fran~ais habitu' aux splendeurs des notres.• 164 
(6) San Ildefonso: 
11Entre deux corps de logis, une abside en saillie, 
flanqu'e de deux campaniles, une coupole centrale surmont4e 
d' une lanterne 'lanc'e et d 1 une longue fleche, genre Escorial, 
mais temp'r' de gout fran~ais et comme humanis,.nl65 
(7) Pardo Palace: 
"Plus je le regarde et plus je me convaincs que ce petit 
palais du Pardo est un T'ri table mus'e du style Restauration, 
le plus complet et le plus original que je connaisse, --un 
style tout fran~ais d'ailleurs.n166 
(8) Aranjuez: 
11Pour cela, il faut d' abord traverser le g rand parterre, 
qui se d'ploie comme un tapis ! ramages sous les fenetres du 
Palais -- le Parterre, avec une majuscule, 'legance fran~aise 
introduite par les Bourbons et gui se retrouve dans toutes 
leurs creations espagnoles." 167 
"Ma.is je sens bien que cela est voulu, que c 1 est une 
concession! la couleur locale et qu'en ~alit,, je suis ! 
Versailles ou A Fontainebleau.•168 
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( 9) The walls of Avila: 
"Cela donne assurement un caractere tres particulier a la 
ville. Mais c 1 est massif et dur A 11 oeU, sans rien des 
beautes architecturales qui rehaussent les re~grts 
d1Aiguesmortes, ou de la cite de Carcassonne." 9 
(10) The Pyrenees: 
"1es plus beaux aspects sont sur le versant fran~ais. nl70 
(11) Variety of scenery:. 
11 Mais ce sont la (Spain) de violentes oppositions. Chez 
nous, les transitions sont plus harmonieusement menagees et 
elles se degradent en une serie presque infinie de nuances.nl71 
(12) Spanish Renaissance religious sculpture: 
ncertes, elle ne peut se comparer au grand art idealiste 
de nos imagiers de Chartres, d'Amiens, ou de Reims.nl72 
*** 
(1) Rome: 
"Le mois dernier, a Rome, du haut des terrasses du Palatin, 
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je me posais la meme question, convaincu, au fond, que, decidement, 
c1etait Rome qui 1 1 emportait. Sans doute le soleil italien 
produisait ce mirage, aide encore par le mirage de 11histoire. 
Mais, aujourd 1hui, la lumiere de Paris, vaut celle de lA-bas. 
Nos ombrages sont plus beaux. Cette nappe de verdure toute 
gonflee des s~ves du printemps qui se deploie au milieu des 
statues, des jets d'eau et des colonnades et qui se perd dans 
les lointains de 1' avenue triomphale, ils n 1 ont rien de pareill 
Rome est colossale, mais Paris l'est plus encore.n 173 
( 2) Romanesque ruins: 
"Si 1 1 on veut savoir ce que fut ce bel art roman dans sa 
fleur premi~re, conune dans son epanouissement, c1 est aux 
antiques sanctuaires de notre Midi qu'il faut le demander. 
Aucun pays ne poss~de une telle abondance d'edifices romans, ••• nl74 
(3) Roman (and Toledan) architecture: 
11Loin des poussiares et des fumees de Paris, il a la joie et 
la luminosite des palais italiens. C1est une couleur et un 
eclat que 11 on ne voi t que U.: il est blanc et mauve, alors que 
les architectures de Rome ou de Tolade sont d1un jaune dore et 
roussi." 175 
(4) Spanish and Italian patios: 
"Ce n'est pas la blancheur lumineuse des patios espagnols 
et mauresques, avec les dentelles l leurs stucages et les 
couleurs vives de leurs fa!ences, ni le faste decoratif 
et un peu pes ant des palais i taliens, m.a.is c 1 est quelque 
chose de tres original aussi et de plus char.mant peut-3tre.nl76 
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(5) Spanish and Italian scenery: 
"Ni l'Italie ni l'Espagne elle-meme ne sont aussi variees.nl77 
(6) Spanish and Italian color and lumi~re: 
"En realite, l'Italie et l'Espagne ne l'emportent sur nous 
que par la lumi~re et la couleur qui transfigurent des bitisses 
souvent fort ordinaires,--par 1 1air de joie qui flotte dans leur 
ciel. Et pourtant, m3me dans ces pays de splendeur, les plus 
nobles et les plus a rdents paysages n' ont rien d' aussi emouvant, 
d1aussi persuasif que la finesse voilee, les gris lilas et 
mauves de tel paysage parisien, par example les dSmes et les 
combles ardoises du Louvre, vus du Pont Alexandre, l la fin 
d 1 une belle jour~e d 1 automne. Et comme couleur, co:mme 
intensit4 lumineuse, est-ce qu1Avignon ou Toulouse ne valent 
pas leurs emules italiennes ou espagnoles,--celle-ll toute 
blanche d1 or, d1une blancheur presque orientale, derri~re son 
fleuve et ses remparts medievaux, celle-ci tout empourpr'e 
sous sa couronne de briques roses, au bord de 1a '~londe 
Garonne 1 chantee par le dernier po~te latin? ••• •l7 
!E! prestige 2! France abroad. -- Apart from certain suspicions that 
he claimed had been born of the~ de Separation, Louis Bertrand's 
assertions concerning.the attitude of foreign peoples toward France are 
filled with broad nationalistic sentimentality that invites satire. 
Consider a theatre audience in Seville wildly enthusiastic over the 
French national anthem: "Le public trans porte bissai t 1' hymne. en 
redemanda la Marseillaise, on ne se lassait pas de l'entendre.nl79 
Consider, too, in praise of the French language, Alexandrian Greeks who 
noisily call to one another in that tongue in order to show off their 
180 brilliant education, and Athenians who, in the Syntagma Square, speak 
French in such large numbers that •un Fran~ais peut se croire d'cid,ment 
en Francen,l81 while others strive to appear "quartier latin•• to prove 
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their Parisian ~· Another favorite theme lay in the depiction of 
high quality imported French articles de luxe in foreign countries as 
16o 
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always recognizable amongst the "affreuse camelote" originating elsewhere. 
MOslems boast to Bertrand of the flower seeds they bought, like ~ 
bourgeois of Ossay or Argenteuil, at Valmorin' s 184 and welcome him in 
their countr,y with "un peu de cette sympathie qui s'attache, 11-bas, l 
tout ce qui est fran~ais•.185 In Syria, all classes of the Christian 
population love France and look to her for help because "Ils sont 
186 tellement habi tu'• A ce que nous venions l leur s.ecours 1 n 
The Italy of World War I really must feel gratitude toward her 
neighbor because "nos sacrifices et nos privations sont partag's par nos 
voisins•187 and Italian Catholics, despite the antireligious government 
in Paris, "conservent une tres vive sympathie intellectuelle pour la 
France.n188 And Bertrand created in Card4nio Spanish courtiers who, in 
the face of French finesse, "--mime parmi les Espagnols lea plus ennemis 
de la France --furent contraints de demeurer d1accord qu1il 'tait 
impossible de s'exprimer avec plus de tendresse et d'honn3te~.•189 
Louis Bertrand's ..!:!!:! concept of France. -- In the face of evidence 
already presented, the apparent France of Louis Bertrand's violent anti-
republican inspiration must give way to his real concept of France, the 
superior nation. At all chronological levels of his career, he specifically 
defined that supremacy, perhaps because, as he put it:· "Les grandes 
nations ne peuvent subsister qu'l la condition d1etre de grandes 
.SgoS:stes.nl90 
1909 "Nous saurions que 1a France, bien loin de d&border sur 
le monde, est renferrn4e dans des pl'4juges tr~s speciaux,--
que c'est un tout petit !lot perdu dans la confusion de 
1 1immense univera.•191 
•En verite, le monde est immense et ce qui s 1appelle 
proprement 1la civilisation' ne sera jama.is qu'un point 
perdu dans cette immensite.•192 
1923 "La nation conqu&rante, a qui rien ne resiste, 
parce qu1elle est 1a force unie A l'intelligence.n193 
1927 ttLe 1110t de 1France1 rep~sente, pour chacun de nous, 
un capital intellectual et moral longuement accumule, et 
dont nous n1epuiserons jamais la richesse.•l94 · 
1939 "Maintenant que j 'ai beaucoup roule le monde, que j 'ai 
beaucoup vu et compare, je me sens plus indulgent pour les 
nStres et je garde, sinon toutes mes fiertes fran~aises, 
du moins le sentiment profond de notre superiorite. Je me 
laisse moina scandaliser et consterner par le spectacle de 
nos desordres, de nos decheances, de notre laisser-aller et 
de notre debraille demagogique. La persistance chez nous 
d'un certain etiage de civilisation au milieu de toutes 
les barbaries qui nous entourent, d1 une certaine aristocratie 
d'ame et de pensee, au milieu des pires voyoucraties, me 
console de ne pas trop ressembler A ceux qui paraissent 
3tre les plus forts et les plus brutaux. Certes, comme 
disait Barras, je n1ambitionne pas, pour la France, la 
louange 'd1etre 1a plus belle au bal'. Ma.is je constate 
que, malgre tout, malgre toutes les abjections du regime, 
nous res tons la nation la plus ci vilisee du monde, cella 
qui merite toujours d13tre la plus exemplaire, parce 
qu'elle est la plus humaine.• 195 
1940 WOe quel cote est, pour nous, la force protectrice? 
Nous avons tout l craindre de 11Allema.gne. Pendant p:nls de 
cinquante ans, nous venons de faire 1' essai de sa domination. 
Nous savona ce qu1elle peut nous donner: ordre, discipline, 
hygiene, proprete, organisation materielle, confort et 
prog~s. Mais nous savona aussi tout ce que nous avons l 
perdre avec elle: notre langue, notre esprit, notre 
civilisation, tout ce que nous avons de plus cher et enfin 
le sentiment profond qu1en depit de tout, c1est la France 
qui est notre patrie. En depit de tout, nous sommes fiers 
d1etre Fran<;ais. Par la France nous appartenons A l'elite 
de l'espece humaine." 196 
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!!!! hegemoill ~ France within latini U. -- It was the flag of France, 
then, a flag that represented for him the most humanistic of cultures, 
that Louis Bertrand sought to raise over the new latinit,. LatinitA 
and France were, in fact, as one; the relative positions of component 
nations within the new domain were already evident in the quotation he 
had chosen to head the prefatory (and suggestively titled) WVision 
d t ensemble" of his Grands aspects ~ pays age franyais: 
"La France est un corps, dont le coeur se trouve au Golfe 
du Lion et dont les deux bras sont 1 1Espagne et 11Italie ••• 
(Balzac: Sur Catherine de ~dicis. )nl97 
If some of Bertrand's contemporaries penetrated the altruistic 
latinism that he preconised to find there a lurking French chauvinism, 
only one significant critic gave direct utterance to his opinion: 
En meme temps qu'il consacrait sa plume a sa foi religieuse, 
il se creait une foi politique, d1ailleurs correlative; il voulait 
ressusciter dans !'Afrique du Nord et dans tout le bassin ouest de 
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la ~di terranee la civilisation chretienne et latine detrui te par 198 les musulmans, et mettre la France a la t3te de cette civilisation. 
For Louis Bertrand, that hegemony was the rightful property of a people 
whose temperament, creativity, and geographical location were superior to 
those of other Latin nations. Beyond that, France was the most prolific 
exponent of continuite latine in the visual image of Rome created in Paris 
by Napoleon, 199 in the "culte de 1a beaute, 'legance, precision, concision 
et clarte de la pensee" that the old masters of Rome had taught her, in 
the foundati~n of her greatness in the reign of Louis XIV, who, as 
indicated in the initial chapter of this study, "de meme que la Rome 
antique ••• a su parler un langage intelligible pour le monde entiern. 200 
Conclusion ~ prospectus. -- It has been demonstrated in this 
phase of the study of the concept of latinite in Louis Bertrand's works 
that the dominant consideration in a theory which pervades his entire 
literar,y production was not the ostensible fraternal union of the 
Latin peoples under an international cultural-racial aegis, but rather 
the creation of a new Roman Empire with a seat of government in Paris. 
The superior French civilization would be radiated therefrom as a 
model for Spain and Italy. 
In the Algerian locale of his works, especially of those early 
novels whereby he first achieved a literar,y reputation, Bertrand 
created, in many respects, a miniature model of the Latin union he 
coveted. It is incumbent upon this study to determine the relationship 
that exists between the aspects of North Africa treated by Bertrand 
in his works and latinite. In the light of that final phase of this 
study, conclusions already suggested may be modified or substantiated. 
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-Greek people, Bertrand was quick to deplore that utilitarian 
hypocrisy he shows here: "Quel qu 1 il soi t, Anglais, Allemand ou 
Fran~ais, des qu1il n'est plus utile, il a cesse de plaire." 
(Jerusalem, P• 187) The chapter in which the citation on page 263 
of ~ Mirage oriental is taken is entitled "La D~plaisance du Juif". 
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CHAPTER V 
THE ALGERIAN LATINIT~ 
Louis Bertrand's sojourn in Algeria from 1891 until 1900 and his 
subsequent frequent travels in various North African territories (trips 
undertaken, for example, in 1903, 1906, 1911, 1922, 1930, and 1934) 
provided the germinating impulse for his concept of latinite. The 
primary theory was comprised of Bertrand 1 s simultaneous and immediately 
post facto reaction to his nine years of experience there. Afterward, 
in the wake of an encouraging acceptance of writings that reflected 
those views, he reaffirmed, clarified, and expanded his doctrine of a 
new Latin empire so that, at least in appearance, it had an application 
to all the peoples of latinite: those in the northern or the' 
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southern reaches of his Mediterranean paradise. It has been demonstrated 
that Bertrand 1 s pan-La tinism was, in reality, an empty gesture principally 
motivated by chauvinistic interests. It remains to be determined how 
the would-be hegemony of the France that he clamored for within 
latinite was related to his satisfaction with that nation•s imperialist 
adventure in Algeria. 
The preparation. -- In his memoirs, Louis Bertrand recalled how, as 
a boy of eleven, he had taken Latin lessons from the town priest, whose 
rectory was located opposite the boy's domicile. Waiting for the~ to 
finish other tasks, Bertrand contemplated on the wall a portrait of 
Monseigneur Lav:tgerie, a beardless Lavigerie, represented during his days 
at the Nancy bishopric. The memoirs reveal that "d~s cette epoque, la 
figure du grand prelat qui ressuscitait alors l 1Afrique latine et qui 
devait tant obseder mon imagination, s 1etait done manifestee A mes 
regards. Les signes indicateurs se multipliaient sur rna route ••• nl It 
was clearly the kind of ~tical fatalism that Bertrand willingly 
indulged in. There were other childhood foretokens as well:: 
Tout enfant, je r3vais deja autour de 11Afrique. Je ne 
pensais pas y aller. Je n1 en avais aucune envie. Mais le seul 
nom de 1 I Afrique m' emouvai t 'trangement. Pourquoi celui de Saint 
Augustin m1a-t-il si vivement frappe quand j'avais douze ana ~t que, 
les mains chargees d1un gros bouquet, j'allais souhaiter sa fete A 
mon cure, qui s 1appelait Augustin? Ce sont la des prefigurations 
de l'avenir auxquelles on ne fait nullement attention. Ma.is quand 
cet avenir est ~alise, on se souvient tout-A-coup de l'obscur 
emoi qu 1on a eprou~ bien longtemps auparavant, en dechiffrant ou 
en entendant prononcer telles ou telles syllabes et on se convainc 
que, d~s ce temps-1!, dans les profondeurs du subconscient, le moi 
pu£ril etait dejA alerte et oriente vers un destin plus ou moins 
proche, destin inevitable autant qu'insoup~onne. 2 
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Following Bertrand 1 s flight from the inhospitable climate of Lorraine 
and of Paris to Provence and the brief interlude at Bourg-en-Bresse, his 
"Midi et demi" in Algiers had represented, he disclosed, the epitome of 
color and lumiere: 
Nice et la Riviera, que je quitte, n 1ont pas une atmosphere aussi 
chaude, aussi soyeuse et caressante. De ce cote-ci de la mer 
latine, la lumi~re est plus doree, 11azur est plus dense et plus 
beau: tout est monte d 1un ou deux tons plus hauts que sur la rive 
proven~ale. 3 
The series of further mental impulses and reserves which doubtless 
conditioned that first contact with Algeria will be recalled at this 
point: his dissatisfaction with foggy Bourg-en-Bresse,4 his hatred of 
the dreary political climate of the metropole, 5 and the corresponding 
glamor he associated with an Algeria the conquest of which, in 1830, had 
been the final glorious gesture of the Restauration. There was, too, the 
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promise of energy and renaissance that Algeria held in contrast with France's 
progressive debilitation less than two decades after the .F'ranco-Prussian War: 
Or, voici qu' en Algerie je trouvais enfin un milieu ou toutes 
mes preferences et toutes mes virtuali tes lorraines pouvaient 
s I epanouir. Et d t abord c I etai t pour moi connne une revanche du 
vaincu de 70. J 1y trouvais l'image d1une France victorieuse et 
conquerante, qui me permettait d'oublier la France hurniliee de 
1 1autre cote de l'eau. 6 
For the twenty-four year old Bertrand (who was only later to become the 
avowed enemy of exoticism) surely the call of a dventure and voluptuousness 
in colorful.Africa must have exerted an influence. Of Flaubert, he was to 
write: 
Il a compris enfin que -cet attrait de volupte explique le 
perpetuel exode des hommes d1 0ccident vera 1a grande joie du Sud 
et du soleil mediterranean. Ce n'est pas seulement l'artiste ou 
le poete qui obeit 1 cette seduction, mais tous,--depuis le 
marchand jusqu1au plus humble manoeuvre, qu1 i1 s 1 agisse des 
mercenaires d1Autharite ou du terrassier modeme qui abandonne son 
village du Piemont pour s 1enroler dans lea equipes de travailleurs 
africains. 7 
It was in the pages of S83amiBB8 that: Bertrand encountered that 
preoccupation with race ("Il a tr~s nettement vu ••• que la question des 
races dominait tout. 118), with the brutal tumult of crowds,9 with the 
stamp of individuality in the African himself ( "Quand on a long temps 
vecu en Afrique, ces personnages de Salammbo vous poursuivent comma 
des etres reels.n)10 that were to become the trademarks of his own 
novels in the Cycle Africain: 
Moi-meme, des que je mis le pied en Afrique, je fus frappe de 
cette verite: c1est que 1 1Afrique du passe vit toujours, ce qui 
se comprend assez et ce qui devai t infailliblement arri ver en 1D'l 
milieu o'O., dorninees par un ideal religieux immobile, les moeurs 
ont t~s peu evolue depuis des millenaires. Cette constation, je 
la lus tout de suite A travers les pages de Salammbo. Et ainsi 
cette oeuvre immortelle devint mon livre de chevet. Flaubert me 
donna la cle du monde inconnu et plein de mystere qui s 1ouvrait 
devant moi. 11 
In the final analysis, for all the omens, predilections, and 
influences involved, it is possible to deduce with Mbuli' in all 
fairness that 11on ne le trahira peut-3tre pas en supposant que lui-marne 
n 1a pris compl.tement conscience de ses raisons d'aimer l'Afrique du 
Nord qu1 apr~s 1 1 avoir aim4e.n12 The simplicity of Bertrand's approach 
to Africa has been further clarified by the critic John Charpentier: 
Il n'abordait pas 1 1Alg,rie en professeur; il n 1y cherchait pas, 
non plus, l'empreinte de 1 1 Islam, avec une curiosit' p~venue en 
faveur d1un certain exotisme; mais il 1 1observait avec des yeux 
neufs et se laissait gagner par la sauvage ardeur l vivre de son 
peuple, Espagnols, Italiens, Maltais, Proven'tau:x, au sang riche, 
exal te par le soleil. 13 
On the other hand, besides the solid classical training which was 
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to serve him well in his later deliberations concerning latinit,, Bertrand 
took with him to Algiers a penchant for heroism instilled 1n him by the 
literature of the Romantics and that idealism he was to discard after 
his liberal indulgence of 1898-99.14 Bertrand's later claim that his 
intellectual armature had fallen to pieces on contact with the Algerian 
world had more dramatic intent than truth in it.15 Albeit sincere, the 
remarks he later made in his memoirs concerning the fourfold evolution 
of his thinking on Africa in its earliest manifestations betray a hasty 
preparation and are not nearly so revelatory as they pretend to be: 
Cette visite A Tipasa eut une grande influence sur l''vo1ution 
de mes id,es touchant 1 1 Afrique Jftine. Ces id,es ne me sont pas 
venues tout de suite et elles ne;sont pas precis4es du premier 
coup. La mise au point en est extremement d'1icate, sujette A de 
perp,tue1s correctifs. Aujourd1hui, je distingue au mains quatre 
'tapes dans le d'veloppement de ma. th'orie, quatre points de vue 
success if's, qui se completent 1' un 1 1 &.utre. 
D'abord la Sa1ammb8 de Flaubert: oeuvre d 1 imagination qui 
atteint, par moments, A l 1 objectivit' et Ala v'rit' de l'histoire. 
Ce livre me revela l'importance de 1a question et de la mel'e des 
races dans !'Afrique du Nord: une race mattresse y asservit 
toujours l'autochtone, perpetual sujet de 11etranger. Et, 
depuis les temps les plus recules, !'Afrique du Nord est le 
lieu de rencontre entre l'Orient et l'Occident mediterraneens. 
Puis, Fromentin m' ouvri t lea yeux A ce qui subsiste encore 
dans l'Afrique d1aujourd1hui, de 11homme ~diterraneen primitif, 
surtout pour le costume et les attitudes corporelles: 1 1homme 
de la Bible y rejoint l'homme de nos pays classiques. Le burnous 
et la toge se rapprochent. Toujours cette rencontre de 1 1 0rient 
et de l'Occident. Ensuite, Tipasa et les villes mortes de la 
Ma.uretanie, de la Nwnidie, de la Proconsulaire me manifesterent 
une Afrique romanisee dans son architecture, ses usages et sa 
langue. Enfin saint Augustin et les Peres de 1 1Eglise d'Afrique 
me firent comprendre commien le Christianisme y fut vivant 
jusqu'au jour o~ le donatisme y sema la division et prepara les 
voies a 11Islam. Avant de se couvrir de mosqu&es et de marabouts, 
le MOghreb fut couvert de basiliques, de chapelles et de "memoriae" 
des martyrs. Cette romanisation et cette christianisation furent 
evidemment superficielles, en ce sens qu1elles ne touch~rent 
profondement que la peripherie du pays, le littoral et certaines 
parties du Tell. Je n'ai jama.is soutenu cet'ltie absurdite que 
11 Afrique du Nord fut un pay!~ de race latina. C1 est, au contraire, 
pour moi, le pays de la melee des races. Les colons italians y 
etaient en t~s petit nombre, en e'gard a la population berbere. 
Et jamais non plus je n 1 ai affi.rlrle que le pays tout entier ai t ete 
romanise, ou christianise. Encore une fois, il ne s 1agit que des 
rivages et non de 1 1interieur et des regions sahariennes, qui 
semblent bien refractaires a toute civilisation. 
Pour contenir cette melee des races toujours plus ou moins 
effervescentes, il a toujours fallu un mattre, la plupart du temps 
venu du dehors; il y a toujours eu une race-m&ttresse en Afrique. 
Et c1 est ainsi que !'Afrique latina d1aujourd1hui continue 
!'Afrique romaine. 16 
Suggestive as Louis Bertrand's quadripartite explanation may be, it gives 
no complete picture of the relationship of Algeria to latinite as defined 
in this study. Such a relationship may be clarified by placing his 
attitudes on Algeria and North Africa as they are expressed with more 
directness elsewhere in his work within the fr.ame of reference applied 
already to latini te in this study. 
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.'!:!!!· tradition of Africa within latini t~. -- Louis Bertrand argued 
for the inclusion of regions of Africa within the legitimate geographical 
confines of the Latin world. By "Africa", he referred principally to 
Morocco, Algeria, and Tunisia along with the territories of Libya 
(Cyrenaica and Tripolitania) which had passed under Italian control in 
1911 after centuries of Turkish administration: 
Je donne toujours au mot Afrique le sens restreint que lui 
donnaient les anciens. L' Africa, pour eux, c I ~tai t la region 
qui s''tend entre l'Egypte et les Colonnes d'Hercule, 1 1Egypte 
4tant consid~ne co:rnme un continent a part. Et c' est dans le 
mime sens que les Arabes employaient le mot Ifrikia. c•etait 
pour ceux-ci, le Maghreb, qui comprenait, avec la Cyrenaique 
et la Tripolitaine, la Tunisie, !'Algerie et le Maroc actuels.l7 
And why that new delineation of what the word "Africa" signifies? 
Principally, it would seem, to accommodate the ubiquitous racism: 
Il n 1y a pas d1autre Afrique que la not1~, 11Africa de 
Salluste, de Virgile et de saint Augustin, celle qui commence 
aux jardins de C~ne et aux plages desol~es de la Grande 
Syrte et qui fini t, par delA les colonnes d 1 Hercule, aux 
rivages de Volubilis la rnauretanienne. Repoussons, de tout 
notre coeur de Latins, cette appellation sacril~ge d111Afrique 
du Nord", qui fut inventee par des geographes gerrnains, cornme 
si les autres Afriques pouvaient prendre rang a cote de la 
notre I Nos anciens distinguaient soigneusement 1 1 Egypte et ~ 
la Libye, le pays des Garamantes et celui des Grands Singes, les 
profondeurs obscures et barbares de la Nigretie, de 1 1Afrique 
proprement dite. Que les autres contrees, celles des Negres et 
celles des Grands Singes, prennent, si bon leur semble, des 
qualificatifs ou des ~pithetes distinctivesl Nous autres, nous 
sommes 1.' Afrique, tout court. 18 
Louis Bertrand recognized in his "Africa" those virtues he so 
intimately associated with latinite: 
La durete des steppes africaines, le flamboiement de leur soleil, 
l'haleine devoratrice des sables, et, d1 autre part, 1 1influence 
mysterieuse du vieil imp~rialisme latin, ave a son gout de la pompe 
et de la vie d~corative, avec ses habitudes d1autorite, son culte 
de l'individu et de la famille, tout cela se retrouvait pour !'auteur 
aussi bien dans les plus humbles heros que dans les protagonistes les 
plus ambitieux de ses rornans,--aussi bien dans le roulier Rafael, dans 
Pe~te, le pecheur de sardines, que dans 1 1archev8que Puig, ou le 
tribun Carmela. 19 
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He saw, too, climatic conditions and topography that united that region 
to La tin Europe: 
On a ete frappe, avant toutes choses, de la similitude parfaite 
qui existe entre 11Afrique du Nord et les autres regions 
~diterraneennes: marne flore, marne faune, meme climat, meme 
configuration des cotes, memes paysages, pour ainsi dire. Les 
hommes d'apr~s 1870 repetaient volontiers que 1 1Afrique n1 est qu1un 
prolongement de la France~ Politiquement, cette formula est une 
absurdite, mais ceographiquement, elle est d1une rigoureuse 
exactitude. 20 
Everywhere in North Africa, Louis Bertrand found evidence of a 
continuite latine that had escaped the eyes of writers before him; and he 
declared that rrcomme d1autres ont fait la Lorraine et la Mpubli.que, j'ai 
fait, a mon tour, 1 1Afrique latine.n21 The continuite motif is first 
sounded in the iqyllic pages of La ~: 
Ils n1ecoutaient plus lea dissertations de l'abbe Saint-Laurent. 
Ils se taisaient, envahis l'un et 1 1 autre par l'influence de tout 
ce passe qui peu a peu les panetrait, songeant a ces morts, dont 
ils venaient de lire lea noms obscurs,--indigenes romains venus 
d'Italie, colons nes sur le sol;--et leur pensee se reportait a 
tout ce qu1ils avaient vu, eprouve, medite depuis la veille: le 
charme des rivages ~diterraneens, la villa paternelle, pleine de 
souvenirs antiques, batie sur la Colline des Temples avec les 
pierres des ruines, les trophees de la conquete fran9aise, la vie 
laborieuse du municipe incarnant lea lois justes et la raison des 
sages; --et voici que, dans leur esprit, surgissait, eclatante 
d1 evidence, 11 idee de la continuite latine. 22 
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Continui te was visible, too, in the ~tayer' s plough ( "C 1 est la vieille 
charrue des Georgiquesl ••• elle s•est transmise intacte de pere en fils.n 23) 
and in his bill-hook ( 11La serpe reluit entre leurs mains, toute pareille 
A celle que portent leurs anc3tres dans les mosaiques romaines.n24). In 
the corporeal movements of indigenous peoples in Africa, he caught a 
glimpse of Roman forebears, and he was convinced that "ni leurs g estes, 
ni leurs instruments, ni leurs costumes n'ont du changer beaucoup, depuis 
l'epoque lointaine o~, dans les champs de Cirta, les esclaves de Salluste 
coupaient les bles numides pour leur ma~tre latin ••• n25 The folds of 
26 the native burnoose recalled the toga. At moments it is the Moslem 
who would seem to inherit the Empire; then ranks are closed and the 
native peoples are seen as deprived of their inheritance by an Islam 
which has irrevocably polluted their nature: 
Il fait des indigenes les inconscients heritiers, en commun 
avec nous, de 1 1 oeuvre antique, africaine et latine. L'Islam, 
a ses yeux, n1 est qu1un enduit dissimulant le solide appareil 
de la construction latine. Des aieux l'ont batie dont les 
descendants suivirent des voies diverses dans le temps et ne se 
connaissent plus. 27 
The Latin from across the Mediterranean, on the other hand, confident 
of an unbroken succession and undefiled religiously, was as come home: 
Si l'on se rappelle en outre que, m@me durant les pires jours 
du moyen age, les relations n'ont jamais completement cesse entre 
les ports africains et ceux des anciens pays d'Empire; si l'on 
songe enfin qu' A partir du xv:re siecle, 1' influence latine n' a 
fait que grandir dans les villes barbaresques jusqu1au temps de 
A A la conquete fran~aise, on sera peut-etre tente de croire qu'il 
n'y a pas eu d 1interruption dans l'histoire de 1 1Afrique, 
province latine. Ce qu1il y a de sftr, en tout cas, c'est que 
11antique prestige de la civilisation romaine, n'y a point 
souffert d1eclipse. Les arts de l'Europe ~ridionale s'imposerent 
a 11admiration des Turcs et des Arabes, comme A celle des autochtones 
oublieux de la splendeur de leur patrie sous la domination de Rome. 
Ce sont des architectes chretiens qui construisirent la plupart des 
mosquees, souvent meme en leur donnant la forme de nos basiliques. 
Les faiences italiennes lambrisserent les murs des palais et des 
villas mauresques. Des colonnes venues toutes faites de Carrare 
s 1alignerent autour des patios. A 11exemple des maisons patriciennes 
de Genes, celles de riches corsaires africains se decorerent de 
portails en marbre blanc sculp~s par des captifs ou par des 
artistes amenes du dehors. Ainsi s•est entretenue la tradition 
seculaire qui faisait de 1 1Afrique la tributaire de l'Empire. 
Mais, plus que tout le reste, les ruines romaines qui 1 1 enserrent 
COmnte d I un reSea.U ininterrolllpU perpetuaient la memo ire obscure de 
cette tradition. Le sceau de Rome y demeurait partout visible. 
C1est pourquoi, lorsque lea Fran~ais, les Espagnols et les Italiens 
s 1y precipiterent de nouveau au lendemain de 1830, ils purent avoir 
11 illusion de rentrer dans leur domaine abandonne et de reprendre 
leur bien. 28 
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Even granting the legitim&cy of the claim of native (that is, Moslem) 
Algerian populations to a preponderant role in that continuit~ from the 
Roman Empire, the irreconcilable nature of Islam and Catholicism made 
their opposition to each other both deadly and permanent. There would be 
no pax roma.na until Islam was brought to her knees. For Bertrand, it was 
~le supreme assaut de 1 1 Islam africain et des sectes dissidentes contre 
le catholicisme monarchique et national" that was "un des plus 
passionnants et des plus magnifiques sujets qu1un ~crivain puisse 
choisir". 29 The solution would require violence. Monseigneur Puig 
off!~ was again Bertrand's spokesman: 
Comme si on pouvai t convertir les Arabes avec des OREMUSl Avec 
des coups de fusU, ouil ••• Donnez-moi une bonne a~e et je me 
charge de les convertir en masse: ~a ne trainera pasl Mais le 
cardinal, lui, en tenait pour la douceur, 1 1 humanit~, tous lea 
prejug~s qu'ils ont en France! 30 
The Roman Catholic Church was to play in North Africa the full role 
envisioned for it in his concept of latinite: that of an institution which 
represented in a concrete way an authoritarian romanite and underscored 
the latter's unanimity of spirit and purpose.31 Bertrand pointed out that 
the Church had glorious traditions to continue in Africa, titles of 
nobility that went back nearly 1800 years. 32 He pictured the babel of 
races that comprised Saint Augustine's Carthage,33 and a comparison with 
Algiers was implicit. That saint was described by him as "le grand 
Africain", one who dreamed of rendering equal "l'Empire terrestre du 
Christ a celui des Cesarsn. 34 In modern histor.y, Bertrand proclaimed 
Charles Cardinal Lavigerie, 3.5 the primate of North Africa, as the ideal 
champion of latinit~ and one who "allait droit A son but: rendre 
l'Algerie, d'abord, et ensuite donner l'Afrique tout enti~re ala 
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civilisation latine". And again it becomes clear what decidedly French 
implications are involved in the concept of "la civilisation latine", 
as Bertrand admitted that, on examining Lavigerie 1 s works, he had noted: 
J'y d'couvrais, presque 1 chaque page, ma propre pens,e, mes 
propres th,ories africaines. Lavigerie les avait formul,es 
longtemps avant moi, sans que j' en fusse le moins du monde averti. 
Nos r'fiexions, nos conclusions avaient suivi une ma.rche 
parall~le. Je n1avais fait que preciser et d'velopper les id,es 
de 1 1 archev3que, en utilisant les d'couvertes d'une science qui, 
a cette epoque-la, n'en 'tait encore qu1a ses debuts.37 
Amongst the ideals of Cardinal Lavigerie to which Bertrand 
particularly subscribed was the following: 
Dans un mandement, qui n'est peut-etre pas un chef-d'oeuvre 
litteraire, mais qui est un monument de haute pensee politique 
et chretienne, i1 disait 1 ses diocesains, a l'Afrique tout 
entiere: "Faire de la terre algerie nne le berceau d' une nation 
Jrande, gen~reuse;-c}ii;Stienne, d i une autre France, ei'iliii mot, 
ille ~ soeur !!!, !! notre ••• ! coU de ia lliire patrl'e:tr"38 
North Africa and, indeed, Central Africa, the mandement continues, were 
to be "civilized", a process by which, it is clear, the imperial 
offspring of France would be legitimized by the Church: 
Et, si 11 on tient compte de ce fait que, pendant tout le moyen 
age et jusqu1 a nos jours, il y a eu, dans taus les principaux 
centres barbaresques, des milliers de captifs ch~tiens avec 
leurs pretres, leurs eglises et leurs chapelles, il est permis 
d1affirmer que 11Afrique depuis les origines, n1a jamais cesse 
d'etre chr,tienne. 
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La barbarie nous entoure at nous menace, sans meme que nous en 
doutions. Elle est 1 nos partes. Elle est partout. Pour 
quiconque a des yeux, le HODde actuel est une menace effroyable. 
Si 11 on peut adoucir un peu la beta humaina, 11 n1y a que le geste 
divin, le geste auguste qui nous fut enseign' voilA bientOt deux 
mille ana : le Pain rompu, la Coupe offerte, le Banquet symbolique 
auquel est convi'e 11humanit6 entiere. Le vrai symbole et le plus 
efficient de la fraternite des peuples, c'est encore la table de 
communion, cette mensa martyrum que les ancetres de notre foi 
avaient dressee dans les cimetieres et dans les eglises d'Afrique ••• 39 
The enemies of la tini te in Africa. -- Louis Bertrand found in North 
Africa an environment in which two of his favorite doctrines flourished: 
Carrefour des races, li~e aux convoitises de peuples hostiles 
et de civilisation inegale, qui s 1y entrechoquent depuis des 
si~cles, elle entretenait en moi ce sens de l'Ennemi, que j'avais 
apporte de ma. Lorraine, et aussi le sens d'U Barbare: elle 
m'empechait de m'affaisser dans la niaiserie de 1 1humanitarisme 
pacifiste. Je commenQais A ecrire alors. Je ne crois pas que, 
depuis ce moment-ll jusqu1 l la veille de la grande guerre, alors 
que chez nous on ne voulait plus en admettre meme la possibilite, 
je ne crois pas que personne ait eu plus que moi ce sens de 
1' Ennemi. 40 
The enemies or barbares he encountered in Algeria included some of 
those at whom his vituperative remarks took aim ever afterward. An 
Algerian Rafael in ~ ~ ~ _:~ declared, "Me marier avec une 
Juive, jamaisl 11 ;41 while Pe~te's encounter with Naboth and Noemi and 
his description of their offspring Arthur and Oswald reveal an 
insidious anti-Semitism.42 
In ~ Roman ~ !! conquete of 1930, the English are excoriated as 
the jealous witnesses to the successful French enterprise in Algeria of a 
century ago,43 though neither they nor other Nordic peoples play any 
important role in the North African cycle, generally speaking. Moslems 
are, of course, the most severely deal~with. In addition to those 
aspects of Islam already treated in this study,44 certain facets of the 
Mohammedan world as Bertrand conceived it are not without interest. 
The first novel of the Cycle Africain, le Sang ~ races cited indigenous 
Algerian social conditions which clearly have nothing to do with that 
Algerian prosperity he extolled as having been brought about by the 
agency of 11sol11 and 11race 11 :45 
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Mais ce qui le degoutait plus que tout le reate, c1etait 
ce monde het£roclite des quais, auquel il etait force de se 
meler. Lea .Arabes surtout lui repugnaient, a cause de leur 
malproprete et de leur platitude. Tous ces deguenilles, qui 
agitaient autour de lui leurs lingea sales, lui faisaient 
1• effet d 1 une vermine se promenant sur son corps. Leur odeur 
l''coeurait. Leurs cuisines, installees dans tous lea coins, 
exhalaient des ralents de huile, de beurre ranee et de graillon. 
Sur des rechauds en terre, des po~lons fumaient; de morceaux 
de foie saignants barbouillaient des assiettes; des sardines 
frites s 1empilaient sur des etals, des ecorces de pas~ques et 
de figues de Barbarie faisaient autour des vendeurs un tas 
d1ordures permanent; et ce que Rafael trouvait de plus 
intolerable, c•etait la puanteur de ces grands poissons qu1on 
a~pelle des "chiens de mer" et dont le baa peuple se nourrit. 
Il y en avait des piles, tout ecorches et decapites, hideux a 
voir. Ces mangeailles se rencontraient avec des tranches de 
citron, des oranges, des batons de chocolat, des quartiers de 
fromage. Et quel etrange peuple se pressait auteur de ces 
officinesl Rafael, qui se rappelait lab eaute et lea grandes 
manieres des Arabes du Sud, n1avait que du mepris pour cette 
canaille. 46 
He referred to the Moslem barbara as one who would cut off your 
head "pour un oui ou un non",4? in short, one who was, in the complete 
certainty of his self-righteousness, a dangerous opponent to a French 
mandate based on a similar theory: "Tous lea deux sont capables de se 
sacrifier pour le triomphe d1une idee.n48 It was well and good for 
Louis Bertrand to view Islam as an intruder in his Algerian latinite, 
the MOslem had not yet been destroyed or converted. Besides the 
Church which had sought to convert with prayers instead of guns, he 
severely c ensured a Republic whose diplomacy had interfered with the 
unifying policies of the Church.49 French administrators for the 
Republic were particularly at fault, he insisted, for displaying such 
an exaggerated respect for the Coran "qu1 ils en ont comme rehauase le 
prestige aux yeux des indig~nesn.50 Those indigenes whom he would have 
wished to consider merely "l titre de figurants dans un beau decor, --
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des figurants que je devinais hostiles et ~nigmatiquesn, 51 those 
inQ.igenes were, in reality, an heterogeneous group which he was 
forced to submit, element by element, to the ultimate test: their 
assimilability to French civilization and, hence, to the French 
hegemony: 
Mais, parmi les Africains, il faut savoir discerner ceux 
qui en sont capables, tenir compte des diff~rences et des 
in~galit~s. Je ne me lasserai pas de r~p~ter que la grande 
erreur de la ~tropole,--et meme de certains Alg~riens,--est 
de traiter 1 1 Alg~rie tout entiere comme si elle ~tait habi~e 
par une population homogane. Depuis longtemps, depuis toujours, 
c'est un pays sans unit~, un pays de passage, ou cohabitant 
des races d1une in,gali~ et d'une hostilite foncieres, et ou 
il a toujours fallu un ma!tre venu de dehors pour assurer un 
ordre et une securite toujours precaires. 
L'indigene des rivages et du Tell pourra sans doute venir a 
nous. Mais le nomade et le Mgre des regions sahariennes 
paraissent voues A une barbarie incurable, a moins de 
bouleversements prodigieux, de croisements ethniques et de 
changements radicaux dans les conditions de la vie. Meme 
11indigane des villes, elave de nos ~coles, etudiant de nos 
facul~s, a beaucoup de peine a rejeter les tares des vieilles 
disciplines et des vieilles superstitions locales ou · 
islamiques. 52 
With all the concern Louis Bertrand expressed in later works over 
the vexatious problem of the Moslem "intruders" in North Africa, the 
early novels of the Cycle Africain rarely alluded to Islam in any manner. 
In them he truly created the Latin Africa he was subsequently to lay 
claim to. Perhaps through an excess of patriotism or of wishful 
thinking, few critics questioned the imbalance involved in his 
depiction of the Algerian scene. Ironically enough it was one of those 
purveyors of exoticism who recognized the importance of the MOslem in 
Algeria and for whom Bertrand had an expressed disdain that was to 
occupy the fauteuil left vacant by him in 1941. In 1947, Jean Tharaud, 
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in his eloge of Bertrand before the Academia Fran~aise, raised the question: 
Mais que penser d1une conception de 11Algerie ou 11 indigene 
ne tient aucune place? Pierre Loti a ecrit l 1 Inde sans lea 
!nglais. On pourrait appeler 11Algerie de Louis Bertran~ 
1' Algtlrie sans les Arabes. Pourquoi lea a-t•i.l negliges? 
Parce qu1il les tenait, nous dit-il, pour des gens abatardis, 
~fiants, replies sur eux-memes, paresseux et inutiles, qui 
etaient venus, il y a des si~cles, saccager le plus beau 
doma.ine du monde pour rien mettre a sa place. Il les tenait 
pour des intrus dans un pays latin. Tout au plus, d1 apr~s lui, 
pouvaient-ils avoir quelque inter~t pour les amateurs de 53 pittoresque. Mais cet exotisme-1! ne l'interessait aucunement. 
!.!:!!. role of Spain and Italy!!!, Algeria.-- A Louis Bertrand who 
severely admonished Greeks for the interet which dictated their 
dealings with non-Hellenes employed precisely that same utilitarian 
concept of huma.ni ty in his depiction of Spaniards and Italians in 
Algeria. The Algerian Latin, the ideal Latin of his utopian latinite, 
was to be a French Latin in cultural respects to whom had been added 
a certain mixture of physical and moral vigor as well as a heightened 
sense of religious devotion. The process by which that Romain 
~rimental was to be produced reeked of a Zola-like determinis~ 
paradoxically enough,54 with a vitriol of Spaniards and Italians 
poured onto the Gallic sugar to produce a vigorous, if not violent, 
Algerian. Bertrand christened his process with a title singularly 
disobliging to Spaniards and Italians alike as "retremper dans la 
barbarie tt. 
Doubtless considering himself as a kind of literary catalyst in 
the metamorphosis, Bertrand pointed up in his works a threefold formula 
for achieving the Algerian nationality: (1) Disparasement ~ the ~ 
countrz. -- The largely negative picture of Spain, for example, presented 
throughout his works was initiated by Bertrand in his first novel, 
,!!! ~ 2.!! races. In that work, the African Spaniard, Rafael, returns 
to the land of his ancestors only to discover that the ties with Spain 
are no longer binding: idleness, austerity, political futility of a 
Spain at war with the United States are paraded before the reader. 
55 Life in Spain is judged to be a sheer bore. (2) Disparity !J!l<?ng 
Algerian settlers.-- On the other hand, the working capacity of the 
Spaniard renders him invaluable in largely undeveloped Algeria. He 
becomes, therefore, the "vrai type de 1 1 Alg~rien":56 
A l'~poque de la reconquete, la terre cultivable de cette 
r~gion etait aux mains de ces admirables paysans espagnols qui, 
aux temps lointains de l'h~gemonie romaine, avaient fait la 
reputation de la B~tique, et qui, aujourd'hui, ont su rendre l 
1' Alg~rie franQaise une fertUite d4trui te par 1' incurie des 
Arabes. Ces paysans sont des ouvriers agricoles d'une 
endurance et d1une sobriet-4 extraordinaires. Ce sont eux qui 
ont d&friche la brousse du Sahel et du Tell algeriens, qui ont 
plan~ les vignes et seme le ble, ~gui, chaque annee, viennent 
faire les moissons de 1 10ranie ••• ~7 
Italian settlers, on the other hand, are seen as valuable fisherfolk, 
- 58 but a dissident factor temperamentally, and the French as suffering 
from a physical and spiritual anaemia. In La Concession de Madame 
Petitgand, the ProvenQal roulier Pelissier, although an experienced 
colon in some respects, is shown to be no match for the hostile land 
he is trying to tame, while chief amongst his adversaries is the 
Italian Nond&deo.59 The opposition amongst the colons of various 
origins is deliberately marked. (3) The unifying sublimate. -- In a 
seething, chaotic Algiers and Algeria, Louis Bertrand had discovered 
"comme un resume de la latinite mediterraneennen. 60 Divorced from ties 
with the mother country and separated amongst themselves by cultural 
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heritage, the fulfillment of the promised latinit~ could only be brought 
about by their acceptance of a superior, unifying civilization. Whatever 
weakness Bertrand conceded to the French colon, it was, of course, the 
civilisation of the metropole that would provide that common denominator. 
The hegemony of France in Algeria. --Por Lolds Bertrand, the 
political control of Algeria by France was a de facto consideration that 
required no justification: 
1 1empire 'tait ! qui se trouvait assez fort pour le prendre. 
Or, le fait est qu1il est en notre possession. Nous ne 11 avons 
pas eu parce qu'il nous est tomb~ du ciel. Il nous a fallu le 
conqu,rir au prix de notre argent et de notre sang. Des 
milliers de Franc;ais sont morts pour nous assurer cette 
conquete. Et nous ne 1 1avons pas eu davantage par fraude •••• 
Mais nous n 1 avons pas ! no us justifier. 61 
Nous devons nous en souvenir toujours, surtout quand une 
presse imb,cile et criminelle s'en va r~p~tant que lea 
exp~ditions coloniales ne sont que des pirateries capitalistes. 
Du moins, la France a-t-elle fait tout ce qu 1elle pouvait pour 
que ce fussent, avant tout, des oeuvres de justice et de 
civilisation. 62 
He did not, moreover, consider that political control a significant 
factor in the production of the Latin amalgam. Rather, the French 
people as a superior civilization would, in time, as with all similar 
racial overlappings in history, install them as the controlling force. 
The French were, after all, the cultural heirs to Africa: 
L'Afrique nous offre, avec la joie de son ciel, dont nous 
sommes avides, l'activitt$ r£gl'e qui nous convient: nous n 1y 
perdons point notre sens inn' de la mesure, pour sombrer dans 
lea aventures de toutes lea ~galoma.nies. Ensui te, no us y 
restons en contact avec lea traditions de culture qui ont forme 
notre race. H'ritiers d'Ath~nes, d 1Alexandrie et de Rome, nous 
aommes chez nous a Carthage, ou les courans (sic] de 
civilisation partis de ces trois villes sont venus se 
confondre. 63 
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The civilisation fran'taise was, then, the cement, the pacifying balm, 
the salvation of the melange latin in Algeria. Bertrand produced 
immigrants from the various provinces of Spain who had to speak French 
. 64 '-' 
1n order to understand one another. In the typical upanish.colonist, 
his Rafael of ~ ~ des races, he put on display an Algerian who not 
only found during his trip to the ancestral motherland that Spain was 
fore~gn to his blood and to his instincts, but one who was, in turn, 
considered by his Spanish relatives as a Frenchman --not as an Algerian, 
65 . let it be understood, but as a Frenchman. That same Rafael was 
labeled "gavatcho"66 for his squeamishness at a bullfight where, when 
the crowds acclaimed the playing of the Marseillaise, he finally 
proclaimed, "Je suis plus Fran'taiS que vous.n67 In La Cina, there is 
the Balearic M. Xuereb, who confesses that he "n'avait eu qu'une 
ambition,--s'elever au niveau des FranQais, devenir un civilise et m&me 
68 
un savant". 
Wherever Bertrand turned in Algeria he found about him visual and 
spiritual images that were highly satisfactory -- that were French: 
Ce petit coin de vie civilise, ces silhouettes familieres, 
ce rappel des habitudes franQaises -- tout cela s 1empare si bien 
de moi que j 1 en oublie les spectacles desertiques ••• 69 
He saw behind. every visual aspect of Algeria some symbol of the ever-
watchful France: 
(1) Village churches: 
0 Ils y tiennent, parce qu'en face se dresse, d1ordinaire, 
une mosquee et que la mosquee, pour eux, c' est l' Islam, 
11Arabe -- tout ce qu'ils detestent -- tandis que l'eglise, 
c 1est la France tutelaire.n 70 
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( 2) Church ruins : 
"Si les ~glises n1ont point de pass~, en revanche, il y ~ 
A c8~ d1elles, des ruines aussi parlantes, aussi charg~es de 
sens et de souvenirs et qui doivent 3tre aussi sac~es pour 
les Fran~ais de lA-bas que pour les FranQais de France, nos 
plus v~n~rables cath~drales ••• v7l 
(3) Community plans: 
11Nous arrivons a BOne A la nuit close. Et, tout de suite, 
cette petite capitale africaine nous s~duit par sa 
physionornie riante et avenante. Elle est gracieuse, coquette, 
d1une jolie ordonnance 4 la franQaise •••• La jeune ci~ 
coloniale, plus fran~aise d 1 aspect que beaucoup de nos villes 
lni:Sridionales, est aussi bien plus vivante ·" 72 
(4) Algiers itself: 
"C'est la mani~re d1Alger, ou 1 1on sent bien ~uelque chose 
de franQais, la discipline de la rnesure et du gout franQais, 
mais qui n'est plus pr~cis6ment de la France." 73 
The very MOslems of Algeria are depicted as superior at least to 
other Moslems by their having had contact with France: "Et je m'explique 
de plus en plus la hauteur d6daigneuse avec laquelle nos indig~nes 
alg~riens traitent leurs coreligionnaires marocains et tunisiens, qui 
n'ont pas, comme eux, cent ans de civilisation franQaise.n74 France 
had, in fact, tempered the architectural tastes of the Moslem: 
Il suffit pour rendre hommage au gout des Algerians, de se 
rappeler les bitisses similaires qui deshonorent les rues du 
Caire et d1 Alexandria. !A-bas, c' est le triomphe de la 
pacotille et de la caricature carnavalesque. Ici, le sens 
franQais de la mesure a temp~~ tr~s a propos 1 1exuberance et 
l'enflure africaines. 7S 
France, in short, had restored the culture of latinite to Africa: 
Parmi la couronne de nations latines qui entourent la mer 
int~rieure, la France a sa place qui n'est point la moins glorieuse. 
N1est-ce point par elle que l'aigle latine vole encore sur 11Afrique 
du Nord? 76 
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Louis Bertrand and Algeria. -- Algeria was the source of Louis 
Bertrand's first successful literary ventures. It is not surprising that 
he should have regarded with gratitude that territory where he had 
discovered the ideal of his beloved lumiere, where he saw in the 
creative process a new France replying to the ideals that the metropole 
no longer represented, where he found a profession and a measure of 
renown. The ~ j.!, 1' ennemi he had developed in his native Lorraine 
toward the German barbarian gave him a sense of security and belonging 
in an Algeria where the Latin faced the Moslem barbare. Algeria was, 
too, for that royalist the final colonial enterprise of the ancien 
regime. 
With the single exception of his biography of Lamartine, 77 in Louis 
Bertrand's works, practically every subject he treated may be related 
in some respect to his preoccupation with the African scene; often, 
indeed, Africa turns up in the most unlikely of places. Consider, 
for example, the prologue of Louis XIV, wherein Bertrand admits that 
"pour me faire sentir la grandeur de cet art classique, il m1avait 
fallu la familiarite de 1 1Afrique latinen.78 Africa appears on his 
trip to the United States and Canada; he found a St. Lawrence river 
estuary reminiscent of the Nile.79 If he found little in Spain that 
did not suffer by comparison with France, it was also true that he felt 
a special affinity for that part of Spain which resembled Africa. 80 And 
if' the reader begins such an article as "La Lorraine dans 1 1oeuvre de 
FranQois de Curel", 81 he will find himself in North Africa in the first 
sentence. 
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Louis Bertrand spent relatively little time in Algeria after his 
nine year residence there from 1891 to 1900, but he wore with pride the 
title 111 1Africain", 82 bestowed on him by literary critics. The habit 
remained with him even after, in the mid-twenties, his lotharingism 
83 had begun to take hold. His anti-MOslem racis~ his vision of the 
Algerian as the neo-Frenchman, his militant Catholicism made of him the 
literary champion of the far right wing colon ideology.84 The 
identification Louis Bertrand made in a personal way with North Africa, 
and especially with Latin Algeria, can best be understood'from his own 
statements: 
Quand je vis devant rnoi la ville toute blanche et toute mauve, 
avec le d~ploiement de ses rampes en arcades et de ses boulevards, 
j 1 eus tout A coup un grand battement de coeur et je pressentis que 
cette terre d1Afrique allait avoir une influence d~cisive sur ma 
destin,e. C 1 ~tait, dans ma ligne, un brusque de barre, comma celui 
qui faisait tourner, en ce moment, le bateau sur lui-merne pour 
accoster au m81e. Je ne songeai alors ni ! rnes projets litt~raires, 
ni A ce que je croyais ~tre ma vocation, ni meme ! mes pauvres 
ambitions universitaires. Je n1attendais rien de grandiose ni de 
glorieux. Je sen tis seulernent que 1' Afrique entrai t dans rna vie 
et que c 1 ~tai t lA une (sic J ~~nement d 1 extreme importance pour 
rnoi... Mais nonl Pas merne celal Je sentis tout simplernent que 
c 1 ~tai t un grand changement et que ce changement allai t bouleverser 
rna vie. 85 
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Comma Nietzsche, et sans conna!tre Nietzsche,--car il a fallu 
cette guerre pour m1 arnener A lire son oeuvre, --je n 1ai gu~re fait 
que precher la ~di terran~e. Ch s 1 y taille le dornaine que 11 on peut. 
Mon doma.ine A moi, --bien que j 1 aie pouss~ ma pointe dans toutes les 
r~gions mditerran~ennes, 8-6~1 est 1 1Afrique du Nord, 11Afrique romaine et gr~ao-latine. · 
Mbi qui suis parti, voilA bien des ann~es, de ma petite ville 
rnosellane, pour courir le monde, qui ai rneme cru pouvoir m'acclimater 
ailleurs, au point que nos Fran9ais diAfrique veulent bien me 
consid~rer comme un des leurs, --voici que, arriv~ plus quia 1a 
moi ti~ de rna carri~re, je me retourne vers man point de d~part et 
je constate avec une stupeur joyeuse qu1A travers mille contradictions 
apparentes, sous les d~guisements les plus divers ••• je nlai fait 
que vi vre une vie toute lorraine. 87 
Tout ce que je souhaite et pr,dis depuis vingt cinq ans est en 
train de se r'aliser, --1 savoir 1a renaissance de la Latinit' 
africaine. 88 
Avec mon sens lorrain de 1 1 ennemi et de 11 etranger, je me 
defendis de mon mieux contre le prestige dejA bien use du decor 
et des moeurs indig~nes, et, d1instinct, je m1orientai vers les 
hommes et vers les traditions de ma race. Je negligeai tout ce 
qui n 1&tait pas latin et franc;ais pour exalter surtout les 
notres et retrouver, dans ce sol envahi par le Nomade et par le 
Barbare, nos lettres de noblesse et nos titres de premiers 
occupans ( sic] • 89 L I arc de triomphe de Timgad, la basilique de 
T6bessa me parurent plus dignes de notre attention et de notre 
respect que toutes les mosqu&es et tous les marabouts de 
1 1Afrique du Nord. Certes, nous ne repoussons personne, nous 
ne voulons rien detruire. .Ma.is, de mime qu 1 en Lorraine et en 
Alsace, c1est un devoir, pour nous Franc;ais, d'y entretenir la 
tradition franc;aise, de meme, en Afrique, j 1ai cru que c1etait 
un deyoir, pour nous Latins, d1y renouer et d1y defendre la 
tradition latine. 90 
Et ces panneaux indicateurs mentionnent des villes aux noms 
sonores, des trajets imposants et qui font rever: Tunis, 2.000 
kilometresi ••• Cela donne une haute idee de 11Empire. Cela rappelle 
le Militaire d1 or du Capitole, les barnes des voies romaines, 
1 1 Itin6raire d1Antonin, -- enfin, une foule de chases glorieuses. 
Et cela vous donne une certaine fierte, lorsqu 1 on traverse cette 
r6gion d1 0udjda-Taza, qui, il n1y a pas trois ans, 6tait envahie 
et menac&e par les tribus rebelles. La paix franc;aise a retabli 
la securi M. Les indig~nes sont les premiers a en profi ter. En 
longues files cavalcadantes ou pedestres, ils osent sortir de 
leurs gourbis. 91 
Les 6leves des ecoles organisees par nous donnent toute 
satisfaction aux visiteurs. Certaines d1entre elles m'ont ete 
gracieusement ouvertes. Comme dans nos ecoles primaires de France, 
j'y ai entendu reciter des fables de La Fontaine, j 1y ai vu faire 
au tableau des multiplications et des divisions sans fautes, jlai 
constate que ces petits Marocains comprenaient et parlaient fort 
honorablement le franc;ais. Ce que j 1ai admire surtout, c 1est le 
devouement des mattres qui consentent A vivre, compl~tement isoles, 
dans ces rudes quartiers indigenes, o~ 1 1hostilite contre eux est 
toujours plus ou moins latente, o'O., en tout cas, ils sont prives 
des plus el.&mentaires commodit&s de la vie europeenne, et tout cela 
pour apprendre A de petits A!ricains quelques mots de franc;ais, 
avec 1' espoir de leur faire aimer la France dans ce qu 1 elle a de 
plus humain et de plus genereux.92 
J'ajoute enfin que, si la fameuse union des peuples latins, dont 
on a tant parl&, S I est jama.is realisee quelgue part, C I est 
uniquement la, dans notre Afrique du Nord. 93 
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Conclusion. -- North Africa represented for Louis Bertrand the 
center of his attraction to the Mediterranean region of latinit,. 
A composite of Latin peoples, Algeria satisfied in him both a 
chauvinistic craving for French hegemony in both politics and culture 
within an evolving latinit' and a strong desire to see the French 
people tempered by contact and interaction with the barbara. To 
validate France's position there, he waged a personal literar,y war 
against Isl~ coveting especially the littoral territories as part 
of the continui~ latina and pointing to 1800 years of Roman Catholic 
spiritual tradition there. 
Whatever notions Louis Bertrand entertained from time to time 
concerning 11lotharingism11 , Algeria came nearest to satisfying his quest 
for a homeland, for soil favorable to a renaissance of the civilisation 
franyaise. The counter-concept of Louis Bertrand, "1 1 Africain", crosses, 
recrosses, and intermingles constantly in his writing with the primary 
stream of his concept of latini~. 
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CONCLUSION 
Latinit~ was the ideological mortar of Louis Bertrand's works. 
Ostensibly preconising a union of France, Italy, and Spain, his 
doctrine was formulated on the pretext that a common cultural and 
religious heritage was being threatened with destruction by increasing 
materialism and by the disrespect of popular-front political movements 
for the dignity of the individual. In reality, Bertrand's thinking was 
motivated by his geopolitical inter3t as a Frenchman, his aesthetic 
preferences as a classical scholar, his provincial hostility as a 
Lorrain to the barbare, and his religious and political persuasion 
as a Roman Catholic Royalist. 
Unspating in his criticism of the Republic, Bertrand adopted 
Algeria early in his career as the spawning ground for a new France. 
He found in its North African specifications the tradition he required, 
including a history in common with the Roman Empire, a link with 
Catholic cultural patterns well anchored in the emotional attraction 
of Saint Augustine, the lumiere that comforted his flesh, and the 
challenge of the Moslem that excited his ~2! 11ennemi. He 
savoured particularly that admixture of Spanish and Italian 
11barbarian" settlers there who served to temper the French colon, 
become somewhat debilitated by the undisciplined Republican regimes, 
somewhat mollescent from contact with the over-refined, albeit 
superior, civilisation franqaise. 
Flushed with the success of his first literar,r ventures, a series 
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of novels depicting that violent genesis of Algeria which his subsequent 
works were to seek to interpret further, Bertrand was not blinded to the 
serious obstacles that menaced the only partially realized French and 
Roman Catholic orientation of the nascent state and, thereby, the eventual 
utopia he could visualize there. He pondered the problem of a 
numerically superior Islamic population, that of the legitimization of 
French settlers' rights on some basis other than that of the increasingly 
untenable imperialist mainmise, that of the threat to French cultural 
domination constituted by the presence of considerable numbers of 
Spanish and Italians both in Algeria itself and in the colonial pincers 
of Libya and Spanish MOrocco. No less seriously viewed by Bertrand was 
the military weakness of the individual Latin nations vis-A-vis the 
democratic and socialist barbarians of Nordic and Slavic stock. 
As a frustration to the multifold threat, Louis Bertrand created 
latinit~. Proclaiming the superiority of Latin culture, the continuit~ 
of the Latin traditions, the dire threat posed by the non-Latins, he 
sought to heighten a concept of Latin oneness that might ward off attack 
from without and consolidate French security within Algeria's colon 
connnuni ty by appeasing non-French Latin elements there. To attain that 
security, moreover, he postulated a hierarchy within latinit' whereby 
that which was Spanish or Italian was certain to be eventually depicted 
as inferior to that which was correspondingly French in origin. 
The pan-Latin and the pan-Algerian (or pan-French) aspects of his 
latini~ clash and neutralize each other, producing as an end product a 
vast and vicious negativism that distorts and largely invalidates even 
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those works which would seem most immune: a purported Histoire d1Espagne, 
for example, that is merely a lengthy diatribe against Islam and seeks to 
justify, therefore, the repressive posture of the colon. Bertrand's 
intent is similarly clear in biographies of Saint Theresa and Philip II 
wherein he extols the creative excellence of the Roman Catholic Spaniard 
and pricks the myth of Moslem inventiveness; it is evident too in a life 
of Saint Augustine that underscores latinite 1s legal presence in North 
Africa. If the motives underlying Louis Bertrand's treatment of themes 
concerning latinite reveal his works to have had their morally 
indefensible creation in subterfuge and hypocrisy, it is similarly 
impossible to ignore the violence, vindictiveness, and malice that he 
spewed out in order to win his ground: Jew, Moslem, or Protestant; 
partisan of any political creed save that of the absolute royalist; 
American, Englishman, liberal Frenchman, German, Greek, Italian, 
Russian, or Spaniard -- the epithet Bertrand applied in each case was 
venomous. 
Louis Bertrand's pro-Nazi sympathies of the mid 1930's were by no 
means irreconcilable with the highly authoritarian tenets of his latinite 
concept. Since the New France he envisioned in Algeria could evolve in 
the framework he required only in direct proportion to the degree of 
French control exercised over the tenfold greater numbers of the Moslem 
population, Bertrand's already manifest abhorrence of the increasingly 
socialistic Third Republic produced intolerable frustrations during those 
critical years. The fact is that the left-wing orientation of the Paris 
authority was not merely odious in itself to the hyper-conservative 
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Bertrand, but, through its conciliatory, fraternal, or relaxed attitude 
toward class and racial problems, it might, he surmised, spread the base 
democracy of the m~tropole to colonial Algeria, to the proving-ground 
history had provided for his latinit~. On the other hand, the racism of 
the Nazi Kultur, its reliance on discipline and on brute force, the 
repressive measures it had adopted against moderate and left-wing 
sympathizers were possible guarantees to the status quo in North Africa. 
Under such conditions and without seeming to renounce his loyalty to 
France, the authoritarian-minded Louis Bertrand doubtless saw less 
danger to his hopes in a French-German axis, if only, he supposed, a 
temporary one, than in the slowly but surely liberalizing class and 
race attitudes of the democratic or communistic blocs. 
In evaluating the works of Louis Bertrand, literary critics have 
considered him variously as the father of the colon novel, the proponent 
of a revitalized France, the Roman Catholic biographer, the apologist for 
a monarchist and Christian Spain, the interpreter of the Mediterranean 
scene and its controversial issues. Content to hang his literary garb 
on whatever peg suited their purposes, they have rarely glimpsed the 
unity in his total literary production. Perhaps awed by his status as 
an acad~micien, or else sharing the narrow racial, religious, and national 
faith he gave voice to, they have, too, only occasionally deplored the 
negativism of his guiding ideology with the same frankness a few employed 
in describing his personality. 
With the resurgence of interest following World War II in an Algeria 
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that, torn by civil war, has sought to reinterpret her destiny, the works 
of writers in fiction and non-fiction who for over a century reflected 
in French letters that changing scene assume a new significance. In 
those of Louis Marie Emile Bertrand, called "L1Africainn, the literar,y 
father of Latin Africa and that writer who first interpreted the role 
of the Algerian colon, inquiring men may seek to understand better the 
ideas that have set in motion a struggle of global interest. In such an 
examination, an unbiased reappraisal of North African literature in the 
French language will be inevitable. This study presumes to relate to 
such a reappraisal by placing the works of Louis Bertrand in the 
framework he created for them collectively in his concept of latinit,. 
It is in that framework, and in that framework only, that their essence 
becomes meaningful in the quest for literary and historical truths. 
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" THE CONCEPT <F IATINITE IN THE WORKS <F LOUIS MARIE EMILE BERTRAND 
Warren Frederick Wilder 
Boston University Graduate School, 1960 
Since World War II, the crisis in Algeria has intensified interest in 
French literature concerning North Africa. Attention has been refocused 
on Louis Bertrand (1866-1941), creator of the colon novel. Bertrand, 
born in Lorraine, graduated from the Ecole Normale. After teaching in 
Algiers (1891-1900), he abandoned pedagogy for writing and settled on 
the Riviera. He achieved membership in the Acad~mie FranQaise in 1926. 
Bertrand's extensive work includes twelve novels and over sixty non-
fiction volumes. He contributed extensively to French journals. Critics 
early favored but later disparaged his contribution on personal as well 
as literar.y grounds. They have failed to interpret satisfactorily the 
unifying element in his work: latiniU. 
By latinit-4 Bertrand referred ostensibly to the Latin peoples, to 
a core of their social and aesthetic ideals, and to the lands of lumiere 
in the western Mediterranean basin. He bade Latins rise to new preeminence 
by espousfug an authoritarian ideology based on class inequality of Roman 
Empire vintage. Bertrand determined that the latent unanimity of latini~ 
might be animated by heightening the awareness of continui~ from early 
Christian Rome to the present, with the Roman Catholic Church as proof 
extant of that link, and by appealing to the racial ego. 
Bertrand asserted that Latin ideals were threatened by maleficent 
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forces. A~ de l'ennemi gleaned from childhood in Lorraine undergirded 
that fear. For Bertrand, all men were barbares who were not Roman 
Catholic, Latin, and royalist. Islam, Judaism, and Protestantism with 
their adherents as well as the countries of Anglo-Saxon tradition, Russia, 
Greece, and Germany are particular targets of his attack. In the 1930's 
he judged Nazi Germany a suitable ally for socialist threatened France 
and latinite. 
National distinctions served Bertrand as the foundation of a hierarchy 
within latinite. He professed a propensity for Spain based on atavistic 
mwsticism and on its possibility as an echappatoire from rule by the 
masses in France. His work, nevertheless, represents Spain in a generally 
unfavorable light. Spanish neutrality in World War I aggravated his anti-
Hispanism. There is little to indicate his acceptance of Spain as a 
possible leader in latinite. He expressed-an affinity for Catalonia for 
mystical reasons and as the southern counterpart of his native border 
marches. Italy, treated by Bertrand with less frequency, is dealt a 
fate similar to Spain's. 
Ambivalence characterizes Bertrand's evaluation of France. He 
castigated the Republic, the Eeuple, clerics, and French writers, save a 
few who shared his views. He deplored a decline in national energy. 
Such negative opinions, however, are far outweighed by his faith in a 
French civilization he depicted as superior to all others. Bertrand's 
Lorraine partisanship (lotharingisme) attenuated his Nazi propensity. 
He sought to place latinite in the service of France. 
Algeria satisfied in Louis Bertrand both a chauvinistic craving for 
French hegemony in politics and culture within an evolving composite of 
Latin peoples and a desire to see the French people tempered by contact 
with the barbare. The counter-concept of Louis Bertrand "L' Africain" 
crosses and inte~es with the primary stream of his concept of 
latinit~ in his writing. 
Louis Bertrand's literary work was principally directed toward the 
justification of French colonial imperialism. 'l'he latinit~ concept 
represents, in its idealistic pretensions, a palliative to non-French 
colons and to France's Latin neighbors. It is, further, a reactionary 
writer's proposal for what he considered to be a social and political 
utopia for the few, based on the suppression of basic human rights for 
the many. An understanding of Louis Bertrand's concept of latinite is 
essential in the evaluation of his contribution to literature. 
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